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ABSTRACT
The ever growing availability of phylogenomic data makes it increasingly possible to study
and analyze phylogenetic relationships across a wide range of species. Indeed, current phy-
logenetic analyses are now producing enormous collections of trees that vary greatly in size.
Our proposed research addresses the challenges posed by storing, querying, and analyzing such
phylogenetic databases.
Our first contribution is the further development of STBase, a phylogenetic tree database
consisting of a billion trees whose leaf sets range from four to 20000. STBase applies techniques
from different areas of computer science for efficient tree storage and retrieval. It also introduces
new ideas that are specific to tree databases.
STBase provides a unique opportunity to explore innovative ways to analyze the results
from queries on large sets of phylogenetic trees. We propose new ways of extracting consensus
information from a collection of phylogenetic trees. Specifically, this involves extending the
maximum agreement subtree problem. We greatly improve upon an existing approach based on
frequent subtrees and, propose two new approaches based on agreement subtrees and frequent
subtrees respectively.
The final part of our proposed work deals with the problem of simplifying multi-labeled trees
and handling “rogue” taxa. We propose a novel technique to extract conflict-free information
from multi-labeled trees as a much smaller single labeled tree. We show that the inherent
problem in identifying rogue taxa is NP-hard and give fixed-parameter tractable and integer
linear programming solutions.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Phylogenomic data availability in open access databases such as GenBank (Benson et al.
(2008)) and TreeBASE (Piel et al. (2002)) has witnessed an unprecedented growth in the last
decade or so. Coupled with the development of sophisticated methods and tools, this has
led to large scale phylogenetic analyses covering a diverse range of life. Initiatives such as
Tree of Life (http://www.phylo.org/atol/, http://opentreeoflife.org/) are producing
phylogenetic analyses spanning a wide taxonomic coverage and consisting of large number of
trees of varying size. The tree repository in STBase (“Species Tree Database”) (McMahon
et al. (2013)) is one such initiative. It consists a billion phylogenetic trees built from single-
and multi-locus datasets assembled from GenBank (Benson et al. (2008)). Interfacing such
a database to the online community poses unique challenges with respect to efficient search
and retrieval techniques required in querying the database. Existing tree databases (Piel et al.
(2002); Sanderson et al. (2008); Finn et al. (2010)) address some of these concerns, however, it
is not straight forward to extend them for such a large repository as STBase. Organization of
the database and the way user queries are processed further strengthen the need for a separate
approach to mine such a database.
The first contribution of this dissertation is a search engine to efficiently query the huge
tree repository in STBase (McMahon et al. (2013)). The trees in the repository cover a diverse
range of life spanning 41,3628 taxon and more than six million sequences, and vary greatly in
size (4-20,000 leaves). A typical query on this database includes a set of related species as per
the interest of the user. The result contains a collection of trees restricted to the query set
and ranked as per a quality criteria. Through a combination of techniques from information
retrieval, notably inverted indexing, and from computational phylogenetics, especially for con-
structing consensus trees, and use of efficient hash functions, STBase search engine achieves
2fast response times — responding to user queries within few seconds.
In the second part of our research we explore alternative ways of mining consensus infor-
mation in a collection of trees. In this regard, we extend the well known maximum agreement
subtree (MAST) problem. Given a collection of input trees on a common leafset, an agreement
subtree is a subtree supported by all (100%) the input trees. A MAST is an agreement subtree
having the maximum number of leaves among all such agreement subtrees. We relax these two
criteria — i.e., 100% support and the maximum cardinality criteria with respect to the leafset
— to obtain frequent subtrees (FSTs). Application on real world datasets show that FSTs can
provide bigger and/or more informative subtrees than MAST. Moreover, a collection of such
FSTs can provide a larger taxon coverage. In certain cases, a FST can be more resolved than
the commonly used majority rule tree approach as well as the MAST. We propose efficient
algorithms to mine such FSTs. Though very useful, the number of FSTs can become very
large as the size of the common leafset is increased. This imposes practical restrictions on the
number of FSTs that can be mined and further analyzed. Motivated by this, we further extend
our work and propose two new approaches — one based on FSTs and another on agreement
subtrees — for identifying common information in a collection of phylogenetic trees.
The third part of our research is on multi-labeled trees (MUL-trees) and the rogue taxon
problem. A MUL-tree is species trees with multiple leaves labeled by the same species. Such
trees are a common occurrence while inferring species trees from gene trees. With respect to
phylogenetic inference, a common problem often encountered with MUL-trees is the presence
of conflicting quartets. We introduce the notion of conflict free quartets, and define the infor-
mation content of a MUL-tree as the set of all conflict-free quartets implied by it. We define
the maximally reduced form of a MUL-tree as the smallest tree obtainable from the original
tree that retains all the conflict-free information. We propose an efficient algorithm to reduce
MUL-trees to their maximally reduced form and evaluate its performance on empirical datasets
in terms of both quality of the reduced tree and the degree of data reduction achieved.
A rogue taxon in a collection of phylogenetic trees is one whose position varies drastically
from tree to tree. The presence of such taxa can greatly reduce the resolution of the consensus
tree (e.g., the majority-rule or strict consensus) for a collection. We show that the underlying
3problem in identifying rogue taxon is NP-hard. We give polynomial solutions for a restricted
case of strict consensus and integer linear programing solutions for the general case of consensus
trees.
1.1 Organization of The Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: This describes STBase. It has two sub-parts. The first part describes the chal-
lenges and techniques in developing the search engine and the second part describes the
construction of the billion trees. The chapter is a modified version of the paper submitted
to the journal Systematic Biology. A preliminary version of the text is also part of my
Master’s thesis (Deepak (2010)). However, the current version is completely re-written
with major additions. I was responsible for designing and implementing the search engine,
and developing the online user interface.
Chapter 3: This chapter describes EvoMiner: a new algorithm for enumerating all frequent
subtrees in collections of phylogenetic trees, and the improvements EvoMiner achieves
over Phylominer — the state of the art algorithm for the same task. This manuscript
has been submitted to the journal Knowledge and Information Systems and is currently
under revision. I was responsible for designing and implementing EvoMiner.
Chapter 4: Extending our work on EvoMiner, in this chapter we propose two novel ap-
proaches for identifying common information in collections of phylogenetic trees, one
based on agreement subtrees called maximal agreement subtrees, the other on frequent
subtrees called maximal frequent subtrees. This is an unpublished manuscript. I was
responsible for designing and implementing the algorithms.
Chapter 5: Here we describe a quartet based measure to identify conflict-free information
from multi-labeled phylogenetic trees, and give algorithms to extract such conflict-free
information. A condensed version of the text appeared in the Proceedings of the 12th
Workshop on Algorithms in Bioinformatics, 2012 (WABI 2012). The current version
4is the paper invited for a special issue of the journal Algorithms for Molecular Biology
devoted to the selected papers from WABI 2012, and is currently under review. I was
responsible for formulating the conflict-free measure and designing the algorithms.
Chapter 6: This chapter explores the complexity of identifying rogue taxon while construct-
ing consensus trees in collections of phylogenetic trees and, gives polynomial solution for
the restricted case of strict consensus trees and exact ILP formulations for the general
case. A condensed version of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of the 8th Interna-
tional Symposium on Bioinformatics Research and Applications, 2012. I was responsible
for proving the NP-hardness of the rogue taxon problem and designing the polynomial
solution for the restricted case of strict consensus trees.
Chapter 7: Concluding remarks on the thesis appear here.
5CHAPTER 2. STBase: ONE BILLION TREES FOR COMPARATIVE
BIOLOGY
Michelle M. McMahon, Akshay Deepak, David Fernndez-Baca, Darren Boss and
Michael J. Sanderson
Modified from a paper submitted to the journal Systematic Biology
Abstract
A new database, STBase, is designed to let comparative biologists quickly retrieve phylo-
genetic hypotheses pertinent to a query list of species or genus names. The database consists
of 1 million single- and multi-locus phylogenetic data sets (each with a confidence set of 1000
trees), computed from GenBank sequence data for 413,000 eukaryotic taxa. Two bodies of
theoretical work are leveraged to aid in the assembly of multi-locus concatenated data sets.
First, impacts of missing data are ameliorated by assembling only decisive multi-locus data
sets (Michael et al. (2010)). Second, a novel “multree” reduction algorithm is used to prune
multiply labeled trees to conflict free, conservative, singly-labeled trees that can be combined
between loci. A fast inverted indexing scheme permits retrieval of data sets overlapping with
the query, which are ranked according to a scoring scheme that weighs tree quality and amount
of taxonomic overlap of the tree with the query. Tree quality is assessed by a real-time eval-
uation of bootstrap support on just the overlapping subtree. Associated sequence alignments,
tree files and metadata can be downloaded for subsequent analysis.
2.1 Introduction
Phylogenetic trees have greatly altered comparative biology by rearranging the context for
comparison, enhancing statistical power of comparative tests, and broadening taxonomic scope
6(Felsenstein (2003); Baum and Smith (2012)). In recent years the demand for phylogenetic
trees has been so high that comparative biologists themselves have turned to heuristic or
even non-algorithmic methods for assembling trees comprehensive enough to contain the taxa
in which they are interested (e.g., Phylomatic Project: Webb and Donoghue (2004); http:
//www.phylodiversity.net; see e.g., Pringle et al. (2007) for an application). This reflects
a basic impediment: the mismatch between the set of taxa present in available phylogenetic
trees and the set of taxa for which comparative data are available. For example, the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew, maintains a database of morphological and biochemical data on seeds
of angiosperms (Flynn et al. (2006)), which has been used in comparative analyses such as
Moles et al.’s (Moles et al. (2005)) study of the correlates of seed size variation. Currently,
of the 2572 eudicot species having data for the trait “percent oil content”, some 36% have no
sequences in GenBank, even though eudicots are arguably one of the best sampled species-rich
taxonomic groups in the tree of life (the overall species level sequence coverage across described
biodiversity is closer to 10%). Moreover, the 64% that are in GenBank are found patchily
among various loci, so that previously reconstructed phylogenetic trees are much more limited
in their taxon coverage than this number suggests.
One strategy to overcome this is assembly of ultra-large, dense phylogenies of particu-
lar clades (Bininda-Emonds et al. (2007); Nyakatura and Bininda-Emonds (2012); Peters et al.
(2011); Smith et al. (2009, 2011); Edwards (2011)), or of particular regions of the world (Lanfear
et al. (2011); Saslis-Lagoudakis et al. (2012)), depending on the biological question. However,
the distribution of data with respect to taxon coverage is highly uneven across all of biodi-
versity (Sanderson (2008)), and scaling inference up presents numerous computational chal-
lenges (Bader et al. (2006); Goldman and Yang (2008); Liu et al. (2009); Izquierdo-Carrasco
et al. (2011)), especially in handling the patchy coverage across multiple sparsely sampled loci
(Sanderson et al. (2011); Roure et al. (2012)). An alternative strategy, which should be use-
ful in the near term, is to assemble a very large collection of phylogenetic trees of small to
medium scale, and optimize the delivery of these trees via efficient search and retrieval. As
larger trees are needed, they can be pieced together by other algorithms (caveat emptor!). One
clear advantage of this is that it allows relatively robust estimation of reliability — assessments
7in ultra-large trees remaining a challenge — and these estimates of reliability can be returned
to the user.
Several tree databases currently provide some aspect of this service, including TreeBASE
(Piel et al. (2002)), and our PhyLoTA browser database (Sanderson et al. (2008)), in addition
to genomic databases aimed at delivering gene trees instead of species trees (e.g., PFAM; Finn
et al. (2010)), but none of these are designed from the ground up to address the taxon mismatch
problem. Moreover, our PhyLoTA database computed only data sets from single loci, neglecting
the power now so clearly evident in multigene analyses. Here we describe a new database of
precomputed phylogenetic trees, STBase, optimized for use by comparative biologists. In it we
archive one billion precomputed phylogenies built from single- and multi-locus datasets, the
latter guided by recent theory on optimal multigene data set construction and treatment of
multrees–that is, trees with more than one leaf having the same name (owing to duplication,
repeated sampling, population sampling, etc.). We join this with a search engine that accepts
lists of taxon names and efficiently returns a ranked list of trees, the subtrees that overlap
with the taxa of interest, and support values. In terms of database size, and retrieval time
efficiency, it presents the user with an interactive experience comparable to online BLAST
searches against GenBank.
STBase is available online at http://searchtree.org/. The contributions in making the
billion trees easily accessible online can be divided into two main subheadings. Section 2.2
describes the search engine responsible for processing user queries efficiently and the structural
organization of the database. Section 2.3 describes the construction of trees.
2.2 The Search Engine
2.2.1 Overview
The goal of STBase is to provide a tool that accepts a user’s query list of taxon names and
returns a ranked list of good “hits” to a database of phylogenetic trees. To quantify what “good
hit” means (the term meant to be analogous to BLAST searches, Altschul et al. (1990)), we
construct a scoring function that increases with the quality of the trees found and the amount
8of taxonomic overlap between the tree and the query. We assume that tree quality can be
characterized via a confidence set of trees, such as computed by bootstrapping (as here) or by
sampling the posterior distribution (Huelsenbeck et al. (2001)). Let A, be the query list, and
α be a user supplied weighting parameter indicating the relative importance of tree quality
and taxon overlap. For any tree, T , let L(T ) be the taxa in the tree; T |A be the subtree
restricted to just the query taxa, and L(T |A) be the taxa shared between the query and the
tree. Then define ω(L(T |A)) to be some increasing function of the this overlap. Let θ(T |A) be
some increasing function of the quality of the subtree. The score of a “hit” is then
S = α · ω(L(T |A)) + θ(T |A)
We construct a normalized score ranging from 0 to 100 (1) using the bootstrap percentages
on the subtree as a quality score, (2) using an overlap function given by the number of overlap-
ping taxa divided by the number of query taxa that are in the database (rather than the larger
set of query taxa that might include taxa not found in GenBank at all) x 100, and finally, (3)
dividing by 1 + α. Higher values of α make overlap increasingly important relative to quality.
2.2.2 Database Entities
The STBase database consists of five entities namely taxon, genus, sequence, cluster and
tree. A taxon consists of a name and an ID. A taxon can have multiple names mapped to
the same ID. Each genus consists of name and maps to one or more taxa. Each sequence –
represented by an ID – is associated with a taxon and there can be multiple sequences associated
with the same taxon. A cluster is a collection of sequences on which trees are constructed. Each
cluster consists of a thousand bootstrapped trees, and has a unique ID. Because of their sizes
(over 250GB), clusters cannot be kept in main memory. This coupled with the large number
of , which poses several challenges to achieving fast query processing. Each leaf of a tree in
a cluster corresponds to a sequence. Each leaf of a tree in the result set can correspond to a
taxon name, taxon ID, sequence ID or a combination of these three, as indicated by the user.
All IDs refer to a numerical value.
92.2.3 Query Processing: Challenges and Techniques
Figure 2.1 shows how a query is processed. Currently the web interface supports queries
based on taxon names or genus names or a mix of both, however, keeping future prospects in
mind the server implementation also supports queries based on taxon IDs and sequence IDs.
When the user inputs a list of taxon names and genus names, genus names are replaced by
the corresponding taxon names and the updated query consists of only taxon names. This is
followed by five steps: 1) retrieving the corresponding taxon IDs, 2) fetching the sequence IDs
associated with each such taxon, 3) identifying the clusters having the desired overlap with
the set of query sequences and reading them from disk, 4) processing each cluster to restrict
each of the thousand trees in the cluster to the taxa that overlap with the query sequences, 5)
summarizing the restricted trees for each cluster as a majority rule tree (MRT), and returning
these MRTs to the user. Next, we describe the techniques used to implement these steps
efficiently.
Output: 
Taxon names Taxon IDs 1. Retrieve Sequence IDs 2. Retrieve 
Clusters 
3.2 Identify 
and read 
4. Restrict Subtree 
Clusters 
5. Compute Majority Rule 
Trees 
Taxon + Genus 
Tree Repository 
Figure 2.1: The query process
2.2.3.1 Identification of Overlapping Clusters
Given a set of sequence IDs, identifying overlapping clusters and reading them from disk
memory (step 3 in Figure 2.1) is the most time consuming part of the query process, as there
are 1 million clusters covering over 6 million sequences. STBase accomplishes this task in time
that is independent of size of the database through inverted indexing (Zobel and Moffat (2006);
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Manning et al. (2008)).
Given a large collection of documents (e.g., web pages), an inverted index allows one to
search and retrieve the subset of documents containing one or more words from the query set.
It does so by maintaining a mapping from a predefined set of keywords to the documents in the
collection that contain them. A document is important if it contains one or more keywords.
In STBase, the goal is to find the clusters containing sequences that map to the list of species
supplied in the user query (see Figure 2.1). Given a set of query sequences (the keywords),
STBase’s inverted index tells exactly which clusters (documents) contain those sequences and
where those clusters are located on the hard drive. Figure 2.2 gives a high-level picture of
STBase’s indexing scheme. It consists of two data-structures: Inverted List and the Vocabulary
(See Fig. 2.2). Inverted List contains an entry for each keyword, i.e., a sequence. An entry for
a sequence contains two things: the number of clusters that have the sequence in their leafset
and the list of all such clusters. For each such cluster, this list stores the exact location of the
cluster in the disk memory. Vocabulary stores, for each sequence ID, the pointer to the entry
in Inverted List corresponding to the sequence. Vocabulary is constructed such that given a
query sequence ID, the corresponding pointer to the inverted list is obtained in constant time.
STBase achieves this task by maintain Vocabulary as an array; the ithsequence is stored at
the ith index.
2.2.3.2 Majority Rule Tree Generation
A query typically results in 100-200 clusters arising from sufficient overlap with the taxon
names provided as input. Each of these clusters consists of thousand bootstrapped trees that
are then restricted to the query overlap and summarized as an MRT. To generate the MRT
efficiently, we used Amenta et al.’s randomized linear time MRT algorithm (Amenta et al.
(2003)), which uses hash codes — a constant size object — to represent bipartitions and a
clever method to construct the MRT using only these hashed bipartitions. This results in a
linear-time (i.e., optimal) algorithm.
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Sequence ID 
Inverted list 
pointer 
Seq ID 1 Ptr 1 
Seq ID 2 Ptr 2 
Vocabulary 
Cluster count 
(ft) 
List of cluster ids 
f1 ID1,ID2… 
f2 ID1,ID3… 
Inverted List 
Cluster 1 
Cluster 2 
Cluster 3 
File containing clusters 
1
Figure 2.2: Indexing scheme deployed in STBase
2.2.3.3 Mapping between Names and Numbers
Genus names, taxon names, taxon IDs and sequence IDs are provided as part of the tree
repository. The user queries on a mix of genus names and taxon names; however, the clusters
in the repository are based on sequence IDs. To map efficiently among these entities, STBase
employs universal hash functions (Motwani and Raghavan (1995); Cormen (2001)) and string-
specific hash functions (Jenkins (1997)), which are capable of inserting and deleting a random
element in constant time irrespective of the size of the collection. The current release has
53,849 genus names , 413,627 taxon names, 413,628 taxon IDs and 6,026,845 sequence IDs.
Any mapping scheme that is dependent on these numbers will significantly slow down the
query processing time. Thus, hashing plays an important role in keeping the query processing
time optimal.
As a result of these techniques and some intelligent preprocessing of the data, STBase an-
swers queries in time that is linear in the total size of the query and the output, and independent
of the size of the underlying tree repository. For a detailed description of the application of
these techniques in STBase, see Deepak (2010).
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2.3 Tree Construction
2.3.1 Single Locus Data Sets
A pool of ˜160,000 single locus data sets (Table 2.1) was assembled from GenBank rel.
184 largely according to the PhyLoTA pipeline described earlier (Sanderson et al. (2008)). A
set of 517 taxonomic groups in the NCBI hierarchy was selected so as not to exceed 35000
sequences contained in its (nonmodel) organisms. We refer to these as “hub groups”. These
corresponded in the end very roughly to the rank of Linnean “orders”. Within each, clusters of
homologous sequences were assembled by all-against-all BLAST search and single-linkage clus-
tering following 50% minimal overlap requirements as described. Multiple sequence alignments
were obtained using MUSCLE (Edgar (2004)); ML optimal trees using RAxML (Stamatakis
(2006)); and 1000 “fast” parsimony bootstrap trees using PAUP* (Swofford (2003)). Many
(111,433; 11.25%) of these clusters had “multrees” (Fellows et al. (2003); Grundt et al. (2004);
Huber and Moulton (2006); Popp and Oxelman (2001); Scornavacca et al. (2011)) — that is,
they included at least one taxon ID multiple times, owing to sampling of multiple individuals
within taxa, multiple alleles or paralogous loci. We exploited a novel multree reduction algo-
rithm (Deepak et al. (2012b)) to reduce each of these multrees to a singly labeled “reduced”
tree that is not contradicted by the species level information in the multree. This is a conser-
vative procedure that limits the number of false positive species relationships. The user can
view either the multree or reduced tree for a single locus data set. See Figure 2.3.
Number of Loci Taxa Data set size
data sets (mean and range) (mean and range) (mean and range)
Clusters 160,801 1 (1-1) 63.1 (4-8767) 63.1 (4-8767)
Bicliques 762,529 9.8 (2-91) 15.6 (4-510) 142.3 (8-1526)
Decisive
quasi-bicliques
67,103 12.4 (2-386) 27.8 (5-1406) 234.7 (10-9516)
Table 2.1: Summary statistics for the three kinds of data sets
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Figure 2.3: An example of MUL-tree reduction. Numbers in parenthesis next to labels indicate
the multiplicity of the respective labels and are not part of the labels themselves. The singly-
labeled tree on the right is the reduced form of the MUL-tree on the left. It retains only
“conflict-free” quartets from the original MUL-tree. A conflict-free quartet is one which is
topologically not conflicted by any other quartet displayed by the original tree over the same
set of four leaves.
2.3.2 Multi-locus datasets
Assembly of multi-locus concatenated data sets is problematic in cases in which multiple
sequences are present in the same taxon — that is, when multrees are inferred for a cluster. We
used the reduced set of taxa obtained from the multree reduction as the source of sequence data
for assembly of supermatrices. Although this results in a loss of some taxa on average, it also
reduces (or at least sidesteps) the conflict between loci arising from biological processes such as
gene duplication or incomplete lineage sorting. Although we have not built trees using other
methods, this collection of reduced loci/trees could be used as inputs to species tree inference
methods as well as simple concatenation.
Two protocols were used to further guide assembly of multi-locus supermatrices from the
single locus reduced data sets in each hub group. Both generate multi-locus data sets with
the desirable property of decisiveness for all possible trees, which can help limit the impact of
missing entries in the supermatrix (Steel and Sanderson (2010); Sanderson et al. (2010, 2011)).
A supermatrix, M , is decisive for tree, T , if and only if the subtrees, ti, for each locus i, obtained
by restricting T to only those taxa that have sequence data at locus i, uniquely define T (it is
easy to find examples in which many trees are consistent with these subtrees, rather than only
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one). A particularly strong form of decisiveness, which holds for some patterns of missing data,
is that M may be decisive for all possible trees, T . Our first algorithm assembles maximal
complete supermatrices, meaning every taxon is sampled for each locus, by finding so-called
maximal bicliques in an associated graph data structure (Sanderson et al. (2003); Driskell
et al. (2004)). Since any supermatrix in which one locus includes sequence from all taxa is
decisive, these are decisive for all trees. Our second algorithm allows some missing entries in
the supermatrix by building incomplete matrices. This algorithm builds a supermatrix using
each locus as a reference locus in turn. Taxa restricted only to those in the reference locus, and
any other locus with at least 33.3% taxon overlap with the reference locus is allowed to join
the supermatrix. Because of the reference locus, this supermatrix is also decisive for all trees,
even though it contains missing data, and we refer to it as a so-called decisive quasi-biclique.
An important property of the collection of maximal bicliques or decisive quasi-bicliques is
that they can overlap with one another partially. In some cases with relatively dense graphs,
there can be a very large number of rather similar multi-locus data sets assembled in this
way. We found, for example that within mammals there were a vast number of primate and
carnivore bicliques, the two largest nodes, and we therefore took a 2 and 20% sample from
these, respectively. Various checks and filters were run on the results. We checked whether
there were duplicate data sets within or between nodes in the NCBI hierarchy and whether any
decisive quasi-bicliques were actually bicliques (which occurs rarely when the taxon coverage
pattern is conducive). In addition we use a BLAST protocol to check that all loci in a data set
are independent from each other, sharing no local homologies (these can arise occasionally for
a variety of reasons upstream in the pipeline) which might lead to redundant inclusion in the
same supermatrix.
Availability
The database can be accessed at http://searchtree.org. Software for the database re-
trieval engine and the code implementing multree reduction algorithm is available at http:
//code.google.com/p/search-tree/. All code is distributed according to a GNU GPL v3
license (http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html).
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CHAPTER 3. EvoMiner: FREQUENT SUBTREE MINING IN
PHYLOGENETIC DATABASES
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Abstract
The problem of mining collections of trees to identify common patterns, called frequent
subtrees (FSTs), arises often when trying to interpret the results of phylogenetic analysis.
FST mining generalizes the well-known maximum agreement subtree problem in phylogenet-
ics. Here we present EvoMiner, a new algorithm for mining frequent subtrees in collections
of phylogenetic trees. EvoMiner is an Apriori-like level-wise method, which uses a novel
phylogeny-specific constant-time candidate generation scheme, an efficient fingerprinting-based
technique for downward closure, and a lowest common ancestor based support counting step
that requires neither costly subtree operations nor database traversal. Our algorithm achieves
speed-ups of up to 100 times or more over Phylominer, the current state-of-the-art algorithm for
mining phylogenetic trees. EvoMiner can also work in depth first enumeration mode, to use
less memory at the expense of speed. We also demonstrate the utility of FST mining as a way
to extract more meaningful phylogenetic information from collections of trees when compared
to maximum agreement subtrees and majority rule trees — two commonly used approaches
in phylogenetic analysis for extracting consensus information from a collection of trees over a
common leaf set.
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3.1 Introduction
A phylogeny (or phylogenetic tree or evolutionary tree) depicts the evolutionary relation-
ships among a set of species (Baum (2008)). Aside from their intrinsic scientific interest,
phylogenies have diverse applications, which include characterizing cryptic biological diversity
(Barns et al. (1996)), crop improvement (Flint-Garcia et al. (2005)), identifying snakebite an-
tivenins (Slowinski and Keogh (2000)), tracking the spread of epidemic diseases (Smith and
Patton (1999)), political science (Currie et al. (2010)), and historical linguistics (Gray et al.
(2009)).
Here we consider the problem of identifying common patterns —specifically, frequent subtrees—
in collections of phylogenetic trees. A frequent subtree (FST) is a tree t that is “supported”
by at least some given fraction of the input trees. That is, t is embedded as a subtree in at
least the given fraction of the input trees1. The need to mine collections of phylogenies for fre-
quent patterns arises in different contexts. For example, when building evolutionary trees from
single-gene data sets, Bayesian inference (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist (2001)) produces a poste-
rior distribution of trees, while the bootstrap method (Felsenstein (1985)) yields a set of trees,
from which confidence intervals are obtained for various groupings of the species. In both cases,
frequent subtrees can reveal common patterns overlooked by conventional techniques, such as
majority-rule trees or maximum agreement subtrees. Collections of phylogenetic trees also arise
in multi-gene (or even whole-genome) studies. Large sets of such trees have been assembled
into databases such as TreeBASE (Piel et al. (2002)) and PhyLoTA (Sanderson et al. (2008)).
In general, these phylogenies overlap only partially in the sets of species they cover. Further,
these trees often disagree with respect to the placement of the species they share in common,
due to either error or to complex biological processes (e.g., horizontal gene transfer, gene du-
plication, convergent evolution, and varying evolutionary rates) (Rannala and Yang (2008)).
Here again, FSTs can be valuable, pointing to different histories for parts of the genome (Zou
et al. (2008)).
In this paper, we present EvoMiner, a fast algorithm for enumerating FSTs. Further, we
1Strictly speaking, we required that t be displayed by at least some given fraction of the input trees. Formal
definitions of all the concepts used in this Introduction are given in Sect. 3.2.
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demonstrate experimentally the effectiveness of the FST approach, as compared to other widely-
used methods for identifying common phylogenetic information. To put our contributions in
context, we first review the existing work.
3.1.1 Related Work
3.1.1.1 Tree Mining
Tree mining has been an active area of research in the past decade; for a survey, see
references Chi et al. (2004a); Jimenez et al. (2010a). Table 3.1 summarizes some of the proposed
approaches. Based on the type of tree, tree mining tasks can be classified as ordered (TreeMiner
(Zaki (2005)), FREQT (Asai et al. (2002)), Chopper and XSpanner (Wang et al. (2004))) or
unordered (Unot (Asai et al. (2003)), uFreqt (Nijssen and Kok (2003)), Bei et al. (2009)), rooted
(Bei et al. (2009)) or unrooted (CMTreeMiner (Chi et al. (2005)), DRYADE (Termier et al.
(2004))). Based on the type of subtree, they can be classified as induced (Asai et al. (2002)),
embedded (Zaki (2005); Liu and Liu (2011)), or bottom-up. Based on the relationship among
the frequent subtrees, they can be classified as maximal (PathJoin (Xiao and Yao (2003)),
Hadzic et al. (2010)) and closed (Chi et al. (2005); Feng et al. (2010); Wang et al. (2012);
Nguyen and Yamamoto (2010)).
A number of approaches have been proposed for mining ordered trees. Asai et al.’s Freqt
method (Asai et al. (2002)) uses rightmost expansion scheme for candidate generation and
occurrence lists for frequency counting. Zaki’s TreeMiner algorithm (Zaki (2005)) introduced
a scope list based representation of the occurrence list of a frequent subtree. Coupled with
a clever string encoding, this results in efficient candidate generation and frequency counting.
The enumeration proceeds in a depth-first manner. Wang et al. (2004) proposed the Chopper
and Xspanner algorithms to mine subtrees without candidate generation. These scale well for
large sets of trees because they use the pattern-growth method (Pei and Han (2002); Han et al.
(2004, 2000)) for enumeration, which represents the database in a compact form and avoids
generating an exponential number of candidates (Wang et al. (2004)). Yang et al. (2003) gave
algorithms for ordered tree mining in the context of mining frequent XML query patterns.
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Algorithm Type of input trees Type of subtrees
Chopper (Wang et al.
(2004))
Ordered Embedded
CMTreeMiner (Chi et al.
(2005))
Ordered /Unrooted
Embedded,
Maximal/Closed
DRYADE (Termier et al.
(2004))
Unrooted Maximal/Closed
FreeTreeMiner (Chi et al.
(2003))
Unordered/Unrooted Induced
FREQT (Asai et al. (2002)) Ordered Induced
HybridTreeMiner (Chi
et al. (2004b))
Unordered/Unrooted Induced
PathJoin (Xiao and Yao
(2003))
Unrooted
Embedded,
Maximal/Closed
Phylominer (Zhang and
Wang (2008))
Unordered/Unrooted Phylogenetic
POTMiner (Jimenez et al.
(2010b))
Ordered/Unordered/Partially-
ordered
Induced/Embedded
SLEUTH (Zaki (2004)) Unordered Embedded
TreeMiner (Zaki (2005)) Ordered Embedded
uFreqt (Nijssen and Kok
(2003))
Unordered Induced
Unot (Asai et al. (2003)) Unordered Induced
Xspanner Wang et al.
(2004)
Ordered Embedded
EvoMiner Unordered/Unrooted Phylogenetic
Table 3.1: Some frequent subtree-mining approaches
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They adopted a rightmost expansion approach for candidate generation.
In the field of unordered tree mining, Xiao and Yao (2003) proposed efficient algorithms for
discovering frequent subtrees under the assumption that no two siblings have the same label.
Unot, by Asai et al. (2003), and uFreqt, by Nijssen and Kok (2003) — proposed independently
— use very similar techniques for unordered frequent subtree mining. Both extend the ordered
tree mining approach of Asai et al. (2002) by enumerating subtrees in a canonical form. Zaki
(Zaki (2004)) extended the efficiency of TreeMiner (Zaki (2005)) for mining unordered embed-
ded subtrees. Chi et al (Chi et al. (2003, 2004b)) studied the unordered tree mining problem
for rooted and unrooted trees.
Loosely speaking, phylogenetic tree mining is a kind of unordered embedded subtree mining.
However, phylogenetic trees possess a special structure — only leaves are labeled and non-leaf
nodes must be of degree two or more (Sect. 3.2.1) — which affects the definition of the subtree
operation itself. This demands a specialized data mining approach. To our knowledge Zhang et
al’s Phylominer (Zhang and Wang (2008)) is the only published algorithm for mining phyloge-
netic trees; thus, it is the reference point for evaluating our work. Phylominer is an Apriori-like
approach that uses rightmost path extension for candidate generation and an occurrence list
for frequency counting. It introduces a novel phylogeny-specific canonical form for evolution-
ary trees, which we also use in our approach. The candidate generation strategy highlights
structural properties of phylogenetic trees that are useful for efficient candidate generation.
3.1.1.2 Graph Mining and Itemset Mining
Graph mining (Aggarwal and Wang (2010); Zou et al. (2010); Jia et al. (2011)) is closely
related to subtree mining, in fact, tree mining can be viewed as a special case of graph mining.
Reference Aggarwal and Wang (2010) gives a comprehensive survey on the topic. Itemset
mining (or mining of association rules) (Agrawal et al. (1996); Bhaskar et al. (2010); Liu et al.
(2011)) is closely related to both graph mining and tree mining. Graphs and trees can be seen
as itemsets with additional constraints resulting from their respective topologies. The classical
Apriori (Agrawal et al. (1996)) algorithm has been the most influential in this field — as duly
noted in Wu et al. (2008) — and has influenced a lot of subtree mining approaches (Chi et al.
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(2004a); Jimenez et al. (2010a)). It is not surprising that it is also the basis of our work.
3.1.1.3 Maximum Agreement Subtrees and Majority Rule Trees
Maximum agreement subtrees (MASTs) (Finden and Gordon (1985); Kao et al. (2001);
Amir and Keselman (1994)) and consensus trees (Bryant (2003a); Scornavacca (2009)) are
perhaps the approaches most often-used by evolutionary biologists to identify common phylo-
genetic information in collections of trees. An MAST of a collection of input trees is a common
embedded subtree with the largest number of leaves (see Fig. 3.1). Consensus methods aim
to find one tree that includes all the species, and captures the common information in the
collection of trees. Among the most popular such methods is the majority-rule tree (MRT)
(Margush and McMorris (1981a)), defined as follows. A cluster in a tree is the set of all leaf
descendants of some node in the tree. The MRT of a collection of trees is the tree that exhibits
all clusters present in the majority of the input trees (see Fig. 3.2).
1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 1 1 2 4 5 3
2 4 5
(a)
2 4 5
(b)
Figure 3.1: (a) A collection of input trees. The lightly shaded part indicates embedding of the
common MAST — shown separately in (b).
The MRT and MAST problems have notably different complexities (see Table 3.2). The
MRT can be constructed in time that is linear in the total size of the input trees (Amenta
et al. (2003)). In contrast, while an MAST of two trees can be computed in polynomial time
(Amir and Keselman (1994); Kao et al. (2001)), finding an MAST of three or more trees is
NP-hard if the trees have unbounded degree (Amir and Keselman (1994)). The problem is
polynomially-solvable when the maximum node-degree is bounded by a constant (Farach et al.
(1995a)).
Aside from speed, an important consideration when choosing a method to extract common
substructures from collections of trees is the number of leaves in the subtree extracted; the
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Figure 3.2: (a) A collection of input trees. (b) The clusters in the input trees along with their
frequencies. Clusters 0− 3, 6 and 8 occur in the majority of the input trees. (c) The MRT.
larger the better. Here, MRTs have an advantage over MASTs, since the latter often have
fewer leaves. MASTs, on the other hand, are in a sense stronger representatives of the common
substructures, because each MAST is embedded as a subtree in each tree in the input collection.
This cannot be said about the MRT. In fact, the MRT may not be embedded as a subtree in
any of the input trees.
Another factor in selecting a method is the degree of resolution of the trees it produces. We
say a phylogeny is well-resolved if its number of internal edges is high, relative to its number
of leaves. More formally, we define the resolution of a tree T as
resol(T ) =
|internal edges in T |
|leaves in T | − 2 × 100%. (3.1)
(A similar measure was used before in Pattengale et al. (2011).) The denominator in (3.1)
is simply the maximum number of internal edges a tree can have, and is used to normalize
the degree of resolution across trees of different sizes. The more resolved a phylogeny is, the
more informative it is considered to be. The least informative tree we can have is a fan, i.e., a
star-like tree with zero internal edges. A fan states the trivial fact that the species at its leaves
descend from a common ancestor. It has been observed that MRTs tend to be poorly resolved
(Ganapathysaravanabavan and Warnow (2001)); MASTs typically perform better than MRTs
in this regard.
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Reference
Consensus
Approach
Max. input
trees
Max.
node-degree
Complexity
Amenta et al. (2003) MRT Any Any O(tn)
Cole et al. (2000) MAST 2 2 O(n log n)
Steel and Warnow
(1993)
MAST 2 Any O(n4.5 log n)
(Bryant, 1997, pp.
174–182)
MAST Any 2 O(tn3)
Farach et al. (1995a) MAST Any d O(tn3 + nd)
Amir and Keselman
(1994)
MAST Any Any NP-hard
Table 3.2: Overview of consensus approaches. t denotes the number of input trees and n the
size of the common leaf set.
FSTs offer several advantages over MASTs and MRTs:
• An FST is usually more resolved than the MRT and always has at least as many leaves
as an MAST. This is because an MAST is, by definition, also an FST, because it is
supported by every input tree. (Note that the MRT is not guaranteed to be an FST.)
Indeed, the requirement that an MAST be supported by all input trees rules out subtrees
that might be more informative than any MAST but still quite frequent and thus equally
important for phylogenetic inference (Zhang and Wang (2008)). An example of this is
shown in Fig. 3.3. Here, the FSTs are better resolved than both the MAST and the MRT,
which are fans. For instance, the first FST in Fig. 3.3 indicates that s1 and s2 are closer
to each other than each is to any of the species among s3− s5.
• FSTs can reveal a more complete phylogenetic picture than an MAST or an MRT. MASTs
and MRTs tend to depict phylogenetic relationships among only a limited subset of the
species (Ganapathysaravanabavan and Warnow (2001)). For example, in Fig. 3.4 neither
the MRT nor any of the MASTs gives information about relationships among species
s1− s4, but the FST does. In fact, by itself, an MAST can be misleading (Swenson et al.
(2011)).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.3: (a) A collection of input trees, along with (b) their MAST, (c) their MRT, and (d)
two FSTs with 67% support (i.e., two out of the three input trees support them).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.4: (a) A collection of input trees, together with (b) their MASTs, (c) their MRT, and
(d) an FST with support 67%.
• FSTs are useful for solving MAST-related problems. These include finding a maximum
compatible subtree (Ganapathysaravanabavan and Warnow (2001)), finding a maximum
agreement supertree (Guillemot and Berry (2010)), and computing the kernel of maximum
agreement subtrees (Swenson et al. (2011)).
• FSTs can be used to mine subtree patterns on collections of trees having leaf sets that
are partially overlapping but not identical. This ability is particularly useful in mining
phylogenetic databases such as TreeBASE (Piel et al. (2002)) and PhyLoTA (Sanderson
et al. (2008)), which contain trees with different leaf sets, and where the number of
common leaves is relatively small. Neither MASTs or MRTs are suitable for this purpose.
For instance, while we could apply MASTs by simply restricting all the trees to the
common leaf set, this would fail to give any results when the common overlap among the
leaf sets is low; see Fig. 3.5. Indeed, just a couple of trees with no or very little overlap
can result in such a scenario in a collection with any number of trees.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: (a) A collection of input trees on partially overlapping leafsets. Restricting the
input trees to the common leafset (i.e. species s1 and s4) and then applying MAST or MRT
will not yield any useful information. However, (b) the FST contains species s1− s4, which is
clearly informative.
3.1.2 Our Contributions
We introduce EvoMiner, an efficient algorithm to mine FSTs in phylogenetic databases.
Over a broad range of inputs, EvoMiner is 100 times faster (and often more) than Phylominer
(Zhang and Wang (2008)) — the current state-of-the-art algorithm for the same task. The
features that enable EvoMiner to achieve this speedup are:
1. An efficient phylogeny-specific constant-time candidate generation scheme, which exploits
structural properties to produce fewer potential candidates.
2. A novel fingerprinting based scheme for the downward-closure operation, which in linear
time checks support for all k of the (k − 1)-leaf subtrees.
3. An efficient lowest common ancestor (LCA) based scheme to count support, which neither
requires the subtree operation nor a traversal through the database.
EvoMiner works in both a breadth-first candidate enumeration mode (like Apriori (Agrawal
et al. (1996))) as well as in depth-first enumeration (Zaki (2005)) mode. The first is quicker,
while the second uses less memory, enabling it to handle larger trees. An implementation of
EvoMiner, which also works on collections of trees with partially overlapping leaf sets, is
available by request from the authors.
Finally, we demonstrate experimentally that, for a wide collection of biological datasets,
FST mining (whether or not it is done with EvoMiner) has significant advantages over the
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use of MASTs and MRTs. That is, FST mining can produce agreement subtrees that are
significantly larger than MASTs and more resolved than the MRT (see Sect. 3.4.2).
3.2 Preliminaries
3.2.1 Phylogenies
As usual, a rooted tree is a connected acyclic graph, which contains a special node called
the root . The depth of a node u in a rooted tree T , denoted depthT (u), is the number of edges
from the root to that node; thus the root node is at depth 0. We denote the lowest common
ancestor (LCA) of two nodes u and v in T by LCAT (u, v). When the tree T is clear from the
context, we drop the superscripts. A k-leaf tree is a tree with k leaves. An edge is called
internal if neither of its end points is a leaf node. Two nodes are called siblings if they have
a common parent node.
A phylogenetic tree (or, for brevity, simply a tree or a phylogeny) is a rooted2 tree where
every internal (i.e., non-leaf) node has at least two children, whose leaves are in a bijection
with a set of labels. The labels in a phylogenetic tree represent a set of taxonomic units —
species — under consideration, and the branching structure of the tree represents the history
of the evolution of the species from a common ancestor (Baum (2008)). Indeed, each internal
node in a phylogenetic tree represents a hypothetical ancestor or an event (e.g., emergence of
a new species) in the evolutionary history that separates the ancestor and descendants at that
node.
Let LT denote the leaf label set of tree T , and ψT denote the bijection that maps the leaf
nodes to their unique labels. For convenience, we refer to the set of leaf nodes by their labels
in LT . From this point forward, unless the context requires making a distinction, we will drop
the subscripts in LT and ψT , and write L and ψ respectively. For the rest of the paper, we
assume without loss of generality that the leaf label set L consists of distinct integers in the
range [1, |L|]; thus, the labels are ordered.
Let u be an internal non-root node in some tree (not necessarily a phylogenetic tree), such
2Phylogenies can also be unrooted (NCBI (2002)), but here we deal exclusively with rooted phylogenies.
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that u has only one child v. Then, suppressing u means contracting the edge (u, v); i.e., deleting
u and adding an edge from the parent of u to v. For example, in Fig. 3.6a, to suppress u, it is
deleted and an edge is added from t to v. Node u is a neighbor of node v if edge (u, v) exists.
To prune a leaf `, we first delete it. Let u be `’s neighbor. If u is not the root, and the deletion
of ` makes u a degree-two node, we suppress u (see Fig. 3.6b). If u is the root and deleting `
makes it a degree one node, u is deleted and its neighbor becomes the new root (see Fig. 3.6c).
Otherwise, u remains as it is (see Fig. 3.6d).
Consider a tree T and a set L′ ⊆ LT . The restriction of T to L′, denoted by T |L′ , is the
tree obtained by pruning leaves LT − L′ from T . We denote the fact that two trees T1 and T2
are isomorphic by writing T1 ≡ T2. Given two phylogenies T and T ′, we say that T displays
T ′ —or, equivalently, that T ′ is displayed by T— if LT ′ ⊆ LT and T ′ ≡ T |LT ′ (Semple and
Steel (2003a)). For example, each of Fig. 3.7a and Fig. 3.7b shows two trees such that the tree
on the left displays the tree on the right. For phylogenetic trees, the notion of “displayed by”
replaces the usual notion of “embedded subtree” that is commonly used in the data mining
literature (e.g., as in Zaki (2005)).
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Figure 3.6: Pruning in phylogenetic trees
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3.2.2 Frequent Subtree Mining in Phylogenetics
Let D = {T1, T2 . . . Tn} be a database of n trees on a common label set L. Let minSup ∈
[1, n] be an input parameter. A tree T with LT ⊆ L is said to be a (phylogenetic) frequent
subtree (FST) in D, if there exists D′ ⊆ D with |D′| > minSup such that for all T ′ ∈ D′, T ′
displays T . |D′| is called the support of T in D, and is denoted by sup(T ). The (phylogenetic)
FST mining problem is to identify all the FSTs in D.
There are significant differences between phylogenetic FST mining and unordered tree min-
ing. These dissimilarities stem from the peculiarities of phylogenetic trees — only the leaf
nodes are labeled and all internal nodes must have at least two children — and from the fact
that we are looking for displayed trees rather than embedded subtrees. When applied to col-
lections of phylogenetic trees, ordinary methods for unordered tree mining can yield trees with
redundant internal nodes; i.e., nodes with just one child. Figures 3.7a and 3.7b show the same
tree with two different displayed trees. Of these two displayed trees, the one in Fig. 3.7b is
not an embedded subtree according to the standard definition, since, to obtain it, we not only
need to delete a leaf, but we also have to suppress a node. Mining for displayed trees, rather
than embedded subtrees makes sense in phylogenetics, where we are primarily interested in the
groupings among species. Thus, for the tree in Fig. 3.7b species ‘2’ and ‘4’ are evolutionarily
closer to each other than either is to species ‘1’. The same relative evolutionary information is
preserved even if we prune species ‘3’. This characteristic of phylogenies offers some advantages
for FST mining, since it enables us to use efficient LCA-based techniques. At same time it
limits the application of existing methods in data mining literature for enumerating frequent
subtrees.
We should note that the edges of phylogenetic trees sometimes have numerical values as-
sociated to them, called branch lengths, representing the time elapsed or other measure of
divergence separating ancestor and descendant during evolution. Dealing with branch lengths
is beyond the scope of this paper.
Next, we describe several concepts that are essential to EvoMiner, including canonical
form, equivalence classes, and prefix trees. Most of these notions are illustrated in Fig. 3.8.
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1 2 3 4 2 3 4
root
root
(a) Without node-suppression
1 2 3 4 1 2 4
root
root
(b) With node-suppression
Figure 3.7: Phylogenetic subtree. Arrow mappings indicate the nodes that were retained form
the original tree. The topmost node represents the root.
3.2.2.1 Canonical Form
The virtual label of an internal node v is the minimum label among all leaf descendants
of v. The children of an internal node are ordered from left to right based on the sequence
in which they are encountered in an inorder depth-first traversal (IDFT), the leftmost child
being encountered first. A tree T is in canonical form (Zhang and Wang (2008)) if, for
every internal node, its children are ordered from left to right by their virtual labels. It can
be seen that two trees are isomorphic if and only if they have the same canonical forms. By
generating all trees in canonical form, it is straightforward to test if two trees are isomorphic
and prevent duplicate enumeration. EvoMiner relies on this property to ensure that each
FST is enumerated exactly once.
3.2.2.2 Rightmost Leaf, Prefix Tree, and Heaviest Subtree
The rightmost leaf of tree T is the last leaf encountered in the IDFT of T . A useful
property of the canonical form is that pruning either the last leaf or the second-to-last leaf
encountered in the IDFT yields a subtree that is also canonical (Zhang and Wang (2008)).
The subtree resulting from pruning the rightmost leaf is called the prefix tree or simply the
prefix . The heaviest subtree (Zhang and Wang (2008)) is the subtree rooted at the parent
of the rightmost leaf.
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3.2.2.3 Equivalence Class
Let R denote the relation: ‘sharing a common prefix’ between two canonical trees. Note
that R is an equivalence relation. Two canonical trees T and T ′ are said to be equivalent
with respect to R (or simply equivalent), denoted T ∼ T ′ if they share a common prefix. An
equivalence class E is a set of canonical trees that are pair-wise equivalent; i.e., all trees
in E share a common prefix tree; that is, for every pair (T, T ′) ∈ E, T ∼ T ′. Thus, all trees
in E share a common prefix tree. The shared (k − 1)-leaf prefix tree, called the core tree ,
uniquely identifies the members of an equivalence class. Any two trees in an equivalence class
differ with respect to their rightmost leaf and (topologically) with respect to their heaviest
subtrees. The partition of the set of frequent k-leaf trees into equivalence classes is the basis
for our enumeration approach, which generates larger frequent subtrees by extending the core
tree (Sect. 3.3.1).
2 3 4 51 62 3 41
(a) Equivalence class
1 2 3 4
(b) Prefix tree
Figure 3.8: (a) Two trees belonging to the same equivalence class. The common prefix tree
(shown separately in (b)) is encircled by a dotted line; the respective rightmost leaves are the
ones outside the dotted line. The shaded part represents the respective heaviest subtrees.
3.3 The EvoMiner Algorithm
Figure 3.9 gives a high-level description of EvoMiner. The algorithm uses an Apriori-like
(Agrawal et al. (1996)) candidate generation scheme, and uses breadth-first search to enumerate
frequent subtrees. EvoMiner begins by computing the LCA mappings for every tree in the
input database D. That is, for each tree T in D, and every pair {u, v} of leaves of T , it
computes LCA(u, v) and stores it in a three-dimensional array indexed by triplet (T, u, v). In
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our implementation, these LCA values are computed in quadratic time and space per tree
by traversing the tree in a depth-first manner and computing the LCA values of the leaf-
descendants at a node. For a given database D on the leaf set L, this one-time task takes
O(|D||L|2) time. We should point out that it is well-known that one can pre-process a tree in
linear time and space to produce a data structure that can answer any LCA query on that tree
in constant time (Harel and Tarjan (1984); Schieber and Vishkin (1988); Bender and Farach-
Colton (2000)). Such algorithms are quite useful when the number of LCA queries is limited and
the pre-processing dominates the total time. That is not the case in our application. Indeed,
EvoMiner queries all possible LCA values while enumerating all FSTs on three leaves, and
then does a constant number of LCA queries for every FST generated thereafter. Although
both our three-dimensional array and the specialized LCA data structures (Harel and Tarjan
(1984); Schieber and Vishkin (1988); Bender and Farach-Colton (2000)) offer constant-time
access to LCA-values, the former’s constant factor is smaller than the latter’s, which makes a
significant difference in practice.
After the LCA mappings are computed, EvoMiner repeatedly alternates between two steps
until all FSTs are enumerated. The first step is candidate generation , which provides a set
of potential frequent candidate trees. This is done so that each frequent subtree is enumerated
only once. The second step is frequency counting , which examines the candidate trees,
identifying the frequent subtrees among them. This is a potentially time-consuming operation,
since it can involve frequent traversals through the input database and subsequent subtree
operations. Next, we describe how each of these steps is implemented in EvoMiner.
3.3.1 Candidate Generation
We denote the set of all equivalence classes on frequent k-leaf trees by ECk. The input
for the candidate generation step is an equivalence class in ECk. The output is a set of
potential candidate subtrees on k+ 1 leaves extending the k-leaf trees in the equivalence class.
The candidate generation strategy has two parts. The first is pairwise joining of frequent
subtrees within an equivalence class to produce larger candidate trees (sometimes referred
to as equivalence class based extension (Zaki (2005))). This is achieved in constant time per
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EvoMiner(D,minSup)
1: computeLCA Mappings(D)
2: Ft←enumerateFrequentTriplets(D,minSup)
3: EC3 ← computeEquivalenceClasses(Ft)
4: Enext ← EC3,Result← ∅
5: while Enext 6= ∅ do
6: Enext ←enumerateNextLevel(Enext,minSup)
7: Result← Result ∪ Enext
8: return Result
enumerateNextLevel(ECk,minSup)
1: ECk+1 ← ∅
2: for all e ∈ ECk do
3: for all Tx ∈ e do
4: enext ← ∅
5: for all Ty ∈ e such that Tx 6= Ty do
6: candidates← join(Tx, Ty)
7: for all T join ∈ candidates do
8: if downwardClosure(T join) then
9: if sup(T join) > minSup then
10: enext ← enext ∪ T join
11: ECk+1 ← ECk+1 ∪ enext
12: return ECk+1
Figure 3.9: The EvoMiner algorithm
pair. The second part is a linear-time pruning of generated candidate trees through a downward
closure operation, which tests whether all k-leaf subtrees of a given (k+1)-leaf tree are frequent
(Agrawal et al. (1996); Chi et al. (2003)). The enumeration of FSTs starts with triplets (trees on
three leaves), as triplets are the smallest trees that offer meaningful evolutionary information.
3.3.1.1 Pairwise Extension
Let 〈Tx, Ty〉 be an ordered pair of distinct frequent k-leaf trees from the same equivalence
class e of ECk. The pairwise extension operation “joins” 〈Tx, Ty〉 in all possible ways so as to
generate a set join(Tx, Ty) of (k+ 1)-leaf candidate trees, called joined trees, such that every
T join ∈ join(Tx, Ty) satisfies the following:
T join is in canonical form, Tx is the prefix of T
join, and Ty ≡ T join|LTy . (3.2)
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That is, every such tree T join is a (k+ 1)-leaf tree having Tx as its prefix and Ty as its subtree.
Thus, T join belongs to the equivalence class with Tx as its core tree. Since Tx and Ty are in
the same equivalence class, they differ only with respect to their heaviest subtrees. This fact
restricts the possible ways in which they can be joined.
Condition (3.2) implies that T join is obtained by attaching the rightmost leaf of Ty to
the rightmost path of Tx (the path from the root to the rightmost leaf); this is known as a
rightmost path extension (Asai et al. (2003)). Let x and y denote the rightmost leaf of Tx and
Ty respectively, px and py denote the parents of x and y respectively, and T
core represent the
core of the equivalence class e. For an internal node u, let numChild(u) denote its number of
children. To satisfy (3.2), T join can have one of four possible topologies, which we refer to as
type 1–4 joins. These are described next.
Type 1: In this case, as shown in Fig. 3.10a, the leaves x and y of the participating trees are
attached at the same depth on the rightmost path of T core; i.e., depth(py) = depth(px). In
T join, x and y are siblings, and their depths are the same as in Tx and Ty; see Fig. 3.10b.
For T join to be canonical, we must have ψ(x) < ψ(y) (recall that we assume that the
labels are distinct numbers). Figures 3.11a and 3.11b exemplify type 1 joins.
Type 2: As in type 1 joins, depth(py) = depth(px) and x and y are siblings in T
join (Fig. 3.10a).
In T join, however, each of x and y is one level deeper than it was in Tx and Ty; see
Figure 3.10c. Thus, pruning either x or y in T join leaves the parent with only one child,
so the parent is suppressed. (This suppression does not occur in Type 1 joins, because the
common parent of x and y in T join must have degree greater than two; see Figure 3.10b.)
Figures 3.11a and 3.11c exemplify type 2 joins.
Type 3: Fig. 3.10d shows the participating trees. As in type 1 and 2 joins, depth(py) =
depth(px). In this case, however, py is the parent of px in T
join; see Figure 3.10e. Since
pruning x in T join causes its parent node to be suppressed (see Fig. 3.10e), the only way
we can get this T join is if numChild(py) = numChild(px) = 2. Figures 3.11d and 3.11e
exemplify type 3 joins.
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Type 4: In this case, as shown in Fig. 3.10f, depth(py) < depth(px). Thus, the depth of y on
the rightmost path of T core is lower than that of x. As a result there is only one way to
join Tx and Ty so as to satisfy condition (3.2). See Fig. 3.10g. Note that py becomes an
ancestor of px in T
join. Figures 3.11f and 3.11g exemplify type 4 joins.
Observe that if depth(py) > depth(px), we cannot join Tx and Ty while satisfying condition
(3.2), since Tx cannot be the prefix tree in this case. FSTs from such joins are enumerated
when considering the ordered pair 〈Ty, Tx〉.
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Figure 3.10: Different types of pairwise join. A dotted triangle represents a part of the tree
that may be empty, while a solid triangle represents a non-empty part of the tree. ∆ reflects
the topologies of the heaviest subtrees. ‘c’ denotes the rightmost leaf of the common core tree.
Clearly, we can identify in constant time the type(s) of join resulting from an ordered pair
of trees in an equivalence class and the tree resulting from each case is canonical. Hence, a
join can be done in constant time for a pair of input trees. This is an important difference
with respect to Phylominer, where the candidate generation scheme requires comparing the
respective topologies of the heaviest subtrees of the input trees, which takes O(k) time. Another
difference is that by comparing depth(py) with depth(px), we generate fewer candidate trees,
because fewer cases are considered for each possibility. This means that fewer trees go to the
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Figure 3.11: An example for each of the join type shown in Fig. 3.10.
frequency counting step, which saves further time.
Theorem 1. Pairwise extension enumerates all FSTs and each FST is enumerated only once.
Moreover the enumerated FSTs are in canonical form.
Proof. We use induction on k, the number of leaves in an FST. If k = 3, then all such FSTs are
uniquely generated during triplet enumeration, the starting step of Algorithm 3.9. Consider
k > 3. Assume all FSTs on k − 1 leaves have been uniquely enumerated. Let T be a k-leaf
FST in canonical form. Let Tx and Ty respectively be the subtrees obtained by pruning the
last leaf and the second last leaf in the IDFT of T . Since T is in canonical form, so are Tx and
Ty. Clearly Tx and Ty are FSTs on k − 1 leaves and share the same prefix tree. Thus, they
must have been uniquely enumerated and must belong to the same equivalence class e. Since
T satisfies condition (3.2) with respect to Tx and Ty, we have T ∈ join(Tx, Ty). Thus pairwise
extension must enumerate T . Further, if the members of e are considered in an ordered fashion
for pairwise extension so that 〈Tx, Ty〉 is considered only once, then T will also be enumerated
only once.
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3.3.1.2 Downward-Closure Operation
The downward closure operation takes a k-leaf candidate tree T (generated by pairwise
extension) and checks whether all k of its (k−1)-leaf subtrees are frequent. Thus, it requires all
(k−1)-leaf frequent subtrees to have been enumerated beforehand. EvoMiner uses an Apriori-
like level-wise approach. That is, ECk+1 is enumerated only after ECk has been enumerated. A
common approach for the downward-closure operation is to first generate all k of the (k−1)-leaf
subtrees and then check if each subtree is frequent by indexing it into an efficient data structure
(Agrawal et al. (1996); Zhang and Wang (2008)). This requires at least O(k2) time, as indexing
into any data structure will take at least O(k) time and there are O(k) subtrees to check. Things
can get more complex if the subtrees themselves need to be checked for isomorphism (Zhang
and Wang (2008)). We next present an efficient fingerprinting-based scheme that checks in
O(k) time whether all k of the (k − 1)-leaf subtrees are frequent.
Fingerprint generation. Fingerprinting is a mechanism that maps a large data item to
a much shorter bit string. A good fingerprint function has a very small probability of mapping
two different data items to the same bit string. This probability is inversely affected by the
size of the bit string, which is generally a constant for a given application. Our approach
involves generating fingerprints for all frequent subtrees in ECk−1 and storing them in a hash
table. Given a k-leaf candidate tree, to check if one of its (k − 1)-leaf subtree is frequent,
we check if its fingerprint is present in the hash table. In our computational experiments, the
fingerprinting based pruning technique enables us to achieve speed-ups up to 100% as compared
to an alternative depth-first mining approach (see Sect. 3.3.5).
We employ the fingerprint function used in the Rabin–Karp pattern-matching algorithm
(Karp and Rabin (1987)). For this, we represent each tree in the database by the sequence of
nodes encountered in the IDFT of the tree (this traversal sequence is called an Euler tour). For
example, the string representation of the tree shown in Fig. 3.8b is ‘D1UDD2UDD3UD4UUU’,
where ‘D’/‘U’ respectively represent downward/upward traversal in the tree, and are selected
such that D,U /∈ L. Clearly, the size of the string representation is of the same order as the size
of the tree and it uniquely identifies an ordered tree. Since frequent subtrees are enumerated
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in canonical form, they are always ordered. Thus any frequent subtree is uniquely identified
by its string representation. The fingerprint function interprets a b-bit string as a b-bit integer.
The fingerprint of a b-bit string s = (s1s2 . . . sb), denoted Fp(s), is computed as:
Fp(s) =
(
b∑
i=1
2i−1si
)
mod p,
where p is a random prime. While the cost of computing the original fingerprint for a b-bit
integer is Θ(b), a fingerprint can be updated in constant time after deletion of a substring
(Motwani and Raghavan (1995)). For example given the fingerprint of the string ‘123456’,
we can compute the fingerprint of the result of deleting substring ‘34’ by observing that
Fp(‘1256’) = (Fp(‘123456’)−Fp(‘1234’)× 2length(‘56’) +Fp(‘12’)× 2length(‘56’)) mod p, which is
easy if the fingerprints for the prefix strings ‘1234’ and ‘12’ have been pre-computed.
We note that in many applications of fingerprinting, the prime is chosen randomly so
as to avoid an attempt by an adversary to select strings s1 and s2 such that s1 6= s2 but
Fp(s1) = Fp(s2). In our case, however, it is reasonable to assume that the input distribution is
oblivious to p. Hence, we use a fixed prime p. This allows us to select a large p. This is helpful
because for two random input strings and a fixed prime p, the probability that the two strings
have the same fingerprint is 1p . By selecting a large p, we keep this probability low. The size
of the fingerprint is clearly constant for a chosen prime p.
Given a k-leaf tree, calculating the fingerprint of one of its (k − 1)-leaf subtrees involves
deleting the corresponding leaf and extracting the fingerprint from the fingerprint of the original
tree in constant time. As shown in Fig. 3.12, there are two possible cases for pruning a leaf `.
In the first case (Fig. 3.12a), no node is suppressed and the string representation changes from
‘...DDaUD`U DbUU...’ to ‘...DDaUDbUU...’, where a and b are the siblings of `. This involves
deletion of substring D`U (emphasized in italics in the original string). The fingerprint is
updated as:
Fp(‘...DDaUDbUU...’) = (Fp(‘...DDaUD`U DbUU...’)
− Fp(‘...DDaUD`U ’)× 2length(‘DbUU’)
+ Fp(‘...DDaU’)× 2length(‘DbUU’)) mod p.
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In the second case (Fig. 3.12b), a node is suppressed and the string representation changes
from ‘...DDaUDD`UDbU UU...’ to ‘...DDaUDbUU...’. This involves deletion of two substrings:
‘D`UD ’ and ‘U ’ (emphasized in italics in the original string). Each substring is deleted one at
a time. On deleting ‘D`UD ’ from ‘...DDaUDD`UDbUUU...’, the fingerprint is updated as:
Fp(‘...DDaUDbUUU...’) = (Fp(‘...DDaUDD`UDbUUU...’)
− Fp(‘...DDaUDD`UD ’)× 2length(‘bUUU’)
+ Fp(‘...DDaUD’)× 2length(‘bUUU’)) mod p.
Next, on deleting the second substring ‘U ’ from ‘...DDaUDbU UU...’, the fingerprint is updated
as:
Fp(‘...DDaUDbUU...’) = (Fp(‘...DDaUDbU UU...’)
− Fp(‘...DDaUDbU ’)× 2length(‘UU’)
+ Fp(‘...DDaUDb’)× 2length(‘UU’)) mod p.
Each of the above updates can be achieved in constant time if the fingerprints of all the prefixes
of the string representation of the original tree is pre-computed. Computing all prefixes takes
O(k) time for a k-leaf tree. With this information, computing the fingerprint corresponding to
the deletion of a leaf takes constant time. Thus, the fingerprints for all (k − 1)-leaf subtrees
can be computed in O(k) time. What remains is a lookup in the hash table to check if the
subtree is frequent. If any of the (k − 1)-leaf subtrees is not frequent, then the candidate tree
is pruned away from enumeration.
When using fingerprints as just described, there is a small probability of a false match3;
i.e., two different subtrees having the same fingerprint. Since the number of frequent subtree
patterns is often large, we want to further strengthen the fingerprinting scheme. To do so,
we hash the leaf sets of the subtrees and store the hash codes along with the fingerprints in
the hash table. Thus we only compare two subtrees when they share the same leaf set. In
our experiments, we never encountered duplicate values in the hash table when using this
strengthened scheme. While theoretically there is still a chance of a false match, these errors
3Recall that this probability is 1
p
for a chosen prime p (Sect. 3.3.1.2, page 37).
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Figure 3.12: Fingerprint update in pruning a leaf
are eventually detected in the frequency counting step. Further, when amortized, false matches
do not affect the overall complexity. Note that false matches do not affect the correctness of
the algorithm since a false match never prunes away a frequent subtree from enumeration.
Note that any subtree obtained by deleting a leaf that is the leftmost child of its parent may
not be canonical. This is because in canonical form the virtual label of a node is the same as
its leftmost child. Deleting such a leaf results in a new leftmost child for its parent, and hence,
a new virtual label, which is greater than the previous one. This new virtual label of the node
may be greater than the virtual label of its next sibling in the IDFT of the tree — requiring
repositioning of the node among its siblings to restore the canonical form. This repositioning
effect can cascade all the way to the root if each node on the path from the leaf being deleted
to the root is the leftmost child of its parent. Thus our fingerprinting scheme does not consider
any such subtree. In the worst case, only half of the subtrees are considered. This leads to the
possibility of a false positive with respect to the downward closure operation; i.e., referring a
k-leaf candidate to the frequency counting step even though it has an infrequent (k − 1)-leaf
subtree. However, in our experiments we found a low false positive rate (.01 to 4%) when
compared to a complete downward-closure check, which considers all (k − 1)-leaf subtrees (see
Sect. 3.4.1). The explanation for the low rate of false positives is that our problem empirically
exhibits an abundance of witnesses property (Hromkovicˇ, 2005, chapter 6). The goal here is to
identify a ‘guilty’ infrequent candidate k-leaf tree posing as a frequent one. A witness here is
an infrequent (k − 1)-leaf subtree of the candidate tree that witnesses against the latter being
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frequent. However, every (k − 1)-leaf subtree is not infrequent, i.e., a witness. Thus, the more
(k−1)-leaf subtrees are checked for being infrequent, the higher are the chances of coming across
a witness. Our experiments show that the witness count, even when only considering half of
the subtrees, remains abundant. Thus, a complete downward-closure check, while thorough,
increases the running time without significantly improving the amount of pruning achieved.
Note that this is only a pruning step. A false positive here only means that some candidates
that could have been pruned by the exhaustive check were not pruned in this step. This in
no way affects the correctness of the algorithm because these false positives will be eventually
detected in the frequency counting step.
3.3.2 Frequency Counting
For each frequent subtree t, we maintain an occurrence list containing all the trees in the
database that have t as a subtree. While considering a tree T join ∈ join(Tx, Ty), we first compute
the intersection of the occurrence lists of Tx and Ty. We then count how many trees in the
intersection display T join. Let L∪ = {LT core ∪ x ∪ y} denote the leaf set of T join, where T core is
the common prefix tree of Tx and Ty. For each tree T in the intersection list, EvoMiner uses
an LCA-based scheme to determine in constant time whether T join is displayed by T —i.e., if
T join ≡ T |L∪— without actually computing T |L∪ . In contrast, Phylominer takes linear time for
the corresponding step, because for every tree T in the intersection list, it explicitly constructs
T |L∪ and then checks if this tree is isomorphic to T join (using the linear-time algorithm of Wang
et al. (2005)).
For a given pair 〈Tx, Ty〉 of trees in an equivalence class, and a tree T in the intersection
of the occurrence lists of Tx and Ty, the subtree T |L∪ must be the result of one of the four
types of joins on 〈Tx, Ty〉 as described in Sect. 3.3.1.1. We next give precise conditions based
on the LCA values for each of the four cases. The meaning of the symbols c, x, y, px and py is
the same as in Sect. 3.3.1.1.
Lemma 2. T |L∪ is the result of a type 1 join if and only if
1. depth(LCAT (c, x)) = depth(LCAT (c, y)),
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2. depth(LCAT (c, x)) = depth(LCAT (x, y)), and
3. ψ(x) < ψ(y).
Proof. Clearly if T |L∪ is the result of a type 1 join, it satisfies conditions 1–3. To prove the
only if part, let conditions 1–3 be satisfied. Since Tx and Ty are obtained by attaching x and
y respectively to the rightmost path of T core, condition 1 implies that depth(py) = depth(px).
Thus, T |L∪ must be a join of type 1, 2 or 3. Now, a type 3 join requires the parent of y to be
an ancestor of the parent of x in T |L∪ — a case ruled out by condition 1. Further, conditions
2 and 3 imply that the join must be of type 1.
Lemma 3. T |L∪ is the result of a type 2 join if and only if
1. depth(LCAT (c, x)) = depth(LCAT (c, y)),
2. depth(LCAT (c, x)) < depth(LCAT (x, y)), and
3. ψ(x) < ψ(y).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2. Again T |L∪ can be the result of either a type
1 or a type 2 join. Conditions 2 and 3 imply that the join must be of type 2.
Lemma 4. T |L∪ is the result of a type 3 join if and only if
1. depth(LCAT (c, x)) > depth(LCAT (c, y)), and
2. depthTx(px) = depth
Ty(py).
Proof. Condition 2 implies that T |L∪ must be the result of a join of type 1, 2 or 3. Condition
1 rules out type 1 and 2 joins. Thus, the join must be of type 3.
Lemma 5. T |L∪ is the result of a type 4 join if and only if depthTx(px) > depthTy(py).
Proof. As per the given condition, T |L∪ can only be the result of a type 4 join.
Theorem 6. The frequency counting scheme correctly identifies T |L∪ as a result of a join of
type 1, 2, 3 or 4 in constant time.
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Proof. Clearly, Lemmas 2–5 are mutually exclusive and correctly identify T |L∪ as a result of a
join of type 1, 2, 3 or 4. Further, each condition in the lemmas can be evaluated in constant
time. The claim follows.
3.3.3 Correctness and Complexity Analysis
Theorem 1 proves that pairwise extension uniquely enumerates all potential FSTs. Theorem
6 proves that the frequency counting step correctly identifies all true FSTs out of the potential
candidates. Thus, EvoMiner identifies all FSTs correctly and non-redundantly. We next
discuss the time complexities of the different steps of EvoMiner (EM) and compare the total
time with that of Phylominer (PM). In the process, we explain why EM is faster than PM. As
before, let the input database be D, consisting of n trees on a common leafset L. Let F denote
the set of all FSTs.
Initialization. This one-time task involves (1) computing LCA mappings for all pairs of
leaves for all the input trees and (2) enumerating all frequent triplets. Step 1 takes O(n|L|2)
time. Though this step is not done by PM, it takes only a small fraction of the total time, as |L|2
is negligible compared with |F|, the total number of frequent patterns. Step 2 takes O(n|L|3)
time. PM starts by evaluating all frequent pairs of leaves instead of triplets. However, because
it enumerates all FSTs, PM also enumerates all frequent triplets. Thus the net complexity for
evaluating all frequent triplets is the same in PM as in EM.
Candidate Generation. Both EM and PM use pairwise extension. In EM candidates
are generated in constant time. In PM it takes O(k) time to join two k-leaf candidate trees
as PM compares the topologies of the heaviest subtrees of the two candidates. Further, by
exploiting the structural properties of the candidates, EM generates fewer potential candidates
than PM.
Downward Closure. Both EM and PM use downward closure to prune infrequent can-
didates. For a k-leaf candidate tree, PM checks whether all k of its (k − 1)-leaf subtrees are
frequent by referring to a hash table that stores the previously enumerated frequent (k−1)-leaf
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subtrees. This takes O(k2) time, as there are O(k) subtrees and indexing each takes O(k) time.
EM does the same operation in O(k) time through its fingerprinting scheme.
Frequency Counting. Both EM and PM use occurrence lists. For a potential k-leaf
frequent candidate, PM examines every tree T in the intersection of the occurrence lists, com-
puting the restriction of T to the leaf set of the candidate and then comparing this restricted
tree to the candidate using a linear-time isomorphism check. PM takes O(k) time for each of
these steps. EM avoids computing the restriction, as well as the isomorphism test. Instead,
it performs frequency counting in constant time via its LCA-based scheme. Overall, for each
potential candidate, frequency counting in PM takes O(nk) time while it takes O(n) time in
EM.
Theorem 7. The time complexity of EvoMiner is O(n|L|3 + n|F| + |L||F|) where n is the
number of trees in the database, F is the set of FSTs, and L is the common leaf set. When, as
typically happens in practice, |F|  |L|3, the time is O(n|F|+ |L||F|).
Proof. As discussed, the time complexity for initialization step is O(n|L|2) + O(n|L|3) =
O(n|L|3). Each k-leaf candidate generation takes O(k) time, which is O(|L|). The downward
closure operation for each k-leaf candidate takes O(k) time, which is O(|L|). The frequency
counting step takes O(n) time for each candidate. Totaling these estimates, we obtain the
claimed bound.
3.3.4 Extension to Partially Overlapping Leaf Sets.
So far, we have assumed that all trees in the database have the same leaf set. The sets of
trees considered by evolutionary biologists often have only partially overlapping leaf sets. We
can easily extend EvoMiner to mine such collections of trees, without any loss in efficiency.
We do so as follows. While computing the LCA for all pairs of leaves for all the input trees
during the initialization phase, we flag an LCA value if one of the leaves involved in the pair is
not present in the input tree. These flagged LCA values are not considered during frequency
counting. Note that such an extension is not as direct in Phylominer, as its frequency counting
step is not based on LCA values.
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3.3.5 Depth-first Mining
We can use many of the ideas behind EvoMiner in a depth-first mining scheme, along
the lines of Zaki (2005), which uses depth first search in the enumeration graph (Chi et al.
(2004a)). This alternative scheme does not require candidate generation (similar to Wang et al.
(2004); Han et al. (2000, 2004)), since the frequency counting step gives sufficient conditions to
distinguish among all possible candidates from pairwise-extension. Fig. 3.13 gives a high-level
description of the depth-first enumeration scheme. The existence of a joined-subtree in line 5
can be checked in constant time per tree using the conditions given in Lemmas 2-5. We note
that while depth-first mining does not benefit from efficient pruning through downward closure
(which can be very effective as the number of trees in the database becomes large), it uses
less memory than the breadth-first approach, allowing very large trees to be mined. This is
because to extend a k-leaf tree, we only need to store its ancestor equivalence classes, unlike
the breadth-first enumeration approach where all the equivalence classes of the previous level
must be stored. In the next section, we give a bound on the memory required by the depth-first
mining scheme. In Sect. 3.4, we give the results of an experimental evaluation of the trade-offs
between depth-first and breadth-first mining.
EvoMinerDF(D,minSup)
1: computeLCA Mappings(D)
2: Ft←enumerateFrequentTriplets(D,minSup)
3: EC3 ← computeEquivalenceClasses(Ft)
4: for all e ∈ EC3 do
5: depthFirstRecursive(e,minSup)
depthFirstRecursive(e,minSup)
1: for all Tx ∈ e do
2: print Tx
3: eTx ← ∅
4: for all Ty ∈ e such that Tx 6= Ty do
5: if greater than minSup trees in D exhibit a common subtree Txy over LTx ∪ LTy with
Tx as its prefix then
6: eTx ← eTx ∪ Txy
7: if eTx 6= ∅ then
8: depthFirstRecursive(eTx ,minSup)
Figure 3.13: EvoMinerDF — depth-first enumeration
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3.3.6 Discussion
Apriori-based methods for mining frequent patterns — such as association rules, frequent
closed itemsets, max-patterns, sequential patterns, or constraint-based mining of frequent pat-
terns — can generate an exponential number of candidates for a frequent pattern (see Han and
Pei (2000); Geerts et al. (2005)). It turns out, however, that EvoMiner does not suffer from a
similar combinatorial explosion. In fact, as we show next, the number of candidates generated
in the enumeration of an FST is polynomially-bounded.
Theorem 8. The number of candidates generated in the enumeration of an FST is O(|L|3),
where L is the common leaf set of the input trees. The number of candidates generated per FST
is O(|L|).
Proof. An FST can have at most |L| leaves. Each such leaf is added during a pair-wise join
within an equivalence class. Within an equivalence class, the maximum number of pairs that
can participate in a join operation is
(|L|
2
)
, which is less than |L|2. Each such pair can result in
a maximum of three types of joined candidates (Sect. 3.3.1.1)4. Thus, the maximum number
of candidates generated in the enumeration of an FST is 3|L|2|L|, which is O(|L|3) as claimed.
Note that this is a worst-case estimate, as it includes both frequent and infrequent candidates.
If we are to consider the number of candidates generated per FST, we only need to consider
the maximum number of pair-wise joins in which an FST can participate within an equivalence
class, i.e., O(|L|), which gives the second part of the result.
The breadth-first enumeration scheme in EvoMiner requires all the FSTs to be kept in
memory. This limits the size of the input trees, because the number of FSTs grow exponen-
tially with the size of the trees (Sect. 3.4). However, the depth-first enumeration scheme in
EvoMinerDFonly stores the FSTs of the ancestor equivalence classes while enumerating a
k-leaf FST. The next result shows that the memory required by the depth-first enumeration
scheme scales polynomially with the number of input trees and the size of the common leaf set.
4This will happen when the pair being considered for join operation has the same topology as the input trees
for type 3 join. Such a pair will produce candidates of join types 1, 2, and 3.
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Theorem 9. EvoMinerDF requires O(n|L|3) space, where n is the number of input trees and
L is the common leaf set.
Proof. The enumeration tree has depth at most L. Enumerating an FST at this depth will
require storing O(|L|) ancestor equivalences classes, each of which can have at most |L| FSTs.
Thus, the maximum number of FSTs to be stored is O(|L|2). Storing each such FST requires
O(|L|) space for the subtree and O(n) space for the occurrence-list. Thus, the maximum
space required to store all FSTs is O(n|L|3). Adding to this the space required to store LCA
mappings, which is O(n|L|3), we get the claimed figure.
To close this section, we note that pattern-growth methods (Pei et al. (2007, 2004); Han
et al. (2001)) are a potential alternative to EvoMiner’s Apriori approach. While the pattern-
growth approach has been shown to scale well for large databases (Han et al. (2000)) and
has been used to mine FSTs in collections of ordered trees (Wang et al. (2004)), it is not
obvious how to extend the technique to unordered trees. Indeed, although our string encoding
of phylogenetic trees is basically an ordered tree representation, our encoding does not satisfy
an essential property on which the known pattern-growth methods for unordered tree mining
rely. That is, in our approach, the string encoding of a subtree is not a prefix of the string
encoding of the original tree. In fact, deleting just one leaf from a tree can drastically change
its string encoding.
3.4 Experiments and Results
To evaluate the performance of EvoMiner, as well as to test the effectiveness of the FST
approach compared to MASTs and MRTs, we conducted experiments on real and simulated
data. All experiments were performed on an Intel Core2 Duo E8500 @ 3.16 GHz machine
running Windows 7 Professional 64 bit edition with 8GB of RAM. Algorithms were implemented
in C++ and compiled using Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 (part of Microsoft Visual Studio 2008,
Version 9.0.21022.8 RTM).
We note that in many of our experiments, we used support values of 99% and 50%. While
these values may appear high compared to those commonly used in the data-mining literature
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(e.g., Wang et al. (2004); Chi et al. (2005)), they reflect standard practice in phylogenetics,
which typically demands a strong consensus among the trees in the input collection. The
stronger the consensus, the higher is the confidence that can be placed in the common rep-
resentative tree. For example, MASTs (Sect. 3.1.1.3) require 100% support. Strict-consensus
trees (Bryant (2003a)) are another example of 100% support, as they are built from the clusters
present in all the input trees. Majority-rule consensus trees (Sect. 3.1.1.3) are a more relaxed
version strict-consensus trees, where one only requires that a cluster be present in a majority
of the trees —at least 50% support— for it to be included.
3.4.1 Performance of EvoMiner
We compare the performance of our algorithm with that of Phylominer (Zhang and Wang
(2008)) using the original C++ implementation of its authors. Our experiments involve four
datasets, indexed as D1 − D4. D1 and D2 consist of synthetic phylogenetic trees. Data set
D1 closely resembles the one used to evaluate the performance of Phylominer. Each tree in D1
was produced by first generating a random binary tree based on the Yule model (Yule (1925));
for each such tree, we randomly chose a set of 30% of the internal edges, and contracted all
edges in the set. To produce dataset D2, we first generated one random tree, which was then
replicated to get the required number of trees. Each replicated tree was then perturbed by
randomly contracting 10% of its internal edges and randomly swapping 10% of its leaf labels
with another random leaf. This resulted in a set of trees having high commonality, which
aligns with one of the utilities of EvoMiner as a consensus tree algorithm. Datasets D3 and
D4 were taken from published phylogenetic analyses. D3 is from the Bayesian analysis of
Lewis and Lewis (2005), while D4 consists of bootstrap trees from Pattengale et al. (2011).
Bayesian analyses and bootstrap trees are typical candidates for consensus tree algorithms (Sul
and Williams (2009); Pattengale et al. (2011)); the trees in these datasets have a very high
commonality. We extracted datasets of different sizes (in terms of the number of leaves and
the number of trees) from D3 and D4 by randomly selecting the required number of trees and
restricting them on a random set of leaves of the required size.
Fig. 3.14 compares the performance of EvoMiner with Phylominer on datasets D1−D4.
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For each comparison, three different leaf sets of sizes 15, 25 and 35 were considered. For D1 and
D2, the minSup value was 50%. Since, D3 and D4 have highly similar trees, the minSup value
was 99% to single out the highly frequent subtrees among the frequent subtrees. The range of
leaf set sizes and the number of trees reflects the typical inputs on which phylogenetic analyses
involving MAST and related problems are done; see, e.g., Swenson et al. (2011); Zhang and
Wang (2008). In each of the datasets, EvoMiner is faster than Phylominer by a factor of up
to 100 (sometimes more).
For comparison purposes, the physical memory was capped at 4GB. This explains the
missing entries in the graphs. EvoMiner is able to handle larger datasets — both in terms of
the number of trees and the number of leaves — because it uses a vertical bitmap representation
of the database (Ayres et al. (2002)). In this representation, in the occurrence list of a FST,
a bit is reserved for every tree in the database. If the minimum support value is very small,
there is a risk of under-utilizing memory, because the number of unset bits would far exceed
the number of set bits for the occurrence list of an FST. In our studies, however, the minimum
support value is always greater than 50%. Thus, memory utilization was high.
While breadth-first enumeration has the advantage of downward-closure operation and ver-
tical bitmap representation of the database results in a smart utilization of memory, the fact
remains that the number of FSTs that can be enumerated is limited by the available memory.
However, in depth-first mining mode memory is not a limitation because the enumeration tree
is explored in a depth-first manner. Thus, if the run time is not a consideration, users can mine
up to 10000 trees on 254 leaves with the current implementation.
As shown in Fig. 3.14, the difference in runtimes of EvoMiner and Phylominer frequently
reaches 1000 seconds in our experiments. This improved speed has a practical impact. As
mentioned in the Introduction, phylogenetic analysis typically yields a collection of trees rather
than a single tree. However, many of the generated trees are not part of the final output.
For example, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations used for Bayesian phylogenetic
inference (Mau et al. (1999)) involve multiple runs until convergence is reached. In such cases,
it is essential to identify the common information in each run quickly. Speed is also important
in summarizing the commonalities among phylogenetic trees during interactive visualizations
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Figure 3.14: Performance comparison
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(Amenta et al. (2003)).
Fig. 3.15a confirms the exponential growth of the number of frequent subtrees with an
increase in the size of the leaf set. These experiments were done on the Bayesian analysis
dataset D3 with 100 trees and minSup as 99%. Figure 3.15b shows the corresponding growth
of the run time. The slope of this graph is steeper than that of Fig. 3.15a because, as indicated
by Theorem 7, the run time depends not just on the the size of the leafset, |L|, but also on |F|,
the number of frequent subtrees and on n, the number of trees. Theorem 7 also helps to explain
the anomaly in the run time graph for |L| between 10 and 15: When |F| is small, we cannot
assume that |F|  |L|3, which makes the n|L|3 term in the running time non-negligible.
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Figure 3.15: Exponential growth of the number of frequent patterns and its effect on the run
time.
Figure 3.16a shows how the number of frequent subtree patterns varies with respect to
minSup on dataset D2 (500 trees). The exponential decrease in the number of frequent subtrees
as minSup increases is to be expected: The pruning of a frequent tree has a cascading effect on
all of its frequent supertrees. The run time behaves in a similar fashion (see Fig. 3.16b). The
correlation between the number of frequent subtrees and the run time with respect to minSup
confirms that the run time depends directly on the number of frequent subtrees generated.
Figure 3.17a compares the performance of depth-first mining with the candidate generation
based (breadth first enumeration) approach with respect to the size of the database. When
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Figure 3.16: Effect of minSup on the number of frequent subtrees and the run time.
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Figure 3.17: Depth-first mining and fingerprinting based pruning technique
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the number of trees is small, the frequency counting step takes about the same time as the
downward-closure operation and hence the latter becomes an overhead. As the number of
trees grows, the frequency counting step becomes costlier and it saves time to use downward
closure. The cross-over point comes around 200-300 trees for Bayesian analysis dataset D3, with
minSup set to 99% and leaf set size of 30. Fig. 3.17b compares our fingerprinting based pruning
technique with a complete downward closure operation. The latter additionally considers any
remaining (k − 1)-leaf subtrees for a k-leaf candidate tree, which are not considered by the
former. For reasons discussed in Sect. 3.3.1.2, the fingerprinting technique is clearly more
efficient than the complete operation. This experiment was done on bootstrapped dataset D4
with 1000 trees on 20 leaves. The false positive ratio hovered around 3.2% for this experiment.
3.4.2 Experiments on Biological Data
To study the effectiveness of FST mining, we compared the results of applying the FST,
MAST, and MRT approaches to biological data. As mentioned in Sect. 3.1.1.3, both MASTs
and MRT are frequently used in phylogenetics. Indeed, a search on “maximum agreement sub-
tree” and “majority-rule tree” on Google Scholar5 (http://scholar.google.com/) returned
about 365 and 1140 results respectively. Among other things, MASTs are used as a metric to
compare phylogenies (Goddard et al. (1994); Dong and Kraemer (2004); Farach and Thorup
(1994)), to compute the congruence index of phylogenetic trees (De Vienne et al. (2007); La-
pointe and Rissler (2005)), to identify horizontal gene transfer events (Daubin et al. (2002)),
to resolve ambiguity in terraces in phylogenetic tree space (Sanderson et al. (2011)), and as a
consensus approach (Bryant (2003a)). MRTs are used, among other things, to analyze phy-
logenetic trees from Bayesian analysis (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist (2001)) and bootstrapping
(Felsenstein (1985)), two widely-used phylogenetic analysis techniques. As we shall see, FST
mining can identify representative trees for a collection that are superior to the MAST(s) or
the MRT with respect to both size and resolution.
5Both terms were searched in double quotes, i.e., all words in the query appear together in all returned
documents.
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Datasets. Our datasets were derived from bootstrapped trees used in a previous study
(Pattengale et al. (2011)) on majority rule trees. Trees were constructed using 17 DNA align-
ments containing 125 up to 2,554 sequences. The data spans a diverse range of sequences
including rbcL genes, mammalian sequences, bacterial and archaeal sequences, ITS sequences,
fungal sequences, and grasses. We ordered the trees based on the number of sequences and
refer to the datasets as A–Q. For each dataset we randomly selected a set of 15 leaves and a
set of 100 trees. We then restricted each of the trees on these 15 leaves to obtain a collection of
100 trees on a common leaf set of size 15. We generated 100 such random collections for each
of the dataset in A–Q. The experimental results were averaged over these 100 collections.
Frequent Subtree versus Maximum Agreement Subtree. Note that the set of all
MASTs is a subset of the set of FSTs. Thus, for every MAST T there is always an FST that
has the same or higher resolution as T . Thus, in comparing MASTs with FSTs. we focus on
the gain in the number of leaves.
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Figure 3.18: FST vs. MAST and MRT
For each collection of 100 trees, we generated all MASTs. We then mined all FSTs in the
collection with minSup = 50%. For each MAST T we selected the FST T ′ with the maximum
number of leaves such that T is a subtree of T ′. Note that T ′ is a maximal subtree. We then
compared the size of T ′ (i.e., the number of leaves) with that of T . The first histogram bar in
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Fig. 3.18 shows this leaf gain, which is defined as
gain(T, T ′) =
|leaves in T ′| − | leaves in T |
|leaves in T | × 100%.
In all datasets, we found FSTs larger than any MAST. In some of the cases the leaf gain was
as high as 100%.
Frequent Subtree versus Majority Rule Tree. As mentioned in the Introduction,
the MRT can be poorly resolved. To explore this issue further, we compared the degrees of
resolution of the MRT with that of the FSTs by considering what we call FST profiles. An
FST T is maximal if there is no other FST T ′ such that T is a subtree of T ′. An FST-profile is
a collection of maximal FSTs such that the combined leaf set contains all the species present in
the input trees. For example, the FSTs in Fig. 3.3d form an FST-profile for the input collection
of trees shown in Fig. 3.3a. We measure the resolution of a tree T using equation (3.1) from
Sec. 3.1.1.
For each collection of 100 trees, we computed the MRT using HashCS (Sul and Williams
(2009)) and generated the corresponding FST-profile from the collection of all FSTs mined
using EvoMiner. For each tree TF in the FST-profile, we restricted the MRT to the same leaf
set as that of TF to obtain TM , computed the difference in tree-resolution values of TF and TM ,
and then averaged the difference over all the trees in the FST-profile. The second histogram
bar in Fig. 3.18, denotes the fraction of the input collections that observed a positive resolution
gain in the FST-profile over the MRT. In all cases, a high fraction of the 100 collections resulted
in FSTs that were better resolved than the MRTs. The third histogram bar shows the average
resolution gain, which in some cases exceeds 30%.
3.5 Conclusion
We introduced EvoMiner, a new algorithm for mining frequent subtrees in phylogenetic
databases. We compared our work with Phylominer, another algorithm for the same problem,
and showed speed-ups of up to 100 times, and sometimes more. We also demonstrated the
utility of FST mining as a way to extract meaningful phylogenetic information from collections
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of trees, making it a valuable alternative to MASTs and MRTs in various settings. We now
mention some directions for future work.
The sheer number of FSTs can overwhelm a user. One could instead mine for maximal
and closed subtrees (Chi et al. (2004a)). While there has been significant work on this subject
(Xiao and Yao (2003); Hadzic et al. (2010); Termier et al. (2004); Chi et al. (2005); Feng et al.
(2010); Wang et al. (2012)), for reasons mentioned in Sections 3.1.1.1 and 3.2.2, mining maxi-
mal phylogenetic subtrees demands a separate approach. We intend to investigate whether we
can extend EvoMiner for this purpose. Note that the number of MASTs can grow exponen-
tially with the number of leaves (Kubicka et al. (1992)); the number of maximal and closed
subtrees will grow at least as fast. Thus, we intend to develop an approach that will mine a
‘representative’ set of FSTs that will be pair-wise distinct and well sampled from the entire
set (along the lines of Zhang et al. (2009)). Another way to handle large datasets can be to
use a parallel implementation (Do et al. (2010)) or to explore approximate solutions (Ke et al.
(2009)).
An important open problem is to derive bounds on the number of FSTs. Such bounds
would be useful for EvoMiner and EvoMinerDF, as they would allow us to estimate the
progress of those algorithms, giving the end-user the option to mine only some desired fraction
of the total. Bounds of this sort have been derived for frequent sequential patterns (Raissi and
Pei (2011)), but it is not obvious to extend these results to frequent subtrees.
In addition to pure topology, phylogenetic trees typically have other attributes, such as
support values for nodes and branch lengths. To our knowledge, the problem of mining phylo-
genies with such attributes has not been studied. Finally, it would be interesting to see if one
can apply the fingerprinting technique for the downward closure operation for mining arbitrary
trees, not just phylogenies.
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Abstract
Background: A common problem in phylogenetic analysis is to identify frequent patterns
in a collection of phylogenetic trees. Roughly speaking, the goal is to find a subset of the species
(taxa) on which all or some significant subset of the trees agree. One of the popular methods
to do so is maximum agreement subtrees. These are also used, among other things, as a metric
for comparing phylogenetic trees, computing congruence indices and to identify horizontal gene
transfer events.
Results: We give algorithms and experimental results for two approaches to identify
common patterns in a collection of phylogenetic trees, one based on agreement subtrees, called
maximal agreement subtrees, the other on frequent subtrees, called maximal frequent subtrees.
These approaches can return subtrees on a larger set of taxa than maximum agreement subtrees,
and are capable of revealing new common phylogenetic relationships not present in either
maximum agreement subtrees or the majority rule tree (a popular consensus method). Our
current implementation is available on the web.
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Conclusions: Our approach is the first to enumerate maximal agreement subtrees and
maximal frequent subtrees in collections of phylogenetic trees. They can reveal a more complete
phylogenetic picture in applications using maximum agreement subtrees and, at times, return
more resolved subtrees than the majority rule tree.
4.1 Background
Phylogenetic trees are unordered trees whose leaves are in one-to-one correspondence with a
set of species. An agreement subtree for a collection of phylogenetic trees on a common leaf set
is a subtree homeomorphically included in all of the input trees. A maximal agreement subtree
(MXST) is an agreement subtree that is not a subtree of any other agreement subtree. An
MXST is a maximum agreement subtree (MAST) if it has the largest number of leaves (Finden
and Gordon (1985)). MASTs are used, among other things, as a metric for comparing phylo-
genetic trees (Goddard et al. (1994); Dong and Kraemer (2004); Farach and Thorup (1994)),
computing their congruence index (De Vienne et al. (2007); Lapointe and Rissler (2005)), to
identify horizontal gene transfer events (Daubin et al. (2002)), for resolving ambiguity in ter-
races in phylogenetic tree space (Sanderson et al. (2011)) and as a consensus approach (Bryant
(2003a)). The MAST problem is polynomially-solvable for two trees, but is NP-hard for three
or more input trees, if their degree is unbounded (Amir and Keselman (1994)).
An MXST can reveal shared phylogenetic information not displayed by any of the MASTs
(see Figure 4.1). Even more common substructure can be uncovered if we relax the requirement
that the subtree returned has to be supported by all the input trees. Let f be a number in the
interval
(
1
2 , 1
]
. An f -frequent subtree, or simply a frequent subtree (FST), for a collection of m
leaf-labeled trees on a common leaf set, is a subtree homeomorphically included in at least f ·m
of the input trees. A maximal FST (MFST) is an FST that is not a subtree of any other FST.
Thus, an MXST is an MFST with f = 1. The set of all MFSTs is a compact non-redundant
summary of the set of all FSTs: Every FST is a subtree to some MFST but every MFST is not
a subtree to any other FST. Thus, every MFST reveals some unique phylogenetic information
that is not displayed by any other FST.
A well-supported MFST can have more leaves and be more resolved than an MAST (see
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.1: (a) A collection of two trees and their (b) MAST. (c) An MXST that has fewer
leaves than the MAST but is not displayed by it.
Sect. 79). In the more general setting where the leaf sets of the input trees have little overlap,
the gap between the size of an MFST and that of an MAST can be even wider. Indeed, in this
case any agreement tree would tend to be quite small — see Figure 4.2. Further, an MFST can
be more resolved than the majority rule tree, which can be greatly affected by “rogue” taxa;
that is, taxa whose positions vary widely within the input collection (Swenson et al. (2011);
Pattengale et al. (2011)) ( see Figure 4.3).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a) A collection of three trees and (b) an MFST with f = 23 . MAST or MRT
cannot be applied effectively as the common overlap consists of only two leaves.
Motivated by the above, we introduce a new algorithm MfstMiner for enumerating
MXSTs and MFSTs. MfstMiner enumerates MFTSs over partially overlapping leafsets as
well. We compare MfstMiner with Phylominer (Zhang and Wang (2008)), an algorithm for
enumerating all FSTs and show that enumerating MFSTs can be orders of magnitude faster
than enumerating all FSTs. Our experiments show that well-supported MFSTs can have many
more leaves than a MAST, and can reveal new phylogenetic information not displayed by any
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.3: (a) Three input trees. (b) Their MAST, which is star-like. (c) Two MFSTs with
f = 23 , each fully resolved and larger than the MAST. (d) The majority rule tree, which is also
star-like.
of the MASTs.
To our knowledge the enumeration of MFSTs has not been studied before. Our current
implementation can be downloaded from http://www.cs.iastate.edu/akshayd/mfstMiner/;
it works for up to 250 leaves and 10,000 trees.
4.1.1 Related Work
Due its utility and inherent complexity, the MAST problem attracted computational bi-
ologists and mathematicians alike. It was first studied by Finden and Gordon (Finden and
Gordon (1985)). It is polynomially solvable for two trees and over the years its complexity
has progressively improved (Amir and Keselman (1994); Steel and Warnow (1993); Kao et al.
(2001)). However, for more than two trees with unbounded degrees it becomes NP-hard (Amir
and Keselman (1994)). For trees with bounded degree, it again becomes solvable in polynomial
time (Farach et al. (1995b); Bryant (1997)).
Maximal subtree mining (Wang and Liu (1998); Xiao and Yao (2003); Chi et al. (2005)) and
maximal subgraph mining (Huan et al. (2004); Thomas et al. (2006)) have received prominent
attention in data mining literature. However, the algorithms deployed in these fields cannot be
applied here as phylogenetic trees possess a special structure — only leaves are labeled and the
non-leaf nodes must be of degree two or more. The problem of mining frequent phylogenetic
subtrees (subtrees included in majority of the input trees) has been studied by Zhang and Wang
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(2008), who proposed a polynomial time algorithm (Phylominer) to mine all frequent subtrees
in a collection of phylogenetic trees. By definition the set of all frequent subtrees include the
set of all MFSTs; however, the number of frequent subtrees can be exponentially more than
the number of MFSTs. Thus, mining MFSTs exclusively, instead of all MFSTs, saves a lot of
time and the result set is much smaller to analyze. To our knowledge, our work is the first one
to deal with the problem of mining MFSTs for phylogenetic trees.
4.1.2 Preliminaries
A phylogenetic tree is an unordered rooted1 leaf-labeled tree. Leaf labels represent the
taxonomic units (species) under study. A node is internal if it is not a leaf node. If a phylogeny
T is rooted, each internal node must have at least two children. Let LT denote the leaf label
set of tree T , and ψT denote the bijection that maps the leaf nodes to their unique labels. For
convenience, we refer to the set of leaf nodes by their labels in LT . From this point forward,
unless the context requires making a distinction, we will drop the subscripts in LT and ψT ,
and write L and ψ respectively. For the rest of the paper, we assume without loss of generality
that the leaf label set L consists of distinct integers in the range [1, |L|]; thus, the labels are
ordered.
Let u be an internal non-root node in some tree (not necessarily a phylogenetic tree), such
that u has only one child v. Then, suppressing u means contracting the edge (u, v); i.e., deleting
u and the edges incident on it and adding an edge from the parent of u to v. To prune a leaf
`, we first delete it. Let u be `’s neighbor. If u is not the root, and the deletion of ` makes u a
degree-two node, we suppress u. If u is the root and deleting ` makes it a degree one node, u
is deleted and its neighbor becomes the new root. Consider a tree T and a set L′ ⊆ LT . The
restriction of T to L′, denoted by T |L′ , is the minimal homeomorphic subtree of T connecting
the leaves with labels in L′ (that is, we start with the minimal subtree of T connecting L′, and
repeatedly suppress non-root nodes with at most one child until no such nodes remain). We
denote the fact that two trees T1 and T2 are isomorphic by writing T1 ≡ T2. A tree T ′ is an
1Phylogenetic trees can also be unrooted (Felsenstein (2004)), but here we deal exclusively with rooted
phylogenetic trees.
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subtree of another tree T if LT ′ ⊆ LT and T ′ ≡ T |LT ′ .
The depth of a node u in a tree T , denoted depthT (u), is the number of edges from the
root to that node; thus the root node is at depth 0. We denote the lowest common ancestor
(LCA) of two nodes u and v in T by LCAT (u, v). When the tree T is clear from the context,
we drop the superscripts. A k-leaf tree is a tree with k leaves.
4.2 Algorithmic Framework
We first discuss the algorithm for ASTs/MXSTs because it is simpler (since f = 1). We
then extend it for FSTs/MFSTs.
We enumerate all MXSTs from the solution space of all ASTs. We show that any k-leaf AST
can be enumerated by combining two unique (k−1)-leaf ASTs having certain properties. We call
the k-leaf tree a join on the two smaller (k−1)-leaf trees. To efficiently enumerate all ASTs by
joining smaller ASTs this way three issues must be addressed. The first is to avoid redundant
enumeration of the MXSTs, which can happen by either enumerating multiple isomorphic
representations of the same MXST or multiple copies of the same isomorphic representation.
The second potential complication is that while a k-leaf AST is enumerated by joining two
unique (k−1)-leaf ASTs, the opposite is not true, i.e., these two (k−1)-leaf ASTs can potentially
combine in more than one topology over k leaves. Thus, given two (k − 1)-leaf ASTs, the
topologies these combine into across the trees in the input collection needs to be accounted.
A k-leaf AST exists as a result of joining these two (k − 1)-leaf ASTs if only one topology is
supported across all input trees. Third is that the total number ASTs can be exponentially
larger than the total number of MXSTs. Thus, while enumerating all MXSTs from the solution
space of all ASTs, we must contain the combinatorial explosion due to the number of ASTs.
We next describe how we address these three issues.
4.2.1 Non-redundant Enumeration
To avoid generating multiple isomorphic copies of the same tree, we enumerate subtrees in
“canonical form” (Zhang and Wang (2008)) (an ordered representation for phylogenetic trees).
To enumerate every canonical representation once, we define a parent-child relationship over
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the space of all ASTs. This induces an enumeration tree over the solution space, where each
node represents a collection of ASTs grouped together via an equivalence relation. Leaf nodes
represent potential MXSTs and each MXST belongs to a unique leaf node. This scheme is
motivated by the reverse search technique for enumeration (Avis and Fukuda (1996)).
4.2.1.1 Canonical Form
The virtual label of an internal node v is the minimum label among all leaf descendants
of v. The children of an internal node are ordered from left to right based on the sequence
in which they are encountered in an inorder depth-first traversal (IDFT), the leftmost child
being encountered first. A tree T is in canonical form (Zhang and Wang (2008)) if, for
every internal node, its children are ordered from left to right by their virtual labels. It can
be seen that two trees are isomorphic if and only if they have the same canonical forms. By
generating all trees in canonical form, it is straightforward to test if two trees are isomorphic
and prevent duplicate enumeration. MfstMiner relies on this property to ensure that each
FST is enumerated exactly once. Henceforth, a tree is assumed to be in its canonical form
unless mentioned otherwise.
4.2.1.2 Enumeration Tree
The key notion for defining the enumeration tree is that of an equivalence class. To explain
this notion, we first need some definitions. The rightmost leaf of tree T is the last leaf
encountered in the IDFT of T . The subtree that results from pruning the rightmost leaf is
called the prefix tree or simply prefix . It is so called because the IDFT of the prefix tree is
the largest prefix of the IDFT of the original tree that is not the original tree. The heaviest
subtree (Zhang and Wang (2008)) is the subtree rooted at the parent of the rightmost leaf.
An equivalence class is a set of canonical trees that share a common prefix. We call
this common prefix tree the core tree . Thus, an equivalence class of k-leaf trees will have
a (k − 1)-leaf core tree. For an equivalence class E, let Ec denote its core tree, and, for an
AST T , let ET denote the equivalence class that has T as its core tree. Any two trees in an
equivalence class differ only with respect to their rightmost leaf, therefore, topologically their
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difference is restricted to their heaviest subtrees. Figure 4.4 illustrates the defined concepts.
The equivalence relation “sharing a common prefix” partitions any set of canonical trees into
disjoint subsets. Each such subset is an equivalence class identified by its unique core tree.
2 3 4 51 62 3 41
(a) Equivalence class
1 2 3 4
(b) Prefix tree
Figure 4.4: (a) Two trees belonging to the same equivalence class. The common prefix tree
(shown separately in (b)) is encircled by the dotted lines; the respective rightmost leaves are
the ones outside the dotted lines. The shaded part represents the respective heaviest subtrees.
Each node in the enumeration tree represents a unique equivalence class. An equivalence
class E is the parent of equivalence class F if F c ∈ E. Clearly each node has a unique parent.
Note that as we traverse from an internal node towards a leaf, the core tree of each node in
the path corresponds to a new leaf being added as a suffix to the IDFT of the core tree of its
parent node. Thus, if equivalence class E is an ancestor of equivalence class F , the IDFT of
Ec is a prefix of the IDFT of F c, and vice versa.
A node in the enumeration tree is a leaf if its core tree is not a prefix to any other AST.
Thus, its corresponding equivalence class is empty. Note that every MXST is the core tree of
some leaf node. The converse is not true because a (k− 1)-leaf tree may not be the prefix of a
given k-leaf tree, yet can be a subtree of it. The root of the enumeration tree is an empty node
that has all the equivalence classes containing 3-leaf ASTs as its children. This is because three
is the minimum number of leaves on which phylogenetic inference can be meaningful. For an
equivalence class E, the branch at E represents the subtree induced in the enumeration tree
by all the leaf descendants of E, or simply E if it is a leaf. ASTs X and Y are considered to
be of a common descent if neither is a descendant of the other. Figure 4.5 gives an example of
an enumeration tree.
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Figure 4.5: Each node in the tree represents an equivalence class. Trees in an equivalence
class differ only with respect to their right most leaves (circled in bold for each tree). The
bubble at the top of a node contains the core tree of the corresponding equivalence class. An
equivalence class contains all ASTs that have its core tree as their common prefix. The core
tree of an equivalence class belongs to its parent equivalence class. For example, the core
tree of equivalence class B is a, which belongs to A — the parent of B. All 3-leaf ASTs
have been partitioned into equivalence classes A, G and J (children of the root node). The leaf
nodes (indicated by shaded ellipses) are empty equivalence classes and their core trees represent
potential MXSTs. Here, d and e, the respective core trees of leaf nodes C and D, are the only
MXSTs. They also happen to be the MASTs for the input trees.
4.2.1.3 Pairwise Join
The canonical form has the property that pruning either the last leaf or the second-to-last
leaf encountered in the IDFT results in a subtree that is also canonical (Zhang and Wang
(2008)). Thus, every k-leaf AST T corresponds to a unique ordered pair (Tx, Ty) of (k − 1)-
leaf ASTs where Tx and Ty are obtained by pruning the last leaf and the second-to-last leaf
respectively in the IDFT of T . Note that Tx and Ty share a common prefix. Vice versa, T can
be obtained by ‘joining’ this unique pair (Tx, Ty). Based on this, we define tree T to be a join
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on an ordered pair (Tx, Ty) of (k− 1)-leaf ASTs such that Tx and Ty share a common prefix, if:
T is in canonical form, has Tx as its prefix and has Ty as its subtree. (4.1)
Our scheme exploits condition 4.1 heavily. Consider equivalence classes E and F , where E is
the parent of F and E consists of (k − 1)-leaf ASTs. We claim that any k-leaf tree T ∈ F is
the result of joining two (k− 1)-leaf trees in E. Specifically, T is the result of joining a unique
ordered pair of trees (Tx, Ty) in E such that condition 4.1 is satisfied. Observe that for any
ordered pair (Tx, Ty) satisfying condition 4.1 with respect to T , Tx is the core tree of F and
belongs to E. Further, Tx and Ty share a common prefix; thus, Ty also belongs to E. The
claim follows.
While every tree in F can be obtained by joining a unique ordered pair of trees in E, for a
given ordered pair (Tx, Ty) in E there may be multiple T s satisfying condition 4.1. The way in
which (Tx, Ty) join to produce T depends on the topology of the subtree displayed by an input
tree over the leafset LTx ∪ LTy . We next describe the four possible ways, denoted type 1-4, in
which an ordered pair (Tx, Ty) can join as per condition 4.1. In the subsequent discussion, let
x and y denote the rightmost leaf of Tx and Ty respectively, px and py denote the parents of
x and y respectively, and T core represent the core tree of equivalence class E. Note that T core
is also the common prefix of Tx and Ty. For an internal node u, let numChild(u) denote its
number of children. Different type of joins arise due to the relative values of depth(py) and
depth(px).
Type 1: Figure 4.6a shows the participating trees. Leaves x and y are attached at the same
depth on the rightmost path of T core, i.e., depth(py) = depth(px). Figure 4.6b shows the
resulting join. Here, x and y are attached as siblings to the same parent node in the joined
tree. Thus, for the resulting joined tree to be canonical, we must have ψ(x) < ψ(y) (recall
that we assume that the labels are distinct numbers). Further, x and y are attached at
the same depth in the joined tree as in Tx and Ty, respectively.
An example: Figure 4.7a shows the input trees and Fig. 4.7b shows the corresponding joined
tree.
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Figure 4.6: Different types of pairwise join. A dotted triangle represents part of the tree
which may be empty while a solid triangle represents a non-empty part of the tree. ∆ reflects
topologies of the heaviest subtrees. ‘c’ denotes the rightmost leaf of the common core tree.
Type 2: The input trees have the same structure as in type 1 join (Fig.4.6a); however, x and y
are attached to the same parent in the joined tree at one level deeper than their respective
depths in the participating trees as shown in Fig.4.6c.
An example: Figure 4.7a shows the input trees and Fig. 4.7c shows the corresponding
joined tree.
Type 3: Figure 4.6d shows the participating trees. Note that the participating trees are a
special case of type 1 and 2 join; i.e., depth(py) = depth(px) holds here as well. However,
in the resulting join py becomes the parent of px as shown in Fig. 4.6e. For this to be
possible, we must have numChild(py) = numChild(px) = 2.
An example: Figure 4.7d shows the input trees and Fig. 4.7e shows the corresponding
joined tree.
Type 4: Figure 4.6f shows the participating trees. Here depth(py) < depth(px); i.e., on the
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Figure 4.7: An example for each of the join type shown in Fig. 4.6.
rightmost path of T core, leaf y is attached at a lesser depth than leaf x. As a result there
is only one way to join Tx and Ty so as to satisfy condition 4.1. See Fig. 4.6g. Here, py
becomes an ancestor of px in the joined tree.
An example: Figure 4.7f shows the input trees and Fig. 4.7g shows the corresponding
joined tree.
The above scheme leads to a natural formulation for generating all members of children of E.
For every ordered pair (Tx, Ty) ∈ E such that the pair joins only in one way in the all the trees
in the input collection, add the joined tree to ETx . The ordering indicates that the joined tree
has the first tree of the ordered pair as its prefix.
Observe that for depth(py) > depth(px), a join satisfying condition 4.1 is not possible
because Tx cannot be the prefix of the joined tree. ASTs from ‘such’ joins are enumerated
when considering the ordered pair (Ty, Tx).
4.2.2 Support Estimation
An AST is enumerated by combining two smaller ASTs. However, an AST can arise out
of their combination only if the two ASTs exhibit a common type of join (topology) in all the
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input trees. Determining this involves identifying the types of joins the smaller ASTs exhibit
across the input trees, and if a particular join is supported across all the input trees. For this
we deploy a one-time least common ancestor based preprocessing step, after which the join
type in each input tree can be identified in constant time.
Consider an ordered pair of trees (Tx, Ty) in an equivalence class and let L∪ = LTx ∪ LTy .
For an input tree T , we say the join induced by (Tx, Ty) in T is of type A if T |L∪ in canonical
form corresponds to type A join with respect to ordered pair (Tx, Ty). Let T
join denote T |L∪
in canonical form. This step classifies T join as one of the four join types. If a particular join is
supported by all the input trees, i.e. f = 1, the corresponding joined tree is an AST. A nave
way to classify the join type could be to restrict T over L∪, canonicalize the restriction and
identify the canonicalized tree as one of the four join types. However, this will require time at
least linear in the size of T . In Theorem 10 we describe a least common ancestor (LCA) based
scheme that in constant time identifies T join as a result of one of the four join types. The LCA
values are computed as a preprocessing step. The meaning of the symbols c, x, y, px and py is
the same as in Sect. 4.2.1.3. Superscripts indicate the reference tree.
Theorem 10. 1. T join is a result of type 1 join if and only if
(a) depth(LCAT (c, x)) = depth(LCAT (c, y)),
(b) depth(LCAT (c, x)) = depth(LCAT (x, y)) and
(c) Φ(x) < Φ(y).
2. T join is a result of type 2 join if and only if
(a) depth(LCAT (c, x)) = depth(LCAT (c, y)),
(b) depth(LCAT (c, x)) < depth(LCAT (x, y)) and
(c) Φ(x) < Φ(y).
3. T join is a result of type 3 join if and only if
(a) depthTx(px) = depth
Ty(py) and
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(b) depth(LCAT (c, x)) > depth(LCAT (c, y)).
4. T join is a result of type 4 join if and only if depthTx(px) > depth
Ty(py).
Proof. Let us consider each of the cases separately.
1. Clearly if T join is a result of type 1 join, it satisfies 1a-1c. To prove the only if part, let
1a-1c be satisfied. Since Tx and Ty are obtained by attaching x and y respectively to the
rightmost path of T core, and each is a subtree of T , 1a implies that depth(py) = depth(px).
Thus, T join is a result of either of type 1, 2 or 3 join. Type 3 join requires py to be the
parent of px in T
join, which is ruled out by 1a. Further, 1b and 1c imply that the join
must be of type 1.
2. The proof proceeds in a similar fashion as that for part 1. Again T join can be a result of
either type 1 or 2 join. Conditions 2b and 2c imply that the join must be of type 2.
3. Condition 3a implies that T join must be a result of type 1, 2 or 3 join. Condition 3b rules
out type 1 and 2 joins. Thus the join must be of type 3.
4. As per given, T join can be a result of type 4 join only.
Clearly cases 1—4 are mutually exclusive and each can be evaluated in constant time.
Observe that (a) all the cases in Theorem 10 involve comparison of the depth of the LCAs of
two pairs of leaf nodes in T and not the actual values, and (b) every such two pairs have one leaf
in common. Using this, instead of identifying the join type in all the trees in the input collection
individually, we do it in constant time across all the input trees at once, i.e., in the case of ASTs
for a given ordered pair (Tx, Ty) we answer in constant time, if they join to result in an AST.
To achieve this, we create a map that marks every ordered set of three leaves {i, j, k} as ‘¿’, ‘¡’
or ‘=’ if for every input tree T , depth(LCAT (i, j)) > depth(LCAT (i, k)), depth(LCAT (i, j)) <
depth(LCAT (i, k)) or depth(LCAT (i, j)) = depth(LCAT (i, k)) respectively. If this comparison
is not the same for all the input trees, the corresponding entry is flagged indicating that a
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common type of join is not exhibited across all the input trees. This map is created as a
preprocessing step.
4.2.3 Containing the Combinatorial Explosion
One way to enumerate all MXSTs is to visit all the leaf nodes in the enumeration tree
representing potential MXSTs. However, this requires traversing the complete enumeration
tree and can lead to a combinatorial explosion due to the number of ASTs. To limit this we use
a heuristic that given a node in the enumeration tree determines if none of its leaf descendants
contain a MXST without traversing subtree below it, i.e., if so determined, the branch at the
node is pruned away from enumeration.
4.2.3.1 Pruning Heuristic
Let X and Y be two equivalence classes. The branch at Y is pruned by X, or simply Y is
pruned by X, if X and Y are of a common descent, and for every descendant A of Y (including
Y ), there exists at least one descendant B of X such that Bc displays Ac. In such a case none
of the leaf descendants of Y can be an MXST. Thus, the branch at Y need not be enumerated.
For example, in Fig.5, node A prunes node G because, including itself, G has 3 descendants as
G, H and I, whose respective core trees are displayed by the respective core trees of nodes B,
C and D, which are descendants of A. If this information can be know when G is first visited,
the branch at G need not be enumerated further, saving time. In other words, the branch at
G can be pruned. Similarly, A also prunes J because the respective core trees of nodes J , K
and L are displayed by the respective core trees of nodes B, C and D. Further, among the
descendants of A, nodes E and F are respectively pruned by nodes C and D.
For the next set of results, let E denote an equivalence class with r as the rightmost leaf of
its core tree. Let X,Y, Z be children of E in the enumeration tree. Let x, y, z be the rightmost
leaves of Xc, Y c, Zc respectively. Clearly {Xc, Y c, Zc} ∈ E. We say [i, j, k] is an agreement
triplet if all the input trees display the same triplet over the leafset {i, j, k}. For an ordered
pair of trees (A,B) in an equivalence class, having a and b as their respective rightmost leaves,
we say tree Tab exists if (A,B) join as Tab across all the input trees. Theorem 11 characterizes
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pruning among children and among grandchildren of a node in the enumeration tree.
Theorem 11. 1. X prunes Y if either of the following holds:
(a) Txy exists and is not of join type 2.
(b) Txy exists as join type 2 and for every child Z of E such that Tyz exists, [x, y, z] is
an agreement triplet.
2. If Txy and Tyz exist, and Txy is of join type 2, then ETxy prunes ETyz if Tyz is not of join
type 2.
Fact 12 and Lemma 13 are instrumental in proving Theorem 11. We present these first.
Fact 12. For a given tree on four leaves, any three of the four possible triplets define the tree.
Lemma 13. Let Txy and Tyz exist, and [x, y, z] be an agreement triplet. Then, Txz exists and
there exists an AST T on leafset LEc ∪ {x, y, z} such that ET is a descendant of X.
Proof. From the given, [x, y, z] is an agreement triplet and for any ` ∈ Ec, [`, x, y] and [`, y, z]
are agreement triplets. Thus by Fact 12, [`, x, z] is also an agreement triplet. Thus, there exists
an AST T on leafset LEc ∪ {x, y, z}. Since {Xc, Y c, Zc} ∈ E, T is a descendant of E. Further,
joins Txy and Tyz imply that T can only be enumerated by joining Txy and Txz in one of the
two possible ways. Thus, Txz exists and ET is a descendant of X.
Proof of Theorem 11. 1. (a) Let Txy be of join type 1 with triplet [r, x, y] of type (r, x, y).
Consider any Tyz ∈ Y . Let Tyz be of join type 1 with triplet [r, y, z] of type (r, y, z).
Observe that any tree that displays both (r, x, y) and (r, y, z) must display (r, x, y, z)
as well. Thus, [x, y, z] is an agreement triplet. Thus, by Lemma 13, Txz exists.
Similarly, for Tyz of join type 2, 3 and 4, it can be shown that Txz ∈ X exists and
[x, y, z] is an agreement triplet. Thus:
Remark 14. If Txy exists as join type 1, for any Tyz ∈ Y , Txz exists and [x, y, z] is
an agreement triplet.
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Let A be a descendant of Y . Let Ld = LAc − LY c . Consider potential AST T
on leafset {LAc ∪ x} such that ET is a descendant of X. For T to exist, for every
{a, b} ∈ Ld, joins {Txa, Txb} ∈ X must exist, and, [x, y, a], [x, y, b], [x, a, b] must be
agreement triplets. Consider any {a, b} ∈ Ld. Let Txy be of join type 1. Clearly,
Tya ∈ Y exists. Thus, Remark 14 implies that Txa exists and [x, y, a] is an agreement
triplet. Similarly, Txb ∈ X exists and [x, y, b] is an agreement triplet. Since, [x, y, a],
[x, y, b] and [y, a, b] are agreement triplets, by Fact 12, [x, a, b] is also an agreement
triplet. Thus, there exists an AST T on leafset {LAc ∪ x}. Further, for every
` ∈ {Ld ∪ y} the existence of Tx` ∈ X implies that ET is a descendant of X. Thus,
for every descendant A of Y , there exists at least one descendant ET of X such that
T displays Ac. Thus, X prunes Y if Txy is of join type 1. Using similar arguments,
it can be shown that for Txy of join type 3 and 4, X prunes Y .
(b) It is given that Txy and Tyz exist, and [x, y, z] is an agreement triplet. Thus, by
Lemma 13, Txz exists. Again, using arguments similar to the proof of part 1a, it can
be shown that AST T on leafset {LAc ∪x} exists and it is a descendant of X. Thus,
for every descendant A of Y , there exists at least one descendant ET of X such that
T displays Ac. Thus, X prunes Y .
2. Let Txy be of join type 2 with triplet [r, x, y] of type (r, (x, y)). Let Tyz be of join type
1 with triplet [r, y, z] of type (r, y, z). Observe that any tree that displays both (r, (x, y))
and (r, y, z) must display (r, (x, y), z) as well. Thus, [r, x, z] and [x, y, z] are also agreement
triplets. Thus by Lemma 13, Txz and AST T on leafset LEc ∪ {x, y, z} exist such that
ET is a descendant of X. Further, (r, (x, y), z) implies that z is the rightmost leaf of T .
Thus, T is enumerated by joining ordered pair (Txy, Txz), i.e., ET is a child of ETxy . The
same can be shown for Tyz of join type 3 and 4. Thus:
Remark 15. If Txy exists as join type 2, for any Tyz ∈ Y such that Tyz is not of join type
2, the join Tx−yz ∈ ETxy on ordered pair (Txy, Txz) exists and [x, y, z] is an agreement
triplet.
Let A be a descendant of ETyz . Let Ld = LAc−LTyz . Consider potential AST T on leafset
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{LAc ∪x} such that ET is a descendant of ETxy . For T to exist, for every {a, b} ∈ Ld, joins
Tx−ya ∈ ETxy on ordered pair (Txy, Txa) and Tx−yb ∈ ETxy on ordered pair (Txy, Txb) must
exist, and [x, y, a], [x, y, b], [x, z, a], [x, z, b], [x, a, b] must be agreement triplets. Let join
Tya be of type 2 with triplet [r, y, a] of type (r, (y, a)). Since A is a descendant of ETyz , the
join Ty−za ∈ ETyz on ordered pair (Tyz, Tya) exists. Let Tyz be of type 1 join with triplet
[r, y, z] of type (r, y, z). Note that any tree that displays both (r, (y, a)) and (r, y, z) must
also display (r, (y, a), z)). However, (r, (y, a), z)) cannot exist in Ty−za as a cannot be the
rightmost leaf in it. Similarly for Tyz of join type 3 or 4, and for Tya of join type 2, it can
be shown that a cannot be the rightmost leaf in Ty−za. Thus, Tya is not of join type 2.
Thus, by Remark 15, the join Tx−ya ∈ ETxy on ordered pair (Txy, Txa) exists and [x, y, a]
is an agreement triplet. Since [x, y, z], [x, y, a], [y, z, a] are agreement triplets, by Fact
12, [x, z, a] is also an agreement triplet. Similarly, Tx−yb ∈ ETxy exists and, [x, y, b] and
[x, z, b] are agreement triplets. Since, [y, a, b], [x, y, a] and [x, y, b] are agreement triplets,
by Fact 12, [x, a, b] is also an agreement triplet. Thus, there exists an AST T on leafset
{LAc ∪ x}. Further, for every ` ∈ {Ld ∪ z}, existence of join Tx−y` ∈ ETxy on ordered pair
(Txy, Tx`) implies that T is descendant of ETxy . Thus, for every descendant A of ETyz ,
there exists at least one descendant ET of ETxy such that T displays Ac. Thus, Txy prunes
Tyz.
Pruner-list. Note that conditions in part (1a) and part (2) of Theorem 11 can be eval-
uated in constant time while condition in Theorem 11(1b) will take linear time. Neither of
these require enumeration of the pruned branch at Y . However, there can be cases when Y or
a descendant of Y is pruned by X but it cannot be identified using Theorem 11. For such a
case, the branch at Y needs to be enumerated and potential pruning by X verified. For this,
we maintain a pruner-list for every child of Y . Let X,Y, Z be children of an equivalence class
E in the enumeration tree. Let x, y, z be the right most leaves of Xc, Y c, Zc respectively. Let
joins Txy, Tyz exist such that none of the cases of Theorem 11 hold. Then, pruner-list of ETyz
contains x if [x, y, z] is an agreement triplet. The pruner list of ETyz also inherits members from
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the intersection of the pruner lists of ETy and ETz . Now, Y is pruned by an equivalence class A
with a as the rightmost leaf of Ac, if all children of Y have a in their pruner-list. This can be
shown by using arguments similar to the proof of Theorem 11(1a).
4.2.4 MfstMiner Algorithm
Algorithm 1 gives a high-level description of the MfstMiner algorithm for the special
case of enumerating all MXSTs. Here, for AST Tx, x denotes its rightmost leaf. C is the
collection of input trees. First, all AST triplets are enumerated and partitioned as the set of
all equivalence classes consisting of ASTs on three leaves, denoted by EC3. Each equivalence
class in EC3 represents a child of the root of the enumeration tree. Subroutine enumerateNode
accepts an equivalence class E as input and enumerates the branch at E in the enumeration
tree. Lines 7-10 represents the pair-wise joining among members of an equivalence class in
the enumeration tree. Pruning as per different cases of Theorem 11 and as per the pruner-list
scheme is indicated at respective places in the algorithm. In line 12, an empty equivalence class
— representing a leaf node — is queued for potential output as an MXST. This leaf node is
produced as output in line 16 if it is found to be not pruned. A non-empty equivalence class is
queued for further enumeration in line 14. Such an equivalence class is recursively enumerated
in line 21 if it is found to be not pruned.
Algorithm 2 gives a detailed description of the subroutine enumerateNode in Algorithm
1. Children of E that need to be further enumerated are stored in enumList, while those
that are potential MXSTs, their core trees are stored in outputList. For a label y, y.joinList
stores a label x if join Txy exists and is of join type 2. This is used in identifying pruning as
per conditions in part (1b) and part (2) of Theorem 11, and through the pruner-list scheme.
Line 10 corresponds to ETy being pruned by ETx as per Theorem 11(1a). In line 13, join ETxy
inherits members from the intersection of pruner-list of the participating trees ETx and ETy . In
line 16, the core tree of the empty equivalence class ETx (a leaf node in the enumeration tree)
corresponds to a potential MXST and is added to the outputList. In line 20, it is produced as
output if it is pruned neither by its siblings, i.e., children of its parent E, nor by the children of
any of the ancestor equivalence classes of E (indicated by condition ET .prunerList = ∅). If ETx
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Algorithm 1 Enumerating all MXSTs — a high-level description.
MfstMiner(C)
1: EC3 ← enumerateAST Triplets(C)
2: for all E ∈ EC3 do
3: enumerateNode(E)
enumerateNode(E)
4: for all Tx ∈ E do
5: ETx ← ∅
6: if ETx is not marked pruned by other children of E as per Theorem 11(1a) then
7: for all Ty ∈ E such that Tx 6= Ty do
8: if join Txy exists then
9: Mark for potential pruning of other children of E by ETx as per Theorem 11(1a)
10: ETx ← ETx ∪ Txy
11: if ETx = ∅ then
12: queue Tx to be produced as output
13: else
14: queue ETx for further enumeration
15: for all T queued for output such that T is neither pruned as per Theorem 11(1a) nor by
the pruner-list scheme do
16: print T
17: for all ETy queued for further enumeration do
18: if any Tyz ∈ ETy is pruned as per Theorem 11(2) then
19: delete Tyz from ETy
20: if ETy is neither pruned as per Theorem 11(1b) nor by the pruner-list scheme then
21: enumerateNode(ETy)
is not empty, it is added to enumList for potential enumeration of the branch at ETx . In line 24,
ETyz is pruned by Txy (the join corresponding to x ∈ y.joinList) as per Theorem 11(2). In line
28, label x ∈ y.joinList (corresponding to the type 2 join Txy) is added to pruner-list of ETyz
if [x, y, z, ] is an agreement triplet. In line 30, if ∀Tyz ∈ ETy , x ∈ ETyz .prunerList comes from
a y.joinList in the current iteration of subroutine enumerateNode, this corresponds to pruning
as per Theorem 11(1b); else pruning is a result of the pruner-list scheme. If such a ETy is not
pruned by any of the cases, then it is recursively enumerated (line 32).
4.2.4.1 The General Case of Enumerating MFSTs
Having outlined the algorithmic framework of MfstMiner for the special case of enumerat-
ing all MXSTs, here we discuss the general case of mining MFSTs. The main difference is that
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Algorithm 2 Enumerating all MXSTs.
enumerateNode(E)
1: outputList← ∅, enumList← ∅
2: for all Tx ∈ E do
3: x.joinList← ∅
4: for all Tx ∈ E do
5: ETx ← ∅
6: if ETx is not marked pruned then
7: for all Ty ∈ E such that Tx 6= Ty do
8: if join Txy exists then
9: if Txy is not of join type 2 then
10: mark ETy as pruned { pruning as per Theorem 11(1a)}
11: else
12: y.joinList← y.joinList ∪ x
13: ETxy .prunerList← ETx .prunerList ∩ ETy .prunerList
14: ETx ← ETx ∪ Txy
15: if ETx = ∅ then
16: outputList← outputList ∪ Tx
17: else
18: enumList← enumList ∪ ETx
19: for all T ∈ outputList such that ET is not pruned and ET .prunerList = ∅ do
20: print T
21: for all ETy ∈ enumList such that ETy is not pruned do
22: for all Tyz ∈ ETy do
23: if Tyz is not of join type 2 and y.joinList 6= ∅ then
24: delete Tyz from ETy {pruning as per Theorem 11(2)}
25: else
26: for all x ∈ y.joinList do
27: if [x, y, z] is an agreement triplet then
28: ETyz .prunerList← ETyz .prunerList ∪ x
29: if ∃x such that ∀Tyz ∈ ETy , x ∈ ETyz .prunerList then
30: mark ETy as pruned {pruning as per Theorem 11(1b) or due to the pruner-list scheme}
31: if ETy is not pruned and ETy 6= ∅ then
32: enumerateNode(ETy)
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the support for ASTs is always f = 1, while FSTs can additionally have any f ∈ (12 , 1). This
does not affect the enumeration tree and the pairwise join, however, the support estimation
and the pruning strategy need to incorporate the general case when f ∈ (12 , 1). We discuss
these steps next.
Support Estimation. Given Tx and Ty in an equivalence class, when f < 1, a join T
xy
on ordered pair (Tx, Ty) can be an FST if it is supported by at least fraction f of the input trees,
i.e., these input trees have T xy as a subtree. Note that any such T xy will be supported only by
those trees that support both Tx and Ty. Motivated by this, for each FST Tx we maintain the
list of all trees in the input collection that support Tx. We call this list the support-list of Tx.
For a FST Tx, let Tx.supList denote its support-list. Thus, to estimate if the join on ordered pair
(Tx, Ty) results in an FST, we apply Theorem 10 only on trees in Tx.supList ∩ Ty.supList. We
store the the support list as a bitmap representation (Ayres et al. (2002)) for efficient memory
utilization and fast computation of intersection of two support-lists using logical operators.
Pruning Strategy. Given equivalence classes X and Y , while verifying if Y is pruned by
X, we also need to consider the support-list of Xc and Y c. We say [x, y, z] is a frequent triplet
if at least fraction f of the input trees display the same triplet over the leafset {x, y, z}. Let
[x, y, z].supList denote the support-list of such a frequent triplet. Based on this, for the case of
enumerating MFSTs, Theorem 11 can be restated as:
Theorem 16. 1. X prunes Y if either of the following holds:
(a) Txy exists, Y
c.supList ⊆ Xc.supList and Txy is not of join type 2.
(b) Txy exists as join type 2, Y
c.supList ⊆ Xc.supList and for every Z ∈ E such that
Tyz exists, [x, y, z] is a frequent triplet with Y
c.supList ⊆ [x, y, z].supList.
2. If Txy and Tyz, exist and Txy is of join type 2, then ETxy prunes ETyz if Tyz is not of join
type 2 and Tyz.supList ⊆ Txy.supList.
Pruner-list. Pruning cases not identified by Theorem 16, require the use of pruner-list.
In the case of MFSTs, along with leaf label the pruner-list also contains the support-list of the
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core tree of the equivalence class that is claiming to prune. To explain further, let Tx, Ty, Tz be
FSTs in an equivalence class E with x, y, z as their respective rightmost leaves, such that joins
Txy and Tyz exist, and none of the cases of Theorem 16 hold. Then, the next set of conditions
describe pruner-lists for enumerating MFSTs.
1. ETyz .prunerList contains the entry (x, Txy.supList) if Txy is not of join type 2 and |Txy.supList∩
Tyz.supList| ≥ f .
2. ETyz .prunerList contains the entry (x, S∩ = Txy.supList∩ [x, y, z].supList) if Txy is of join
type 2, [x, y, z] is a frequent triplet and |S∩ ∩ Tyz.supList| ≥ f .
3. For every leaf label w such that (w, Sy∩) ∈ ETy .prunerList and (w, Sz∩) ∈ ETz .prunerList
exist, ETyz .prunerList contains entry (w, S∩ = Sy∩ ∩ Sz∩) if |S∩ ∩ Tyz.supList| ≥ f .
Condition 1 and 2 describe addition of new labels to the pruner-list ETyz , while condition 3
describes inheritance of labels from the pruner-list of ETy and ETz . Now, ETyz is considered
pruned by an equivalence class A with a as the rightmost leaf of Ac if for every Tyb ∈ ETy ,
ETyb .prunerList contains an entry (a, Sb(a)), and, for S∩ =
⋂
Tyb∈ETy Sb(a), ETyz .supList = S∩.
This completes the description of MfstMiner for the general case of mining MFSTs. The
overall framework is the same as the special case of mining all MXSTs. The difference lies in
the finer details of incorporating support-list in the support estimation and the pruning step.
These details were discussed in this section and can be easily incorporated in Algorithm 2.
4.3 Results and Discussion
To study the effectiveness of MfstMiner, we conducted three kinds of experiments. The
first category compares MFSTs with MAST. The second category compares MfstMiner with
Phylominer (Zhang and Wang (2008)) — an algorithm that enumerates all FSTs. The third
category evaluates the scalability of MfstMiner with respect to the number of trees and
the size of the leafset. Our dataset consists of bootstrapped trees used in a previous study
(Pattengale et al. (2011)) on majority rule trees. There are seventeen sets of trees, referred
to as A−Q, constructed from a diverse range of sequences including rbcL genes, mammalian
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sequences, bacterial and archaeal sequences, ITS sequences, fungal sequences , and grasses. To
extract datasets of different sizes (in terms of the number of leaves and the number of trees),
we randomly selected the required number of trees and restricted them on a random set of
leaves of the required size.
MFSTs vs. MASTs. Figure 4.8a compares the size of the MAST with the size of the
largest MFST. This experiment was conducted on a set of 100 trees on 50 leaves from each
of the datasets. MFSTs were enumerated for f = 0.51. In some cases the size of the largest
MFST is more than twice the size of the corresponding MAST. Figure 4.8b compares the
number of MASTs with the number of MFSTs for f = 1. There are significantly more MFSTs.
This is notable because any MFST that is not a MAST is also not displayed by any of the
MASTs. Thus, such a MFST reveals unique agreement information among the input trees.
This experiment was conducted on a set of 100 trees on 100 leaves from each of the datasets.
Comparison with Phylominer. This experiment was done on dataset A with 100 trees
for each of the leafset. Figure 4.9a compares MfstMiner with Phylominer (Zhang and Wang
(2008)) for f = 1, showing enumerating MFSTs is orders of magnitude faster than enumerating
all FSTs. Figure 4.9b shows the corresponding counts for FSTs and, MFSTs and FSTs checked
by MfstMiner while enumerating all MFSTs. While the number of MFSTs and the number
of FSTs checked by MfstMiner exhibit near-polynomial behavior, the number of FSTs grow
exponentially. Figure 4.9c and Figure 4.9d show the corresponding numbers for f = .95. For
these experiments the physical memory was capped at the 4GB limit. Phylominer uses a scheme
that requires all the enumerated FSTs to be kept in memory. This explains the missing entries
in the case of Phylominer. MfstMiner uses a depth-first scheme to traverse the enumeration
tree and only needs to keep FSTs along a branch. Thus, it is not affected by the memory limit.
Scalability of MfstMiner. Figure 4.10 shows the scalability ofMfstMiner with respect
to the number of leaves. The first experiment (see Figure 4.10a) was done on dataset P for
f = 1. The second experiment (see Figure 4.10b) was done on dataset Q for f = .95. For each
leafset, 100 trees were extracted for the corresponding dataset.
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Figure 4.8: Utility of MFSTs over MASTs.
4.4 Conclusions
We introduced a new algorithm to mine MFSTs in collections of phylogenetic trees. Our
experiments show that MFSTs can be significantly larger and, more numerous and diverse
than the MASTs. The set of all MFSTs is a compact and non-redundant summary of the set
of all FSTs. We demonstrated this through experiments on biological datasets and compared
the efficiency of our approach with Phylominer (Zhang and Wang (2008)) – an algorithm to
enumerate all FSTs. We also showed the scalability of our approach for larger leafsets. The
current implementation of MfstMiner can be downloaded from http://www.cs.iastate.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison with Phylominer
edu/akshayd/mfstMiner/. The current implementation works for up to 250 leaves and 10,000
trees.
As a future work, we intend to use MFSTs in practical applications that involve MASTs
(Goddard et al. (1994); De Vienne et al. (2007); Daubin et al. (2002)). We note that the
enumeration of MFSTs can take long for larger leafsets. In this regard, we intend to develop
a scheme that can randomly sample MFSTs – giving a smaller result set that is randomly
sampled from the entire solution set. We note that while enumeration of FSTs is possible
for f ∈ (0, 12] as well, this can potentially lead to two different FSTs over the same leafset.
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Figure 4.10: Scalability of MfstMiner
With little modification in the pruning strategy, the proposed algorithms can be extended to
enumerate all FSTs for f ∈ (0, 12].
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CHAPTER 5. EXTRACTING CONFLICT-FREE INFORMATION
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Abstract
Background: A multi-labeled tree, or MUL-tree, is a phylogenetic tree where two or
more leaves share a label, e.g., a species name. A MUL-tree can imply multiple conflicting
phylogenetic relationships for the same set of taxa, but can also contain conflict-free information
that is of interest and yet is not obvious.
Results: We define the information content of a MUL-tree T as the set of all conflict-free
quartet topologies implied by T , and define the maximal reduced form of T as the smallest tree
that can be obtained from T by pruning leaves and contracting edges while retaining the same
information content. We show that any two MUL-trees with the same information content
exhibit the same reduced form. This introduces an equivalence relation among MUL-trees with
potential applications to comparing MUL-trees. We present an efficient algorithm to reduce a
MUL-tree to its maximally reduced form and evaluate its performance on empirical datasets
in terms of both quality of the reduced tree and the degree of data reduction achieved.
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Conclusions: Our measure of conflict-free information content based on quartets is
simple and topologically appealing. In the experiments, the maximally reduced form is often
much smaller than the original tree, yet retains most of the taxa. The reduction algorithm is
quadratic in the number of leaves and its complexity is unaffected by the multiplicity of leaf
labels or the degree of the nodes.
5.1 Background
Multi-labeled trees, also known as MUL-trees, are phylogenetic trees that can have more
than one leaf with the same label (Fellows et al. (2003); Grundt et al. (2004); Huber and Moul-
ton (2006); Popp and Oxelman (2001); Scornavacca et al. (2011)) (Figure 5.1). MUL-trees
arise naturally and frequently in data sets containing multiple gene sequences for the same
species (Sanderson et al. (2008)), but they can also arise in biogeographical studies or cospecia-
tion studies where leaves represent individual taxa yet are labeled with their areas (Ganapathy
et al. (2006)) or hosts (Johnson et al. (2003)).
MUL-trees, unlike singly-labeled trees, can contain conflicting species-level phylogenetic
information due to biological processes such as whole genome duplications (Lott et al. (2009))
or incomplete lineage sorting (Rasmussen and Kellis (2012)), to artifactual processes such as
inferential error, or, frequently, an unknown combination of several factors. However, they can
also contain substantial amounts of conflict-free information. Here we provide a way to extract
this information; specifically, we have the following results.
• We introduce a new quartet-based measure of the information content of a MUL-tree,
defined as the set of conflict-free quartets that the tree displays (see Sect. 89).
• We introduce the concept of the maximally-reduced form (MRF) of a MUL-tree T , the
smallest tree with the same information content as T (see Sect. 91), and show that any
two MUL-trees with the same information content have the same MRF (Theorem 22).
• We present a simple algorithm to construct the MRF of a MUL-tree (see Sect. 98). Its
running time is quadratic in the number of leaves and does not depend on the multiplicity
of the leaf labels or the degrees of the internal nodes.
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• We present computational experience with an implementation of our MRF algorithm (see
Sect. 101). In our test data, the MRF is often significantly smaller than the original tree,
while retaining most of the taxa.
We now give the intuition behind our notion of information content, deferring the formal
definitions of this and other concepts to the next section. Quartets (i.e., sets of four species)
are a natural starting point, since they are the smallest subsets from which we can draw
meaningful topological information. A singly-labeled tree implies exactly one topology on any
quartet. More precisely, each edge e in a singly-labeled tree implies a bipartition (A,B) of the
leaf set, where each part is the set of leaves on one of the two sides of e. From (A,B), we derive
a collection of bipartitions ab|cd of quartets, such that {a, b} ⊆ A and {c, d} ⊆ B. Clearly, if
one edge in a singly-labeled tree implies some bipartition q = ab|cd of {a, b, c, d}, then there
can be no other edge that implies a bipartition, such as ac|bd, that is in conflict with q. Indeed,
the quartet topologies implied by a singly-labeled tree uniquely identify it (Steel (1992)).
The situation for MUL-trees is more complicated, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Here, the
presence of two copies of labels b and c — b(1) and b(2), and, c(1) and c(2) — leads to
two conflicting topologies on the quartet {b, c, d, e}. Edge (u, v) implies the bipartition bc|de,
corresponding to the labels {b(1), c(1), d, e}, while edge (v, w) implies bd|ce corresponding to
the leaves {b(2), c(2), d, e}. On the other hand, the quartet topology af |bc, implied by edge
(t, u), has no conflict with any other topology that the tree exhibits on {a, b, c, f}. We show
that the set of all such conflict-free quartet topologies is compatible (Theorem 17). That is,
for every MUL-tree T there exists at least one singly-labeled tree that displays all the conflict-
free quartets of T — and possibly some other quartets as well. Motivated by this, we only
view conflict-free quartet topologies as informative, and define the information content of a
MUL-tree as the set of all conflict-free quartet topologies it implies.
We should note that conflicting quartets may well provide valuable information, whether
about paralogy, deep coalescence, or mistaken annotations. In some cases, species-level phy-
logenetic information can be recovered from conflicted quartets through application of, e.g.,
gene-tree species-tree reconciliation (generally an NP-hard problem (Stolzer et al. (2012))).
However, this is not feasible when the underlying cause of multiplicity is unknown or when
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Figure 5.1: A MUL-tree. Numbers in parenthesis next to labels indicate the multiplicity of the
respective labels and are not part of the labels themselves.
conducting large-scale analyses. Our definition of information content is deliberately designed
to make no assumptions about the cause of conflict. It is also conservative with respect to
species relationships, i.e., it does not introduce quartets not originally supported by the data.
Further, knowing the information content of a MUL-tree allows us to easily identify its con-
flicting quartets as well.
A MUL-tree may have leaves that can be pruned and edges that can be contracted without
altering the tree’s information content, i.e., without adding or removing conflict-free quartets.
For example, in Figure 5.1, every quartet topology that edge (v, w) implies is either in conflict
with some other topology (e.g., for set {b, c, d, e}) or is already implied by some other edge (e.g.,
af |ce is also implied by (t, u)). Thus, (v, w) can be contracted without altering the information
content. In fact, the information content remains unchanged if we also contract (u, v) and
remove the leaves labeled b(1) and c(1). We define the MRF of a MUL-tree T as the tree
that results from applying information-preserving edge contraction and leaf pruning operations
repeatedly to T , until it is no longer possible to do so. The MRF of the tree in Figure 5.1 is
shown in Fig. 5.2. In this case, the MRF is singly-labeled; however, this is not true in general
(see Sect. 100). If the MRF is itself a MUL-tree, it is not possible to reduce the original to a
singly-labeled tree without either adding at least one quartet that did not exist conflict-free in
T or by losing one or more conflict-free quartets.
Since any two MUL-trees with the same information content have the same MRF, rather
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Figure 5.2: The MRF for the MUL-tree in Fig. 5.1.
than comparing MUL-trees directly, we can instead compare their MRFs. This is appealing
mathematically, because it focuses on conflict-free information content, and also computation-
ally, since an MRF can be much smaller than the original MUL-tree. Indeed, on our test data,
the MRF was frequently singly-labeled. This reduction in input size is especially significant
if the MUL-tree is an input to an algorithm whose running time is exponential in the label
multiplicity, such as Ganapathy et al.’s algorithm to compute the contract-and-refine distance
between two area cladograms (Ganapathy et al. (2006)) or Huber et al.’s algorithm to determine
if a collection of “multi-splits” can be displayed by a MUL-tree (Huber et al. (2008)).
For our experiments, we also implemented a post-processing step, which converts the MRF
to a singly-labeled tree, rendering it available for analyses that require singly-labeled trees,
including supermatrix (de Queiroz and Gatesy (2007); Wiens and Reeder (1995)) and supertree
methods (Baum (1992); Ragan (1992); Bansal et al. (2010); Swenson et al. (2012)). On the
trees in our data set, the combined taxon loss between the MRF computation and the post
processing was much lower than it would have been had we simply removed all duplicate taxa
from the original trees.
Previous work on MUL-trees has concentrated on finding ways to reduce MUL-trees to
singly-labeled trees (typically in order to provide inputs to supertree methods) (Scornavacca
et al. (2011)), and to develop metrics and algorithms to compare MUL-trees (Ganapathy et al.
(2006); Puigbo` et al. (2007); Marcet-Houben and Gabaldo´n (2011); Huber et al. (2011)). In
contrast to our approach — which is purely topology-based and is agnostic with respect to the
cause of label multiplicity — the assumption underlying much of the literature on MUL-trees
is that taxon multiplicity results from gene duplication. Thus, methods to obtain singly-
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labeled trees from MUL-trees usually work by pruning subtrees at putative duplication nodes.
Although the proposed algorithms are polynomial, they are unsatisfactory in various ways.
For example, in Scornavacca et al. (2011) if the subtrees are neither identical nor compatible,
then the subtree with smaller information content is pruned, which seems to discard too much
information. Further, the algorithm is only efficient for binary rooted trees. In Puigbo` et al.
(2007) subtrees are pruned arbitrarily, while in Marcet-Houben and Gabaldo´n (2011) at each
putative duplication node a separate analysis is done for each possible pruned subtree. Although
the latter approach is better than pruning arbitrarily, in the worst case it can end up analyzing
exponentially many subtrees.
5.2 MUL-trees and Information Content
A MUL-tree is a triple (T,M,ψ), where (i) T is an unrooted tree1 with leaf set L(T ) all of
whose internal nodes have degree at least three, (ii) M is a set of labels, and (iii) ψT : L(T )→M
is a surjective map that assigns each leaf of T a label from M . (Note that if ψ is a bijection, T
is singly labeled; that is, singly-labeled trees are a special case of MUL-trees.) For brevity we
often refer to a MUL-tree by its underlying tree T . In what follows, unless stated otherwise,
by a tree we mean a MUL-tree.
An edge (u, v) in T is internal if neither u nor v belong to L(T ), and is pendant otherwise.
A pendant node is an internal node that has a leaf as its neighbor.
Let (u, v) be an edge in T and T ′ be the result of deleting (u, v) from T . Then T uvu (T uvv )
denotes the subtree of T ′ that contains u (v). Muvu (Muvv ) denotes the set of labels in T uvu (T uvv )
but not in T uvv (T
uv
u ). C
uv is the set of labels common to both T uvu and T
uv
v . Observe that
Muvu , M
uv
v and C
uv partition M . For example, in Figure 5.1, Muvu = {a, f}, Muvv = {e, d},
Cuv = {b, c}.
A (resolved) quartet in a MUL-tree T is a bipartition ab|cd of a set of labels {a, b, c, d}
such that there is an edge (u, v) in T with {a, b} ∈Muvu and {c, d} ∈Muvv . We say that (u, v)
resolves ab|cd. For example, in Figure 5.1, edge (t, u) resolves af |bc.
1The results presented here can be extended to rooted trees, using triplets instead of quartets, exploiting the
well-known bijection between rooted and unrooted trees (Semple and Steel, 2003b, p. 20).
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The information content of an edge (u, v) of a MUL-tree T , denoted ∆(u, v), is the set
of quartets resolved by (u, v). An edge (u, v) in tree T is informative if |∆(u, v)| > 0; (u, v)
is maximally informative if there is no other edge (u′, v′) in T with ∆(u, v) ⊂ ∆(u′, v′). The
information content of T , denoted I(T ), is the combined information content of all edges in
the tree; that is I(T ) = ⋃(u,v)∈E ∆(u, v), where E denotes the set of edges in T .
The next result shows that the quartets in I(T ) are conflict-free.
Theorem 17. For every MUL-tree T , there is a singly labeled tree T ′ such that I(T ) ⊆ I(T ′).
Proof. Repeat the following step until T has no multiply-occurring labels. Pick any multiply-
occurring label ` in T , select an arbitrary leaf labeled by `, and relabel every other leaf labeled
by `, by a new, unique, label. The resulting tree T ′ is singly labeled, and all labels of T are
also present in T ′. Consider a quartet ab|cd in T , that is resolved by edge (u, v). Assume that
{a, b} ∈Muvu and {c, d} ∈Muvv . Thus, T uvu contains all the occurrences of label a. Clearly, this
also holds for the only occurrence of a in T ′. Similar statements can be made about labels b,
c, and d. Thus, the quartet ab|cd is resolved by edge (u, v) in T ′, and, hence, T ′ displays all
quartets of T .
Note that there are examples where the containment indicated by the above result is proper.
To conclude this section, we give some results that are useful for the MUL-tree reduction
algorithm (see Sect. [sec:Algorithm]). In the next lemmas, (u, v) and (w, x) denote two edges
in tree T that lie on the path Pu,x = (u, v, . . . , w, x) as shown in Fig. 5.3.
w xvu
Figure 5.3: Supportive illustration for the proof of Lemma 18
Lemma 18. If |Muvu | = |Mwxw | then Muvu = Mwxw . Otherwise, Muvu ⊂Mwxw .
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Proof. Refer to Fig. 5.3. Since T uvu is a subtree of T
wx
w , M
uv
u ⊆ Mwxw by definition of Muvu .
Thus, if |Muvu | = |Mwxw |, we must have Mwxw = Muvu and, if |Muvu | 6= |Mwxw |, we must have
Muvu ⊂Mwxw .
Together with Lemma 18, the next result allows us to check whether the information content
of an edge is a subset of that of another based solely on the cardinalities of the Muvu s.
Lemma 19. ∆(u, v) ⊆ ∆(w, x) if and only if Muvv = Mwxx .
Proof. (Only if) Suppose ∆(u, v) ⊆ ∆(w, x); therefore, Muvv ⊆ Mwxx . By definition, Muvv ⊇
Mwxx ; hence, M
uv
v = M
wx
x .
(If) Suppose Muvv = M
wx
x . By definition, M
uv
u ⊆ Mwxw , which implies that ∆(u, v) ⊆
∆(w, x).
Lemma 20. Suppose ∆(u, v) ⊆ ∆(w, x). Then, for any edge (y, z) on Pu,x such that v is closer
to y than to z, ∆(u, v) ⊆ ∆(y, z) ⊆ ∆(w, x).
Proof. By Lemma 19, since ∆(u, v) ⊆ ∆(w, x), we have Muvv = Mwxx . Now consider an edge
(y, z) on Pu,x. By definition M
uv
v ⊇ Myzz ⊇ Mwxx . But Muvv = Mwxx , therefore Muvv =
Myzz = Mwxx . By definition M
uv
u ⊆ Myzy ⊆ Mwxw . Hence, by Lemma 19, ∆(u, v) ⊆ ∆(y, z) ⊆
∆(w, x).
5.3 Maximally Reduced MUL-trees
Our goal is to provide a way to reduce a MUL-tree T as much as possible, while preserving
its information content. Our reduction algorithm uses the following operations.
Prune(v): Delete leaf v from T . If, as a result, v’s neighbor u becomes a degree-two node,
connect the former two neighbors of u by an edge and delete u.
Contract(e): Delete an internal edge e and identify its endpoints.
A leaf v in T is prunable if the tree that results from pruning v has the same information
content as T . An internal edge e in T is contractible if the tree that results from contracting e
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has the same information content as T . T is maximally reduced if it has no prunable leaf and
no contractible internal edge.
Theorem 21. Every internal edge in a maximally reduced tree T resolves a quartet that is
resolved by no other edge.
Proof. We rely on two facts. First, every internal node in the tree has degree at least three. Sec-
ond, every internal edge in the tree resolves a quartet; otherwise, the edge would be contractible
and the tree would not be maximally reduced.
Consider any edge (u, v) in the tree. To prove that (u, v) resolves a quartet not resolved
by any other edge, we need to show that there exists a quartet ab|cd of the form shown in Fig.
5.4. First, we describe how to select leaves a and b. Consider the following cases:
u
b
i j
a
v
d
k l
c
Figure 5.4: Supportive illustration for the proof of Theorem 21. Quartet ab|cd is resolved only
by edge (u, v). Here, a ∈Muii , b ∈Mujj , c ∈Mvkk and d ∈Mvll .
u has at least two neighbors i and j, apart from v, that are internal nodes. Then, we select
any a ∈Muii and any b ∈Mujj .
u has only one neighbor i 6= v that is an internal node. Then, at least one of u’s neighboring
leaves must participate in a quartet that (u, v) resolves. Without such a leaf, (u, v) would resolve
the same set of quartets as (u, i), so one of these two edges would be contractible, contradicting
the assumption that the tree is maximally reduced. We select this leaf as b and we select any
a ∈Muii .
All neighbors of u, except v, are leaves. Then, at least two of its neighbors must participate
in a quartet, because (u, v) must resolve a quartet. We select the two neighbors as a and b.
In every case, we can select the desired leaves a and b. By a similar argument, we can also
select the desired c and d. This proves the existence of the desired quartet ab|cd. Therefore,
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each internal edge of T uniquely resolve a quartet.
The next result shows that the set of quartets resolved by a maximally reduced tree uniquely
identifies the tree.
Theorem 22. Let T and T ′ be two maximally reduced trees such that I(T ) = I(T ′). Then, T
and T ′ are isomorphic.
The maximally reduced form (MRF) of a MUL-tree T is the tree that results from repeat-
edly pruning prunable leaves and contracting contractible edges from T until this is no longer
possible. Theorem 22 shows that we can indeed talk about “the” MRF of T . Before proving
Theorem 22, we mention some of its consequences.
Corollary 23. Every MUL-tree has a unique MRF.
Corollary 24. Any two MUL-trees with the same information content have the same MRF.
Corollary 25. If a maximally reduced MUL-tree T is not singly-labeled, there does not exist a
singly-labeled tree T ′ such that I(T ) = I(T ′).
Note that Corollary 25 does not contradict Theorem 17. If the MUL-tree in Theorem 17 is
maximally reduced and not singly-labeled, the containment is proper; i.e., I(T ) 6= I(T ′), which
is the claim of Corollary 25. Figure 5.5 illustrates this. Any singly-labeled tree resolving the
same set of quartets must be obtained by removing one of the leaves labeled with f . However,
doing so will also introduce quartets that are not resolved by the maximally reduced MUL-tree.
Figure 5.5: A maximally reduced MUL-tree
Corollary 26. The relation “sharing a common MRF” is an equivalence relation on the set
of MUL-trees.
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The last result implies that MUL-trees can be partitioned into equivalence classes, where
each class consists of the set of all trees with the same information content. Thus, instead of
comparing MUL-trees directly, we can compare their maximally reduced forms.
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 22. We need two lemmas.
Lemma 27. There is a bijection φ between the respective sets of internal edges of T and T ′
with the following property. Let (u, v) be an internal edge in T and let (u′, v′) = φ(u, v). Then,
Muvu = M
u′v′
u′ and M
uv
v = M
u′v′
v′ . Therefore, ∆(u, v) = ∆(u
′, v′).
Proof. Consider an edge (u, v) in T . By Theorem 21, (u, v) must resolve a quartet ab|cd not
resolved by any other edge as shown in Fig. 5.4. We claim that this quartet must be resolved
uniquely by an edge (u′, v′) in T ′. Suppose not. Using arguments similar to those in the proof
of Lemma 20, we can show that all edges that resolve ab|cd in T ′ form a path (u′, x′, . . . , w′, v′),
where possibly x′ = w′, as shown in Fig. 5.6. Here, {a, b} ⊆Mu′x′u′ and {c, d} ⊆Mw
′v′
v′ .
v' u' 
a b c d 
w' 
l 
m 
Figure 5.6: Supportive illustration for the proof of Lemma 27
Since (w′, v′) resolves a quartet not resolved by any other edge, by Theorem 21 there exists
a label ` as shown, where ` ∈ Mw′mm . Since ab|`d is a quartet in T ′ and I(T ) = I(T ), it must
be true that ` ∈ Muvv in T . Clearly, T does not resolve the quartet on {a, `, d, c} in the same
way, a`|cd, as T ′. This contradicts the assumption that I(T ) = I(T ′). Thus, (u′, v′) must be
an edge. Moreover, only one such edge exists in T ′ as it uniquely resolves the quartet ab|cd.
Now consider any label f ∈ Muvu such that f /∈ {a, b, c, d}. Label f must be in Mu
′v′
u′ ;
otherwise, T and T ′ would resolve the quartet {a, f, c, d} differently. Similarly, any such f ∈
Mu
′v′
u′ must be in M
uv
u as well. Thus M
uv
u = M
u′v′
u′ . In the same way, we can prove that
Muvv = M
u′v′
v′ . Thus, ∆(u, v) = ∆(u
′, v′).
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We have shown that there is a one-to-one mapping φ from edges in T to edges of T ′ such
that ∆(e) = ∆(φ(e)). To complete the proof, we show that φ is onto. Suppose that for some
edge e′ in T ′ there is no edge e in T such that φ(e) = e′. But then e′ must resolve a quartet not
resolved by any other edge in T ′. This quartet cannot be in I(T ), contradicting the assumption
that I(T ) = I(T ′).
Let φ be the bijection between the edge sets of T and T ′ from the preceding lemma.
Lemma 28. Let (u, v) and (v, x) be any two neighboring internal edges in T , and let (p, q) =
φ(u, v) and (r, s) = φ(v, x) be the corresponding edges in T ′ such that Muvu = M
pq
p and Mvxv =
M rsr . Then, (p, q) and (r, s) are neighbors in T
′ with q = r.
Proof. Since (u, v) and (v, x) are neighbors, and each resolves a quartet that is not resolved
by the other, Muvu ⊂ Mvxv and Muvv ⊃ Mvxx . By Lemma 27, this implies that Mpqp ⊂ M rsr
and Mpqq ⊃ M rss . Thus, the only way (p, q) and (r, s) can exist in T ′ is as part of the path
Pp,s = (p, q, . . . , r, s). If q 6= r, then consider the edge (t, r) on Pps such that p is closer to t
than to r. Then, the following must hold:
Mpqp ⊂M trt ⊂M rsr (5.1)
and
Mpqq ⊃M trr ⊃M rss (5.2)
Let (z, w) = φ−1(t, r) be the edge in T corresponding to (t, r). Irrespective of the position
of (z, w) in T , (5.1) and (5.2) cannot be simultaneously true with respect to edges (u, v), (v, x)
and (z, w) in T . Therefore, q = r, which proves the desired result.
Proof of Theorem 22. Lemmas 27 and 28 show that T and T ′ are isomorphic with respect to
their internal edges. It remains to show a one-to-one correspondence between their leaf sets.
For this, we match up the leaves attached at every pendant node in T and T ′. We start with
pendant nodes to which only one internal edge is attached. For example, consider an internal
edge (u, v) in T such that v is a pendant node and T uvv has only leaves. Let (u
′, v′) = φ(u, v) be
the corresponding edge in T ′ such that Muvu = Muvu′ . By Lemma 27, C
uv = Cu
′v′ . Moreover,
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neither T nor T ′ have prunable leaves. Thus, the same set of leaves must be attached at v
and v′ respectively. In subsequent steps, we select an internal edge (u, v) in T such that v is a
pendant node and all the other pendant nodes in T uvv have already been matched up in previous
iterations. Again, let (u′, v′) = φ(u, v) such that Muvu = Muvu′ . Using similar arguments, the
same set of leaves must be attached at v and v′ respectively. Proceeding this way, each pendant
node in T can be paired with the corresponding pendant node in T ′, and be shown to have the
same set of leaves attached to them. This shows that T and T ′ are isomorphic, as claimed.
5.4 Identifying Contractible Edges and Prunable Leaves
In preparation for the MUL-tree reduction algorithm of the next section, we give some
results that help to identify contractible edges and prunable leaves.
The setting for the next result is the same as for Lemmas 19 and 20: (u, v) and (w, x) are
two edges in tree T that lie on the path Pu,x = (u, v, . . . , w, x) (see Fig. 5.3). We say that
subtree T yzz branches out from the path Pu,x if y ∈ Pu,x − {u, x}, and z /∈ Pu,x.
Lemma 29. Suppose ∆(u, v) ⊆ ∆(w, x) then
1. every internal edge on a subtree branching out from Pu,x is contractible, and
2. if ∆(u, v) = ∆(w, x), every leaf on a subtree branching out from Pu,x is prunable. Thus,
the entire subtree can be deleted without changing the information content of the tree.
Proof. Refer to Fig. 5.7.
1. Consider any edge (a, b) in a subtree branching out of Pu,x, as shown. We claim that
Maba ∪ Cab = M ; i.e., all the labels in M appear in T aba . This means that Mabb = ∅, so
(a, b) is uninformative.
To prove the claim, observe first that, by definition, Muvu ∪Cuv∪Muvv = M. By Lemma 19,
since ∆(u, v) ⊆ ∆(w, x), we have Mwxx = Muvv , so
Muvu ∪ Cuv ∪Mwxx = M. (5.3)
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Figure 5.7: Supportive illustration for the proof of Lemma 29
Now, Muvu ∪Cuv is the set of labels on the leaves of T uvu , while every label in Mwxx appears
in Twxx . Hence, T
uv
u and T
wx
x jointly contain every label in M . Since T
uv
u and T
wx
x are
subtrees of T aba , this completes the proof of the claim.
2. Suppose ∆(u, v) = ∆(w, x). By an argument similar to the one used in the proof of
Lemma 20, we can show that any edge (y, z) on the path Pv,w = (v . . . w) (see Fig. 5.7)
satisfies Muvv = M
yz
z = Mwxx and M
uv
u = M
yz
y = Mwxw . Consider a leaf c as shown; let `
be its label. Then, ` appears in Twxx , for else M
yz
y 6= Mwxw , a contradiction. Similarly, `
appears in T uvu . Now, let S be the tree obtained after pruning leaf c.
(a) I(T ) ⊆ I(S): Suppose pruning c removes a quartet from I(T ). If such a quartet
exists in T , it must be resolved by an edge (j, k) ∈ T uvu (say). But then (j, k) still
resolves the same quartet in S because ` ∈Mwxx , and the labels in Twxx are a subset
of those in T jkk . This is a contradiction.
(b) I(S) ⊆ I(T ): Suppose pruning c adds a quartet to I(S) that is not in I(T ). Such
a quartet in S must be resolved by an edge (j, k) in Suvu (say), that before pruning
satisfied ` ∈ Cjk, but now has ` /∈ M jkk . However ` ∈ Mwxx ; therefore we still have
` ∈ Cjk and the edge still cannot resolve the quartet, a contradiction.
Hence, c is prunable.
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Lemma 30. Suppose that T is a MUL-tree where no pendant node is adjacent to two or more
leaves with the same label. Let ` be any multiply-occurring label in T and let T ′ be the minimal
subtree of T that spans all the leaves labeled by `. Then, any leaf in T labeled ` attached to a
pendant node of degree at least three in T ′ is prunable.
Proof. Refer to Fig. 5.8. Consider any pendant node v of degree at least three in T ′ attached
to a leaf labeled `. Clearly deleting the leaf does not change the information content of any
edge in Tu or Ty. Now consider an edge (w, x) in T
′ as shown. Note that ` ∈ Cwx, so ` does
not contribute to ∆(w, x). After deleting the leaf, we still have ` ∈ Cwx, so ∆(w, x) remains
unchanged. Therefore, the leaf is prunable.
u 
s 
v 
s 
Tv Tu 
w x 
u 
l 
Tu 
v y 
l 
Ty 
x 
l 
w 
Figure 5.8: Supportive illustration for the proof of Lemma 30. The leaves attached to pendant
nodes u, v, and y are labeled by `, and the subtrees indicated by Tu and Ty do not contain a
leaf labeled with `. Nodes u and y have degree two in T ′, while v has degree three.
5.5 The Reduction Algorithm
We now describe a O(n2) algorithm to compute the MRF of an n-leaf MUL-tree T . In
the previous section, the MRF was defined as the tree obtained by applying information-
preserving pruning and contraction operations to T , in any order, until it is no longer possible.
For efficiency, however, the sequence in which these steps are performed is important. Our
algorithm has three distinct phases: a preprocessing step, redundant edge contraction, and
pruning of redundant leaves. We describe these next and then give an example.
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5.5.1 Preprocessing
For every edge (u, v) in T , we compute |Muvu | and |Muvv |. This can be done in O(n2) time
as follows. First, traverse subtrees T uvu and T
uv
v to count number of distinct labels n
uv
u and
nuvv in each subtree. Then, |Muvu | = |M | − nuvv and |Muvv | = |M | − nuvu . We then contract
non-informative edges; i.e., edges (u, v) where |Muvu | or |Muvv | is at most one.
5.5.2 Edge Contraction and Subtree Pruning
Next, we repeatedly find pairs of adjacent edges (u, v) and (v, w) such that ∆(u, v) ⊆ ∆(v, w)
or vice versa, and contract the less informative of the two. By Lemmas 18 and 19, we can
compare ∆(u, v) and ∆(v, w) in constant time using the precomputed values of |Muvu | and
|Muvv |. Lemma 29(1) implies that we should also contract all internal edges incident on v or
in the subtrees branching out of v. Further, by Lemma 29(2), if ∆(u, v) = ∆(v, w), we can in
fact delete these subtrees entirely, since their leaves are prunable. Lemma 20 implies that all
such edges must lie on a path, and hence can be identified in linear time. The total time for
all these operations is linear, since at worst we traverse every edge twice.
5.5.3 Pruning Redundant Leaves
The tree that is left at this point has no contractible edges; however, it can still have
prunable leaves. We first prune any leaf with a label ` that does not participate in any resolved
quartet. Such an ` has the property that for every edge (u, v), ` /∈Muvu and ` /∈Muvv . All such
leaves can be found in O(n2) time and O(n) space.
Next, we consider sets of leaves with the same label ` that share a common neighboring
pendant node. Such leaves can be found in linear time. For each such set, we delete all but
one element. Let T be the tree that results from removing such leaves. Now, the only prunable
leaves with a given label ` that might remain are leaves attached to different pendant nodes.
By Lemma 30, we can identify and prune such leaves by performing the following steps.
1. For each label `, consider the subgraph on the leaves labeled by `.
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2. In this subgraph, delete any leaf not attached to a degree 2 pendant node as it is a
redundant leaf.
This takes O(n) time per label and O(n2) time total. The space used is O(n). Hence, the
overall time and space complexities are O(n2) time and O(n), respectively.
The resulting tree has no contractible edges nor prunable leaves. Therefore, it is the MRF
of the original MUL-tree.
5.5.4 An Example
We illustrate the reduction of the unrooted MUL-tree shown in Fig. 5.9 to its MRF.
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Figure 5.9
1. In the preprocessing step, we find that M tut = ∅, M sus = ∅ and Mwxx = ∅, so edges (t, u),
(s, u) and (w, x) are uninformative. They are therefore contracted, resulting in the tree
shown in Fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.10
2. Since ∆(u, v) ⊂ ∆(v, w), contract (u, v). The result is shown in Fig. 5.11.
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Figure 5.11
3. Since ∆(v, w) = ∆(w, y), delete the subtree branching out at w from the path from v to
y and contract (v, w). The result is shown in Fig. 5.12.
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Figure 5.12
4. Prune taxon 6, which does not participate in any quartet, and all duplicate taxa at the
pendant nodes. The result, shown in Fig. 5.13, is the MRF of the original tree.
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Tuesday, May 22, 2012
Figure 5.13
5.6 Results and Discussion
We implemented our MUL-tree reduction algorithm, as well as a second step that restricts
the MRF to the set of labels that appear only once, which yields a singly-labeled tree. We tested
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our two-step program on a set of 110,842 MUL-trees obtained from the PhyLoTA database
(Sanderson et al. (2008)) (http://phylota.net/; GenBank eukaryotic nucleotide sequences,
release 184, June 2011), which included a broad range of label-set sizes, from 4 to 1500 taxa.
There were 8,741 trees (7.8%) with essentially no information content; these lost all res-
olution either when reduced to their MRFs, or in the second step. The remaining trees fell
into two categories. Trees in set A had a singly-labeled MRF; 65,709 trees (59.3%) were of
this kind. Trees in set B were reduced to singly-labeled trees in the second step; 36,392 trees
(32.8%) were of this kind. Reducing a tree to its MRF (step 1), led to an average taxon loss of
0.83% of the taxa in the input MUL-tree. The total taxon loss after the second step (reducing
the MRFs in set B to singly-labeled trees), averaged 12.81%. This taxon loss is not trivial,
but it is far less than the 41.27% average loss from the alternative, nave, approach in which
all MUL-taxa (taxa that label more than one leaf) are removed at the outset. Note that, by
the definition of MRFs, taxa removed in the first step do not contribute to the information
content, since all non-conflicting quartets are preserved. On the other hand, taxa removed in
the second step do alter the information content, because each such taxon participated in some
non-conflicting quartet. Information content, in this case, will be lost but new information is
never introduced, so the algorithm can be considered conservative.
Taxon loss is sensitive to the number of total taxa and, especially, MUL-taxa, as demon-
strated in Fig. 5.14a. The gray function shows the percentage of MUL-taxa in the original
input trees, which is the taxon loss if we had restricted the input MUL-trees to the set of
singly-labeled leaves. The black function shows the percentage of MUL-taxa lost after steps 1
and 2 of our reduction procedure.
In addition to the issue of taxon loss, we investigated the effect of our reduction on edge
loss, i.e., the level of resolution within the resulting singly-labeled tree. Input MUL-trees were
binary and therefore had more nodes than twice the number of taxa (Fig. 5.14b, solid line),
whereas a binary tree on singly labeled taxa would have approximately as many nodes as
twice the number of taxa (Fig. 5.14b, dashed line). We found that, although there was some
edge loss, the number of nodes in the reduced singly-labeled trees (Fig. 5.14b, dotted line)
corresponded well to the total possible, indicating low levels of edge loss. Note that each point
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Figure 5.14: Experimental results
on the dotted or solid lines represents an average over all trees with the same number of taxa.
We have integrated our reduction algorithm into STBase (available at http://searchtree.
org/), a phylogenetic tree search engine that takes a user-provided list of species names and
finds matches with a precomputed collection of phylogenetic trees, more than half of which
are MUL-trees, assembled from GenBank sequence data. The trees returned are ranked by a
tree quality criterion that takes into account overlap with the query set, support values for the
branches, and degree of resolution. We have added functionality to provide reduced singly-
labeled trees as well as the MUL-trees based on the full leaf set and the label sets from the
reduced singly-labeled trees are used in downstream supermatrix construction.
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5.7 Conclusions
We introduced an efficient algorithm to reduce a multi-labeled MUL-tree to a maximally
reduced form with the same information content, defined as the set of non-conflicting quartets
it resolves. We showed that the information content of a MUL-tree uniquely identifies the
MUL-tree’s maximally reduced form. This has potential application in comparing MUL-trees
by significantly reducing the number of comparisons as well as in extracting species-level in-
formation efficiently and conservatively from large sets of trees, irrespective of the underlying
cause of multiple labels. Our algorithm can easily be adapted to work for rooted trees.
Further work investigating the relationship of the MRF to the original tree under various
biological circumstances is also underway. We might expect, for example, that well-sampled
nuclear gene families reduce to very small MRF trees, and that annotation errors in chloroplast
gene sequences (in which we expect little gene duplication), result in relatively large MRF
trees. Comparing the MRF to the original MUL-tree may well provide a method for efficiently
assessing and segregating data sets with respect to the causes of multiple labels.
It would be interesting to compare our results with some of the other approaches for reducing
MUL-trees to singly-labeled trees (e.g., Scornavacca et al. (2011)) or, indeed, to evaluate if our
method can benefit from being used in conjunction with such approaches.
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CHAPTER 6. IDENTIFYING ROGUE TAXA THROUGH REDUCED
CONSENSUS: NP-HARDNESS AND EXACT ALGORITHMS
Akshay Deepak, Jianrong Dong and David Fernndez-Baca
A condensed version of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of the 8th International
Symposium on Bioinformatics Research and Applications, 2012
Abstract
Background: A rogue taxon in a collection of phylogenetic trees is one whose position
varies drastically from tree to tree. The presence of such taxa can greatly reduce the resolution
of the consensus tree (e.g., the majority-rule or strict consensus) for a collection. The reduced
consensus approach aims to identify and eliminate rogue taxa to produce more informative
consensus trees. Given a collection of phylogenetic trees over the same leaf set, the goal is
to find a set of taxa whose removal maximizes the number of internal edges in the consensus
tree of the collection. Quite a few heuristic approaches have been proposed to solve the above
problem. However, its complexity characterization and exact solutions remain open problems.
Results: We show that the reduced consensus problem is NP-hard for strict and majority-
rule consensus. We give a polynomial-time algorithm for reduced strict consensus when the
maximum degree of the strict consensus of the original trees is bounded. We describe exact
integer linear programming formulations for computing reduced strict, majority and loose con-
sensus trees. In experimental tests, our exact solutions improved over heuristic methods on
several problem instances.
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Conclusions: Our results are the first one to prove that identification of rogue taxon
through reduced consensus approach is an NP-hard problem. Our exact solutions — both
constrained polynomial-time algorithm and integer linear programming formulations — are
also the first of their kind. Results show that they can be a useful benchmark for evaluating
heuristic approaches and, identify interesting characteristics and limitations of the various
consensus methods.
6.1 Background
Consensus methods such as majority rule and strict consensus trees (Margush and McMorris
(1981b)) are often used to summarize in a single tree, a consensus tree, the common information
in a collection of trees over a common leaf set. Such collections are routinely produced by
phylogenetic analyses by parsimony, maximum likelihood or Bayesian methods. Consensus
trees can be greatly affected by rogue taxa (sometimes called wandering taxa); that is taxa
whose positions can vary dramatically without having a strong effect on a tree’s overall score.
The presence of just a few such taxa can lead to poorly-resolved consensus trees, even when there
is substantial agreement relative to the remaining taxa (Redelings (2009); Wilkinson (1994);
Thomson and Shaffer (2010); Sullivan and Swofford (1997); Nadler et al. (2007)). Figure 6.1
illustrates this for the case of strict consensus.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.1: The effect of rogue taxon on consensus trees. (a) Two input trees and (b) their
strict consensus — a star-like tree. (c) The strict consensus of the trees, after removing the
rogue taxon x and y from the input trees.
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Here we consider the problem of finding a set of leaves (i.e., possible rogue taxa) to be
removed so as to maximize the number of internal edges in the consensus tree on the reduced
leaf set. Our main results are the following1.
• Proofs that the underlying decision problem is NP-complete for three trees in the strict
consensus case and for four trees in the case of majority rule trees.
• A polynomial-time algorithm for reduced strict consensus when the maximum degree of
the strict consensus tree of the original collection of trees is fixed.
• An integer linear programming (ILP) formulation for obtaining exact solutions for reduced
strict, majority and loose consensus.
• An experimental comparison with the heuristic proposed in Pattengale et al. (2011),
showing that in several cases our reduced consensus formulations allow us to uncover
increased common phylogenetic information without discarding many more leaves.
6.1.0.1 Relationship to previous work
There is a sizable literature on identifying rogue taxa (see, e.g., Wilkinson (1994); Thom-
son and Shaffer (2010); Pattengale et al. (2011); Cranston and Rannala (2007); Wilkinson
(1996, 1995)). Agreement and frequent subtree approaches — where one seeks induced sub-
tree common to all or some fraction of the input trees — have been suggested by some. For
example, Cranston and Rannala use it to summarize the posterior distribution of a collection
of trees resulting from Bayesian analysis (Cranston and Rannala (2007)). Intuitively, since the
placement of rogue taxa varies widely from tree to tree, these taxa will be excluded from the
agreement subtrees. There are several papers on computing agreement subtrees (e.g., Finden
and Gordon (1985); Amir and Keselman (1994); Farach et al. (1995c); Lee et al. (2005); Swen-
son et al. (2011)) and frequent subtrees (e.g., Chi et al. (2004a); Xiao and Yao (2003); Zaki
(2005); Zhang and Wang (2008)); however, agreement-based approaches can tend to be more
conservative than consensus trees. Further, the underlying optimization problems are NP-hard
(Amir and Keselman (1994); Pattengale et al. (2011)). Wilkinson (Wilkinson (1994, 1996,
1Work on ILP formulations and the following experimental comparison is contributed by Jianrong Dong
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1995)) appears to have been the first to propose the use of reduced majority rule and strict
consensus as a means to identify rogue taxa. While the underlying principle behind all pro-
posed reduced consensus methods is to gain internal edges at the expense of dropping leaves
(Redelings (2009)), the precise cost measure can vary. The criterion we use in this paper is to
maximize the resolution of the consensus tree, without taking into account how many leaves
are eliminated. In contrast, Pattengale et al.’s objective function is a weighted sum of the total
number of leaves retained and the number of clusters (actually, bipartitions) obtained (Patten-
gale et al. (2011)). Our NP-completeness proof shows that this problem is hard for strict and
majority-rule consensus, when the weight assigned to the leaves is zero. To our knowledge, the
complexity of the problem in the general case has not been determined. We conjecture that
this case is also hard. Indeed, Pattengale et al. only offer a heuristic for it.
The use of integer linear programming in phylogenetics appears to be relatively new (Gus-
field et al. (2007); Sridhar et al. (2008)). The formulations presented here are related to the
author’s previous work on constructing majority-rule supertrees and conservative supertrees
(Dong et al. (2010); Dong and Ferna´ndez-Baca (2011)). Nevertheless, there are some impor-
tant differences from that work. While our ILP formulations can only be used for relatively
small data sets, they offer a valuable benchmark against which to compare heuristics. They
have also allowed us to identify certain interesting characteristics and limitations of the various
consensus methods. In particular, our experiments suggest that assigning equal weight to the
number of clusters and the number of taxa in the consensus tree might be too conservative an
approach.
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Preliminaries
A phylogenetic tree is an unordered rooted or unrooted tree whose leaves are in a bijection
with a set of labels or taxa. We sometimes refer to a phylogenetic tree simply as a phylogeny
or as a tree. A node is internal if it is not a leaf. An edge is internal if its two endpoints
are internal. If a phylogeny T is rooted, we require that each internal node have at least two
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children; if T is unrooted, every internal node is required to have degree at least three. Here, we
limit our discussion to collections of trees over the same set of taxa. Without loss of generality,
we can view such trees as rooted, since, when the trees are unrooted, we can arbitrarily pick
any taxon as an out-group, which is equivalent to fixing a common root (Semple and Steel
(2003a); Amenta et al. (2003)).
Let T be a phylogenetic tree. We write VT , ET , and LT to denote the set of vertices, the
set of edges, and the set of leaf-labels of T respectively. For convenience, we refer to the set of
leaf nodes by their labels in LT . For an internal node u, let Ch(u) denote its set of children
and let d(u) = |Ch(u)|. Two leaves form a cherry if they have a common parent. Let ε(T )
denote the number of internal edges in T .
To contract an internal edge is to delete the edge and identify its endpoints. To suppress
a degree-two node is to delete the node and identify its neighbors. The restriction of T to set
X ⊆ LT , denoted by T |X , is the tree on leaf set X obtained from the minimal subtree of T
spanning X by suppressing all degree-two nodes except the root. The root of T |X is the node
that was originally closest to the root of T .
The cluster induced by a node u in tree T , denoted Clus(u), is the set of all the leaf
descendants of u. A cluster is trivial if it is induced by a leaf or the root and is non-trivial
otherwise. Let A be a subset of LT . Tree T contains cluster A if there is a node u of T such
that A = Clus(u). We say that A ⊆ LT is compatible with T if there exists a tree T ′ such that
T ′ contains all the clusters of T , as well as cluster A.
Throughout the rest of the paper, P = (T1, . . . , Tm) is a tuple of trees
2 over a common
leaf set, which is denoted by LP . Let X be a subset of LP . Then, the restriction of P to X,
denoted P |X , is the tuple of trees (T1|X , . . . , Tm|X).
6.2.1.1 Consensus methods
A phylogenetic consensus method (or simply a consensus method) is a function C that maps
a tuple of trees P to a tree C(P ) with leaf set LP . A variety of consensus methods have been
2We refer to a tuple of trees, rather than a set or collection, because, for the case of majority-rule consensus,
it is necessary to allow repetitions.
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defined (Bryant (2003b)). Here we focus on the following three.
• The majority-rule tree of P , denoted Maj(P ) is the tree containing precisely those clusters
that occur in more than half of the trees in P .
• The strict consensus tree of P , denoted Str(P ) is the tree containing precisely those
clusters that occur in every tree in P .
• The loose consensus tree of P , denoted Loose(P ), contains exactly those clusters that
appear in some tree in P and that are compatible with every tree in P .
6.2.1.2 Reduced consensus
Let C denote some consensus method. Given a collection of trees P , the reduced C consensus
problem is to find a set X ⊆ LP that maximizes ε(C(P |X)). For example, the reduced majority-
rule consensus problem aims at restricting the input trees to a set X such that Maj(P |X) —
the majority-rule tree on the reduced leafset X — has the maximum number of internal edges
among all such possible Xs. Observe that ε(C(P |X)) ≤ |LP | − 2, regardless of the consensus
method C.
We also consider a decision version of the reduced consensus problem. Given a tuple of
trees P , a consensus method C, and an integer k between 1 and |LP | − 2, the question is
whether there exists a set X ⊆ L such that ε(C(P |X)) = k.
6.2.2 The Reduced Consensus Problem is NP-complete
Theorem 31. The reduced strict consensus problem is NP-complete even for three trees.
Proof. Clearly the problem is in NP. We use reduction from the 3-dimensional matching problem
(3DM), which is known to be NP-complete (Karp (1972)). The input to 3DM consists of finite
disjoint sets A, B and C, where |A| = |B| = |C| = k, and a set M ⊆ A×B ×C. The question
is whether there exists a set M ′ ⊆M of size k such that for any two distinct triplets (ai, bi, ci)
and (aj , bj , cj) in M
′, ai 6= aj , bi 6= bj and ci 6= cj . Such an M ′, if it exists, is called a witness
for the 3DM instance.
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Figure 6.2: Reduction from 3DM problem. Consider an instance of 3DM with A = {a1, a2, a3},
B = {b1, b2, b3}, C = {c1, c2, c3} and M ={m1 : (a1, b2, c2), m2 : (a2, b1, c1), m3 : (a3, b2, c2),
m4 : (a3, b3, c3)}. The solution consists of triplets {m1,m2,m4}. (a) ,(b) and (c) show TA, TB
and TC respectively. (d) shows the strict consensus tree on the reduced leafset corresponding
to the solution of the given instance.
Given an instance (A,B,C,M) of 3DM, construct a tuple of trees (TA, TB, TC) as follows.
Assume without loss of generality that every element of A,B,C is present in at least one triplet
in M else a witness is not possible. For each m ∈ M , create two taxa m(1) and m(2), and let
LP =
⋃
m∈M{m(1),m(2)}. Let TA initially be an empty tree with only rA as its root node. For
each ai ∈ A, add a child ai to rA. Now TA is a star-like tree with k leaves. For each triplet
m = (ai, bi, ci) in M , attach leaves m
(1),m(2) at node ai in TA. Similarly, construct trees TB
and TC corresponding to the input sets Y and Z. Clearly, ε(TA) = ε(TB) = ε(TC) = k. This
reduction is clearly polynomial. See Fig. 6.2 for an example.
We claim that instance (A,B,C,M) has a witness if and only if there exists an X ⊆ LP
for P = (TA, TB, TC) such that ε(Str(P |X)) = k.
For the forward direction, letM ′ ⊆M be a witness for (A,B,C,M). LetX = ⋃m∈M ′{m1,m(2)}
be the reduced leaf set. Let S = Str(P |X). Since for every two distinct triplets mi = (ai, bi, ci)
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and mj = (aj , bj , cj) in M
′, ai 6= aj , bi 6= bj and ci 6= cj , the corresponding cherries (m(1)i ,m(2)i )
and (m
(1)
j ,m
(2)
j ) are not attached at the same node in any of the trees in (TA, TB, TC). Thus,
each such cherry corresponding to an m ∈ M ′ is a distinct two-element cluster in Str(P |X).
Therefore, there is an internal edge corresponding to each such size-two cluster in Str(P |X).
Further |M ′| = k implies ε(Str(P |X)) = k.
Now we prove the reverse direction. Suppose there exists a subset X ⊆ LP such that
ε(Str(P |X)) = k. Note that Str(P |X) cannot have a cherry with leaves corresponding to two
distinct triplets mi and mj in M as this will lead to mi = mj , a contradiction. Thus, the
endpoints of each internal edge are the root and the parent of a cherry, and each such cherry
corresponds to a unique element in M . Let M ′ ⊆ M be the set of triplets such that for each
mi = (ai, bi, ci) in M
′, the corresponding cherry with leaves m(1)i ,m
(2)
i is a cluster in Str(P |X).
Clearly |M ′| = k. Since ε(Str(P |X)) = ε(TA) = k, each internal edge — whose endpoints are
the root and the parent of the cherry consisting of m
(1)
i ,m
(2)
i — in Str(P |X) corresponds to
a unique internal edge attached to ai in TA. Thus, triplet mi covers a unique ai in A. The
same applies with respect to B and C. Thus, for every two distinct triplets mi = (ai, bi, ci)
and mj = (aj , bj , cj) in M
′, ai 6= aj , bi 6= bj and ci 6= cj holds. Thus M ′ is a witness for the
given 3DM instance.
Theorem 32. The reduced majority rule consensus problem is NP-complete, even for four
trees.
Proof. Modify the construction used in the proof of Theorem 31 by adding a dummy star-like
tree TD with LTD = LTA = LTB = LTC to the tuple (TA, TB, TC). The reduced majority rule
tree of this new collection of trees is the strict consensus of the original tuple, because the
dummy tree contains no non-trivial clusters, so the clusters from the first three trees constitute
a majority.
6.2.3 Fixed Parameter Tractability
We now prove that the reduced consensus problem relative to strict consensus is fixed
parameter tractable in the maximum out-degree of Str(P ). Formally, we claim the following.
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Theorem 33. Let P = (T1, . . . , Tm) be a tuple of phylogenetic trees over the same leaf set and
let d denote the maximum out-degree of a node in Str(P ). Then, the reduced strict consensus
problem for P can be solved in O(m · |LP | · 2d) time.
Note that the above result is practical only when the strict consensus of P does not contain
high-degree nodes. Nevertheless, even if this is not the case, the algorithm can still be used in
combination with heuristic approaches such as (Pattengale et al. (2011); Cranston and Rannala
(2007)). Through these methods, one can bring the maximum out-degree to within reasonable
bounds, after which one can invoke Theorem 33.
Suppose X is a subset of LP . Let S = Str(P )|X and R = Str(P |X). Observe that R is a
refinement of S. That is, S can be obtained from R by contracting zero or more internal edges
of R. For example, see Fig. 6.3. Here S (Fig. 6.3d) can be obtained from R (Fig. 6.3c) by
contracting edge (r, u). Thus, for every u ∈ VS , there exists a mapping ϑu : 2LS → 2ER such
that ϑu(X) is the set of all edges in R that are contracted into u. For example, for the root
node r in S (Fig. 6.3d), edge (r, u) in R (Fig. 6.3c) is contracted into r. Thus, for X = {a, b, c},
ϑr(X) = {(r, u)}. If ε(R) > ε(S), there must exist at least one internal node u in S such that
|ϑu(X)| > 0. Node u is said to be refined in R. For example, in Fig. 6.3, the root node r of S
is refined in R.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.3: (a) A pair P of trees on leaf set LP = {a, b, c, d}. (b)Str(P ). (c) R = Str(P |X) for
X = {a, b, c}. (d) S = Str(P )|X .
The proof of Theorem 33 relies on the following result, which is proved at the end of this
section.
Lemma 34. Let u be a node in Str(P ). Let X be a maximal set of taxa such that u is refined
in Str(P |X) and let Y = LP −X. Then the following hold.
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1. For every a ∈ Ch(u) if Clus(a) ∩ Y 6= ∅ then Clus(a) ⊆ Y
2. Y ⊆ ⋃a∈Ch(u) Clus(a)
Lemma 34 shows that (1) the refinement of node u must occur at the cost of removing
one or more clusters corresponding to Ch(u) and (2) only clusters corresponding to Ch(u)
need to be removed. Therefore, to refine any node u in Str(P ) we only need to consider the
clusters corresponding to Ch(u) in their entirety; i.e., either a cluster corresponding to Ch(u)
is completely retained in Str(P |X) or is completely absent from Str(P |X).
For a given node u in Str(P ), define opt(u) as follows
opt(u) = max
X⊆Clus(u)
{ε (Str(P |X))} . (6.1)
When u is a leaf, opt(u) = 0. When u is the root node, opt(u) gives the value of the optimum
solution to the reduced strict consensus problem. Note that when considering the optimum
solution in (6.1), an X ⊂ Clus(u) needs to be considered only if it refines u. By Lemma 34,
such an X must contain one or more clusters corresponding to Ch(u) in entirety. Thus, opt(u)
can be expressed as:
opt(u) = max
U⊆Ch(u)
{∑
v∈U
opt(v) + ι(U) + |ϑu (Clus(U)) |
}
, (6.2)
where ι(U) denotes the number of nodes in U that remain as internal in Str(P |X) and Clus(U) =⋃
v∈U Clus(v). Here,
∑
v∈U opt(v) corresponds to the contribution of internal edges by the
subtrees rooted at each of the children of u in U , ι(U) is the number of internal edges contributed
by the internal nodes in U and |ϑu (Clus(U)) | refers to the internal edges gained due to the
refinement of u. For example, consider Fig. 6.3. Here Str(P |X) (Figure 3-c) is the optimum
solution for X = {a, b, c}. This happens when the root node r is refined in Str(P |X). Thus,
opt(r) occurs at U = {a, b, c} as per (6.2). Here, ∑v∈U opt(v) = 0 as every node in U is a leaf.
For the same reason ι(U) = 0. ϑr (Clus(U)) = ϑr(X) = {(u, v)}. Thus, opt(r) = 1 i.e. the
reduced leafset X = {a, b, c} gives the maximum number of internal edges as 1.
Note that while (6.1) requires iteration over all subsets of Clus(u), (6.2) only requires
iteration over subsets of Ch(u). For a given U ⊆ Ch(u), ϑu (Clus(U)) can be computed in
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O(m|U |) time. This can be done in the following way. For every node u in Str(P ), we maintain
an array of size m whose i-th entry points to the node v in the i-th tree in P such that
Clus(u) = Clus(v). Thus, for a given U ⊆ Ch(u) and a tree T in P , we can find the subtree
induced by U + u in T in O(|U |) time3. Observe that here U corresponds to the leaves of this
subtree. For all the trees in P , this takes O(m|U |) time. Computing the strict consensus of
these subtrees takes O(m|U |) time (Amenta et al. (2003)). The number of internal edges in
this strict consensus tree corresponds to |ϑu (Clus(U)) |.
Assuming opt(v) is known for all v ∈ Ch(u), expression (6.2) can be evaluated in O(m|U |)
time. Thus, opt(u) can be computed in O(m · d(u) · 2d(u)) time. Thus, in an inorder depth first
traversal of Str(P ), opt values for all nodes can be calculated in O(m · |LP | · 2d). Theorem 33
follows.
One appealing feature of the algorithm just described is that it can easily be implemented
so that, among all subsets X that maximize ε(Str(P |X)), it returns a maximal one. That is,
no proper superset of X yields an optimal solution or, equivalently, the set of dropped taxa is
minimal.
Proof of Lemma 34. Since R = Str(P |X) is a refinement of S = Str(P )|X , VS ⊆ VR. To
differentiate, for every u ∈ VS , let u′ be the corresponding node in VR. Let ` be any leaf from
Y = LP − X. Since X is maximal, u is not refined in Str(P |X+`). Let (u′, v′) be an edge in
ϑu(X), where u
′ is the parent of v′ i.e. this edge does not exist in Str(P |X+`) but exists in the
refined strict consensus tree Str(P |X).
1. We use proof by contradiction. Suppose there exists an a ∈ Ch(u) such that Clus(a)∩Y 6=
∅ but Clus(a) * Y . Thus, the corresponding node a′ exists in Str(P |X). Without loss of
generality, assume ` ∈ Clus(a) ∩ Y . Figure 6.4a shows Str(P |X+`) for this case. In the
refined strict consensus tree Str(P |X), both a′ and v′ are children of u′. Based on the
relative position of a′ with respect to v′, there are two possible cases.
2. a′ is a descendant of v′. Figure 6.4b shows Str(P |X) for this case. Since the edge (u′, v′)
does not exists in Str(P |X+`) but exists in Str(P |X), cluster Clus(v′) + ` does not exist
3Given a set A and an element x, we write A + x to denote A ∪ {x}.
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Figure 6.4: Supportive illustrations for Proof of Lemma 34
in all the trees in P |X+` but exists (as Clus(v′)) in all the trees in P |X . Thus, at least
one tree T ∈ P |X+` (see Fig. 6.4c), must contain cluster A = Clus(v′). However, T also
contains clusters B = Clus(a′)+ ` and C = Clus(u′)+ `. Given that v′ is a child of u′ and
a′ is a descendant of v′, the existence of clusters A, B, and C in a tree is not possible.
Hence this case leads to a contradiction.
(a) a′ is not a descendant of v′. Figure 6.4d shows Str(P |X) for this case. Again, since
the edge (u′, v′) does not exist in Str(P |X+`) but exists in Str(P |X), cluster Clus(v′)
does not exist in all the trees in P |X+` but exists in all the trees P |X . Thus, at least
one tree T ∈ P |X+` (see Fig. 6.4e), must contain cluster A = Clus(v′) + `. T also
contains cluster B = Clus(a′) + `. Given that neither of v′, a′ is a descendant of the
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other, the existence of clusters A and B in a tree is not possible. Hence this case
leads to a contradiction.
Since each case leads to a contradiction, we have Clus(a) ⊆ Y .
3. Suppose Y *
⋃
a∈Ch(u) Clus(a). We can assume without loss of generality that ` /∈⋃
a∈Ch(u) Clus(a). Thus, ` /∈ Clus(u′). Figure 6.4f shows Str(P |X+`) for this case. Again,
at least one tree T ∈ P |X+` (see Fig. 6.4g), must contain cluster A = Clus(v′) + `. This
tree also contains cluster B = Clus(u′). Given that v′ is the child of u′ and ` /∈ Clus(u′),
the existence of clusters A and B in a tree is not possible, so we have a contradiction.
Thus, Y ⊆ ⋃a∈Ch(u) Clus(a).
6.2.4 ILP Formulations
We present ILP formulations for computing reduced strict, loose, and majority-rule con-
sensus trees. The formulations share some characteristics with those developed elsewhere for
supertrees (Dong et al. (2010); Dong and Ferna´ndez-Baca (2011)); however, they differ in im-
portant aspects. Unlike the supertree case, there is no need to model the fill-in process, where
each input tree is augmented with the taxa that it is missing. Ensuring that this is done legally
for supertree computation necessitates many constraints. In contrast, for reduced consensus,
reduced trees are completely determined by the selection of rogue taxa. Moreover, clusters that
are identical or compatible prior to taxon reduction remain identical or compatible.
We now describe the main constants, variables, and constraints of the ILP formulations.
Unless mentioned otherwise, variables are binary. For brevity, we will simply express the
constraints as logical expressions involving set operations. These can easily be transformed
into linear inequalities — see, e.g., Dong et al. (2010). As before, let P = (T1, . . . , Tm) be a
tuple of rooted trees over the same leaf set; let n = |LP |. Note that n includes the special root
taxon.
For j = 1, . . . ,m, we represent Tj by a n× gj matrix M(Tj) whose columns correspond to
the nontrivial clusters of Tj that do not appear in Ti, for any i < j. Thus we only represent
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distinct splits in the profile. Let g =
∑m
j=1 gj . Suppose column i of M(Tj) corresponds to
cluster A in Tj . Then, Mxi(Tj) = 0 if taxon x is in A, and Mxi(Tj) = 1 otherwise. Tuple P is
represented by the matrix M(P ) obtained by concatenating matrices M(T1), . . . ,M(Tm).
The first tree is special for reduced strict consensus tree because all reduced splits or clusters
can be found in the first reduced tree. Thus, the relationship is between a column in the first
tree and a column in any tree. This is not true for loose or majority-rule reduced consensus
trees, because the reduced split/cluster might come from another tree. Hence, the relationship
is between two columns the profile.
For strict and majority-rule reduced consensus trees, we need to know which reduced split is
in which tree. Hence, for these two trees, define an g×m binary matrix Intree for bookkeeping
purposes. Intree(i, j) = 1 if and only if the ith reduced split is in the jth reduced tree. If the
ith original split is in the jth original tree, so are their reduced forms. Hence, Intree(i, j) = 1
for those original splits found in original trees. However, even if the ith original split is not in
the original jth tree, when reduced, the reduced ith split could still be in the reduced jth tree
because
• the reduced ith split might be trivial, or
• it becomes identical with a reduced split (either trivial or nontrivial) in the reduced jth
tree
Therefore, if Intree(i, j) 6= 1 for original split/original tree, we put a question mark to
Intree(i, j). We will use the unknown Intree(i, j) to define Uij variables later.
Note that it is unnecessary to define Intree(i, j) for loose reduced consensus trees, since
compatibility is required instead of presence in certain tree.
To represent the subset X ⊆ L(P ) from which we obtain the reduced collection of trees
P |X , define n − 1 variables S1, . . . , Sn−1, where Sr = 1 precisely if the rth taxon is included
in X. For every pair i, j of columns of M(P ), and each taxon r such that Sr = 1, we can
encounter one of four patterns: 00, 01, 10, or 11. The pattern 11 always appears since every
split has the root filling as 1. The presence or absence of these patterns is indicated by the
settings of variables B
(ab)
ij , where a, b ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , g1 in the strict reduced consensus tree
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case, or i = 1, . . . , g in the loose and majority-rule reduced consensus tree cases, j = 1, . . . , g,
and i < j. B
(ab)
ij = 1 precisely when there is a taxon r such that Sr = 1, Mri(P ) = a and
Mrj(P ) = b. We have that B
(ab)
ij ⇔
⋃p
q=1 Srq when ab are 01 and 10 for strict and majority-rule
reduced consensus trees, ab are 00, 01 and 10 for loose reduced consensus trees.
Since M is known, B
(ab)
ij s are determined by the related Srs. We have
B
(ab)
ij ⇔
p⋃
q=1
Srq (6.3)
that is,
−Sr1 − Sr2 − · · · − Srp +B(ab)ij ≤ 0
Sr1 + Sr2 + · · ·+ Srp − n ·B(ab)ij ≤ 0
(6.4)
Note that some B
(ab)
ij ≡ 0 if the pattern ab does not exist in all the rows of splits i and j. Thus
in implementation we do not define them and their related constraints 6.4.
Define binary variables δ01 , . . . , δ
0
g1 and δ
1
1 , . . . , δ
1
g1 to represent the nontrivial clusters in the
reduced strict consensus tree. For reduced loose and majority-rule consensus trees, replace g1
with g. Nontrivial clusters must have at least two 0s and two 1s. Hence, for cluster j, the sum
of the Sr’s corresponding to Mrj(P ) = 0 must be at least 2, and the sum of Sr corresponding
to Mrj(P ) = 1 must be at least 1, since the root contributes the other 1. For 1 ≤ j ≤ g1 (or
g), we have δ0j ⇔
∑p
q=1 Srq ≥ 2, or equivalently
2 · δ0j −
p∑
q=1
Srq ≤ 0
p∑
q=1
Srq − n · δ0j ≤ 1
(6.5)
Similarly, we have δ1j ⇔
∑p
q=1 Srq ≥ 1 where 1 ≤ rq ≤ n− 1, or equivalently
δ1j −
p∑
q=1
Srq ≤ 0
p∑
q=1
Srq − n · δ1j ≤ 0
(6.6)
Note that for reduced strict consensus trees we can use fewer δ0 and δ1 variables. This
is because tree T1 (in fact, any input tree) must contain every cluster of the reduced strict
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consensus tree. Thus, we only need g1 cluster variables, and correspondingly fewer constraints.
As seen below, similar savings can be achieved for other variables and constraints.
Define binary variables Eij , where i = 1, . . . , g1 for reduced strict consensus tree, or i =
1, . . . , g for reduced majority-rule and loose consensus trees, j = 1, . . . , g and i < j, to indicate
identity between distinct reduced clusters. Observe that Eij ⇔ ¬B(01)ij ∧ ¬B(10)ij , or
B
(01)
ij +B
(10)
ij + 2 · Eij ≤ 2,
B
(01)
ij +B
(10)
ij + Eij ≥ 1.
(6.7)
For reduced strict consensus trees, we define g1 − 1 binary D variables for reduced strict
consensus trees to indicate duplicate clusters. For reduced majority-rule and loose consensus
trees, replace g1 with g. Observe that D1 ≡ 0 and thus is not a variable. For 2 ≤ p ≤ g1 (or
g), Dp ⇔
⋃p−1
i=1 Eip, or
Dp −
p∑
i=1
Eip ≤ 0
p∑
i=1
Eip − p ·Dp ≤ 0
(6.8)
For reduced strict consensus trees, based on the unknown elements of Intree, we define at
most g1 · (m − 1) binary variables Uij where i = 1, . . . , g1 and j = 2, . . . ,m. Uij = 1 precisely
if the ith reduced cluster is in the jth reduced tree. That is, Uij ⇔
⋃
`∈M(Tj)Ei` ∪¬δ0i ∪¬δ1i (if
i > `, E`i is replaced by Ei`).
Equivalently we have
Uij + δ
0
i + δ
1
i − Ei`1 − · · · − Ei`gj ≤ 2
Ei`1 + · · ·+ Ei`gj − δ0i − δ1i − (gj + 2) · Uij ≤ −2
(6.9)
Note that Ui1 ≡ 1 and thus are constants.
For reduced majority-rule consensus trees, based on the unknown elements of Intree, we
define at most g · (m − 1) binary variables Uij where i = 1, . . . , g and j = 1, . . . ,m. Uij = 1
precisely if the ith reduced cluster is in the jth reduced tree. That is, Uij ⇔
⋃
`∈M(Tj)Ei` ∪
¬δ0i ∪ ¬δ1i (if i > `, E`i is replaced by Ei`).
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Equivalently we have
Uij + δ
0
i + δ
1
i − Ei`1 − · · · − Ei`gj ≤ 2
Ei`1 + · · ·+ Ei`gj − δ0i − δ1i − (gj + 2) · Uij ≤ −2
(6.10)
Note that the ith cluster is always in its own tree. Uip ≡ 1 and thus are constants if the ith
cluster is originally in Tp.
For reduced loose consensus trees, there are no U variables and related constraints. Instead,
there are C variables and constraints defined below.
The clusters of the reduced loose tree are in at least one tree and are compatible with
every other cluster. Note that, even if input tree clusters i and j are incompatible, they
could be compatible when restricted to the selected taxa. Thus, for reduced loose consensus
trees, we define variables Cij where i = 1, . . . , g, j = g1 + 1, . . . , g, and i < j to represent
pairwise compatibility among reduced clusters. The compatibility within the first tree clusters
is obvious. When 1 ≤ i, j ≤ g1, Cij ≡ 1.
Observe that ¬Cij ⇔ B(00)ij ∧B(01)ij ∧B(10)ij ∧B(11)ij . Since B(11)ij = 1 for rooted trees, we have
B
(00)
ij +B
(01)
ij +B
(10)
ij + 4Cij ≥ 3,
B
(00)
ij +B
(01)
ij +B
(10)
ij + Cij ≤ 3.
(6.11)
where 1 ≤ i ≤ g and g1 + 1 ≤ j ≤ g. Note that Cij = Cji.
If two original clusters, cluster i and cluster j are compatible, their induced clusters on the
same set of taxa are compatible. Hence Cij ≡ 1. The variable Cij and the constraints 6.11
are not needed. However, if cluster i and cluster j are incompatible, their induced clusters
could be incompatible or compatible, depending on what taxa are selected. Hence Cij and the
constraints 6.11 cannot be omitted.
Next, we define W -variables, that indicate which reduced input tree clusters appear in the
reduced consensus tree. The number of these variables and the constraints that define them
depend on the particular consensus method used.
For reduced strict consensus trees, define variables W1, . . . ,Wg1 where Wi = 1 precisely if
the ith cluster is in every other tree. That is, Wi ⇔
∑m
j=2 Uij = m − 1. This is expressed by
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the following two constraints.
(m− 1) ·Wi −
m∑
j=2
Uij ≤ 0,
m∑
j=2
Uij −Wi ≤ m− 2.
(6.12)
For reduced majority-rule consensus trees, define g binary variables W1, . . . ,Wg where Wi =
1 precisely if the ith cluster is in more than half of the trees. That is, Wi ⇔
∑m
j=1 Uij ≥ dm+12 e.
When m is odd, it becomes Wi ⇔
∑m
j=1 Uij ≥ m+12 , or
m∑
j=1
Uij − m− 1
2
·Wi ≥ 1,
m∑
j=1
Uij − m+ 1
2
·Wi ≤ m− 1
2
.
(6.13)
When m is even, it becomes Wi ⇔
∑m
j=1 Uij ≥ m2 + 1, or
m∑
j=1
Uij − m
2
·Wi ≥ 1,
m∑
j=1
Uij − m
2
·Wi ≤ m
2
.
(6.14)
For reduced loose consensus trees, define g binary variables W1, . . . ,Wg where Wi = 1
precisely if the ith cluster is compatible with every other cluster. That is, Wi ⇔
∑g
j=1,j 6=iCij =
g − 1, or
(g − 1) ·Wi −
g∑
j=1,j 6=i
Cij ≤ 0,
g∑
j=1,j 6=i
Cij −Wi ≤ g − 2.
(6.15)
When 1 ≤ i, j ≤ g1, Cij ≡ 1. In other ranges where j < i, Cij ≡ Cji, which was defined earlier
and will be used.
For reduced strict consensus trees, define g1 V variables to represent unique nontrivial
clusters in the reduced consensus tree. For 1 ≤ p ≤ g1, we have Vp ⇔Wp ∧ ¬Dp ∧ δ0p ∧ δ1p, or
4 · Vp −Wp +Dp − δ0p − δ1p ≤ 1
Wp −Dp + δ0p + δ1p − Vp ≤ 2
(6.16)
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For reduced majority-rule and loose consensus trees, replace g1 with g.
The objective value is the number of unique reduced strict splits (clusters), or the sum of
the Vis. For reduced strict consensus trees, define objective variable obj through the equation
obj −
g1∑
p=1
Vp = 0 (6.17)
For reduced majority-rule and loose consensus functions, replace g1 with g.
The objective functions for the three reduced consensus functions are the same:
maximize obj (6.18)
The order of g1 is O(n). When the clusters within P are highly heterogeneous, g approaches
m · n. When the clusters within P are highly homogeneous, g approaches n. We choose the
highly heterogeneous cases, it can be shown that the number of variables and constraints is
O(m2n2) for the reduced majority-rule and loose consensus tree ILPs and O(mn2) for the
reduced strict consensus tree ILP. Thus for the same profile, the reduced strict supertree ILP
generally solves faster than the other two. Moreover, the former can also handle larger input
profiles. Experiments below confirm it.
6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 Experiments
Our data sets were derived from those used in a previous study by Pattengale et al. (2011).
There are 16 sets of bootstrapped trees constructed from single-gene and multi-gene DNA
sequences, with 125-2,554 taxa. Out of these, nine sets were found to be prone to rogue taxon
in our earlier analysis (Deepak et al. (2012a)). We refer to these data sets as 1-9, and analyzed
them further in our current work. For each of the nine sets of trees, we extracted five sets of
trees with 100 trees on 10 taxa, 65 trees on 15 taxa, 50 trees on 20 taxa, 40 trees on 25 taxa
and 30 trees on 30 taxa respectively. For this, we randomly selected the required number of
trees and restricted them on a random set of taxa of the required size. All trees used in the
experiments are available as ‘Trees.zip’ in the Additional Files section of this manuscript.
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We compared our ILP formulation with the rogue taxon solution proposed by Pattengale
et al. (2011). The latter tries to uncover new internal edges by merging bipartitions that are
sufficiently similar that the merged bipartition becomes frequent enough to be included in the
consensus tree on the reduced leafset. Though quite fast, the heuristic cannot guarantee an
optimal solution. The default solution in Pattengale et al. (2011) tries to balance the gain in
internal edges with the accompanying loss in the number of leaves. However, the authors also
give a straightforward modification that attempts to maximize only resolution; i.e., the gain in
internal edges. We use this modified approach to compare with our exact solutions. We use the
original implementation of the authors — a Python script — for the purpose of comparison.
We ran our ILP formulations for the strict and majority reduced consensus trees on each of
the five sets of trees for each each of the 9 data sets. All experiments were run on an Intel Core
2 64 bit quad-core processor (2.83GHz) with 8GB RAM. The ILPs were solved using CPLEX4.
We used MATLAB to generate the input files for CPLEX and to post-process the output files.
Table 6.1, Table 6.2, Table 6.3, Table 6.4 and Table 6.5 show the results for the set of 100 trees
on 10 taxa, 50 trees on 20 taxa, 65 trees on 15 taxa, 40 trees on 25 taxa and 30 trees on 30 taxa
respectively. A bold faced entry in a table indicates improvement of our ILP approach over the
heuristic method. The columns represent the data set number (Dataset), total running time
in seconds (Time), original internal edges (OIE), new internal edges after rogue taxon removal
(NIE), and total leaf loss (LL) for the exact solution, followed by the heuristic NIE (HNIE)
and LL (HLL) results.
6.3.2 Discussion
Based on our experimental results, we can make some preliminary observations. First, the
local search heuristics does not seem as effective when the removed rogue taxa account for a
high percentage of the total number of taxa. On the other hand, in most cases, the improvement
achieved by the exact algorithm over the heuristic method is at most one, showing that the
heuristic method is quite accurate.
Second, since our ILP only maximizes NIE, it seems to discard more leaves than the heuristic
4CPLEX is a trademark of IBM.
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Data
set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Strict
Time OIE NIE HNIE LL HLL
(sec)
8 2 2 2 2 0
7 2 4 3 4 1
3 3 4 3 3 0
5 3 3 3 0 0
3 3 3 3 2 0
4 2 4 4 3 2
2 2 4 3 6 2
6 1 2 1 5 0
6 2 3 2 5 0
Majority-rule
Time OIE NIE HNIE LL HLL
(sec)
242 5 6 5 2 0
32 8 8 8 0 0
11 8 8 8 0 0
27 6 7 6 1 0
14 8 8 8 0 0
30 5 7 5 1 0
12 8 8 8 0 0
26 7 7 7 0 0
35 8 8 8 0 0
Table 6.1: ILP and Heuristic Results for Strict and Majority-rule Reduced Consensus Trees
for the set of 100 trees on 10 taxa. The columns represent data set number (Dataset), total
running time in seconds (Time), original internal edges (OIE), new internal edges after rogue
taxon removal (NIE), and total leaf loss (LL) for exact solution, followed by the heuristic NIE
(HNIE) and LL (HLL) results. A bold faced entry in the table indicates improvement of our
ILP approach over the heuristic method.
method, which attempts to minimize the leaf loss as well as maximize NIE. It is straightforward
to use an ILP solver to find all optimal solutions and choose the one with minimum leaf loss.
Alternatively, it is easy to modify the objective function of our ILPs to make it a weighted
sum of the number of leaves and the number of internal edges. No new variables need to be
introduced, since the sum of the Si’s gives us the size of the selected set X. We did this and
noticed an interesting phenomenon when the number of leaves and the number of internal edges
have the same weight, which is effectively what is done in Pattengale et al. (2011). Here, we
find that the ILP is reluctant to remove taxa to make gain on internal edges. Indeed, it would
appear that the method is too conservative in this case.
Third, we found that reduced majority consensus trees tend to lose many fewer leaves than
the reduced strict consensus trees; sometimes no leaves are lost at all. This might be explained
as follows. For reduced majority-rule consensus, as long as a taxon is correctly placed in more
than half of the input trees it will not be removed. In contrast, for strict reduced consensus,
if a taxon is placed incorrectly in just one tree but correctly in others, it often has to be
removed from all the input trees to achieve high resolution. Further, there are instances where
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Data
set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Strict
Time OIE NIE HNIE LL HLL
(sec)
7 5 6 5 5 0
97 3 4 3 4 0
24 3 5 5 7 5
10 6 7 6 4 0
200 3 4 3 6 0
103 3 3 3 0 0
5 6 6 6 1 0
4 8 8 8 0 0
19 6 6 6 0 0
Majority-rule
Time OIE NIE HNIE LL HLL
(sec)
36 12 12 12 0 0
75 13 13 13 0 0
1033 9 10 9 3 0
3815 10 10 10 0 0
1004 10 10 10 0 0
36066 9 10 9 5 0
17 12 12 12 1 0
14 11 11 11 0 0
983 10 11 10 2 0
Table 6.2: ILP and Heuristic Results for Strict and Majority-rule Reduced Consensus Trees for
the set of 65 trees on 15 taxa. For column headings’ details, see caption of Table 6.1.
two clusters that were non-majority originally, become identical after the removal of rogue
taxa and their combined frequency exceeds the threshold value of 50%. However, the combined
frequency is still not high enough (i.e., 100%) for the reduced cluster to appear in reduced strict
consensus. In passing, we should note that in general the majority-rule reduced consensus ILP
takes longer to solve than the strict reduced consensus ILP.
Finally, the ILP is much slower than the heuristic method. The latter typically ran within
a fraction of a seconds in most of the cases we studied. In contrast, as the numbers of taxa
and trees increase, the exact algorithm quickly becomes impractical. Despite their drawbacks,
however, our exact solutions give a good benchmark against which to evaluate and explore the
limitations of heuristic methods.
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Data
set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Strict
Time OIE NIE HNIE LL HLL
(sec)
334 4 7 4 10 0
78 5 8 7 6 3
243 5 8 6 8 3
79 7 9 8 7 1
1897 6 7 6 3 0
20 7 10 9 5 2
22 8 9 8 2 0
9 9 9 9 0 0
163 8 8 8 1 0
Majority-rule
Time OIE NIE HNIE LL HLL
(sec)
1366 15 15 15 0 0
1762 15 16 15 1 0
62 18 18 18 0 0
6929 14 16 16 1 1
7659 15 16 15 1 0
1417 15 16 15 2 0
28 18 18 18 0 0
46 15 16 15 1 0
30550 14 15 14 1 0
Table 6.3: ILP and Heuristic Results for Strict and Majority-rule Reduced Consensus Trees for
the set of 50 trees on 20 taxa. For column heading’s details, see caption of Table 6.1.
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Data
set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Strict
Time OIE NIE HNIE LL HLL
(sec)
2566 5 8 7 9 2
743 7 9 7 8 0
356 9 11 9 6 0
13320 6 9 8 7 2
1149 6 8 6 7 0
10394 4 6 5 3 1
44 12 14 12 7 0
424 10 12 11 3 1
4058 10 11 11 5 1
Table 6.4: ILP and Heuristic Results for Strict Reduced Consensus Trees for the set of 40 trees
on 25 taxa. For column heading’s details, see caption of Table 6.1. Results for Majority-rule
Reduced Consensus Trees are not reported because more than often the computation went
beyond the 24 hours time limit that we had set for practical purposes.
Data
set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Strict
Time OIE NIE HNIE LL HLL
(sec)
11557 6 8 6 19 0
2284 7 11 9 14 4
4714 8 10 9 13 2
4039 12 13 12 6 0
120799 6 11 8 12 7
20861 7 9 8 7 1
366 14 16 15 2 1
53239 6 11 11 11 4
80304 8 11 10 7 2
Table 6.5: ILP and Heuristic Results for Strict Reduced Consensus Trees for the set of 30 trees
on 30 taxa. For column heading’s details, see caption of Table 6.1. Results for Majority-rule
Reduced Consensus Trees are not reported because more than often the computation went
beyond the 24 hours time limit that we had set for practical purposes.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS
This thesis addresses a range of issues related to large phylogenetic databases: from their
deployment (storing and querying), such as in STBase, to analyzing collections of phylogenetic
trees for common and conflict-free information, and identification of rogue taxa.
Through STBase, we introduced a new infrastructure and methodologies to manage and
analyze large phylogenetic databases. Through a combination of techniques from information
retrieval, notably inverted indexing, and from computational phylogenetics, especially for con-
structing consensus trees, and use of efficient hash functions, STBase search engine achieves fast
response times — responding to user queries within few seconds. Further, such a database con-
sisting of a billion trees can be efficiently hosted on just a modern desktop computer. Apart from
STBase itself, we are optimistic that our results would be very useful for other projects in Tree
of Life initiatives such as: http://www.phylo.org/atol/ and http://opentreeoflife.org/.
Identifying common information in collections of phylogenetic trees is a very frequently
encountered problem in phylogenetic analyses. We improved upon an existing approach for
mining frequent agreement trees both in terms of the time taken (more than 100 times im-
provement!) and the size of the leafset of the input collection. We further extended our work
to propose two new approaches for the same task: one based on agreement subtrees, called
maximal agreement subtrees, the other on frequent subtrees, called maximal frequent subtrees.
These approaches can return subtrees on a larger set of taxa than maximum agreement sub-
trees, and are capable of revealing new common phylogenetic relationships not present in either
maximum agreement subtrees or the majority rule tree.
We introduced a novel approach to reduce MUL-trees to singly-labeled trees based on
preserving conflict-free quartets from the original MUL-tree. The proposed approach is conser-
vative with respect to species relationships, i.e., does not introduce quartets not already present
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in the original tree, and is purely topology-based — unaffected by the underlying cause of label
multiplicity. In the experiments, the reduced singly-labeled tree is often much smaller than the
original tree, yet retains most of the taxa. Further, the reduction algorithm is quadratic in the
number of leaves and its complexity is unaffected by the multiplicity of leaf labels or the degree
of the nodes.
Rogue taxon problem is often encountered at various stages of phylogenetic reconstruction.
Our results are the first one to prove that identification of rogue taxon through reduced consen-
sus approach is an NP-hard problem. Our exact solutions — both constrained polynomial-time
algorithm and integer linear programming formulations — are also the first of their kind. Re-
sults show that they can be a useful benchmark for evaluating heuristic approaches and, identify
interesting characteristics and limitations of the various consensus methods.
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